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EKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
VOLUME X V I I. HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KEN T U CKY, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1886. NUMBER 26
•
COMPARATIVE WORTH OF BAKING POWDERS.
ROYAL (Absolutely Pure,.
GRANT'S IAlura Powder)*
RUMFORD'S, when fresh
HANFORD'S. when hese...
REDHEAD'S 
CHAR, (Alum Powder) *
AMAZON ..kitam Powder; *,
CLE V ELAN D'Seeiertwe ate1.11111=.11111=11111
PIONEER leen Francisco) . • •
CZAR_ 
DR. PRICE'S 
SNOW FL.kILE (amino .
LEWIW 
PEARL (Andrews I Co.).
HECKER'S
GILLET'S
ANDREWSACO."Regar411.11
keealauLa
BULK Powder ss.ld Iotsee) 11111
RUILFOR it hen nor feat) 1111
REPORTS OF GOVERNMENT CHEMISTS
•
As to Purity and Wholesomeness of t he Royal Iltraking Powder.
" I have tested • package of rloval Baking Powder, which purchased hi the
open market, and fhld it composed of pure and wholesome ingredients. It tea cream
of tartar powder of a high degree of merit, and does not contain eith, r alum or
phosphates, or other injurious substances. E. G. Lova, Ph.D."
"It is a scientldc fact that the Royal Baking Powder ts absolutely pure.
"H. A. Mort, Ph.D."
"I have examined a package of Royal Baking Powder. purehaaed by myself in
the market end it entirely free from alum. terra alba, or any other injurious wh-
ammy. 1111104T MiiSTON, Ph D , President of Stevens Institisti of Technology."
"I have analyzed a package of Roy-al Baking P.1w.ler. The materials of which
it is composed are pure and wholesome. S. DAXIA Harms, State Assayer, Masa."
The Revel Baking Powder reeeired the highest award over all competitors st
the Vienna World's Exposition. lsr..:; at the Centennial, Philadelphia, 1476 ; at the
American Institute, New York, and at State Fairs throughout the country.
No other article of human food has ever received such high, emphatic, and uni-
versal endorsement from eminent cLemirta, physicians, sidenthes. and Boards of
Health all over the world.
Norz-The above Diaokaat illustrates the comparative worth of various Baking
Powders, as shown by Chemical Analysis and experiments made by Prof. Schedler.
A pound can of each powder was taken, the total leavening power or volume el
each can calculated. the result being as indicated. This practical test for worth by
Prot Schedler only proves what every obeervant consumer of the Royal Baking
ese Powder knows by practical experience, that, while IL costs a few cents per pound
more than ordinary kinds it is far more economical, and, besides, affords the advan-
tage of better wsrk. A si-gle trial of tee Royal Baking Powder will convince lay
fair-cainded pers.-.r. these !acts.
• While the diagram shows POMO of the alum powders to be of a higher degree
of Strength than other powders. ranked below them, It Is not to be taken as Indicat-
ing thin they h.tve any V11:11c All aum iseeders, no metter how high Weir strength,
are to be avoided as dangerous.
Garner s-:-City-:-Pharmacy
NO. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky,
—on. of the 1:trire.t anti neat elegant tslitlees in the eity,
New and Complete in All Its Departments.
. S. Garner. of the old nem of Gish 11artier, who for many year. PI the leading drug trade le
Western Kentucky. having purchased Or Uoth's interest. is now sole proprietor of the new house. Hs
wttl ase all his vet-erten., &IP' ability la. ioerrape, if possible, Um high reputation of the old Arm for fait
dsolti,g. compet.licy and reliablItty. by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the best rpiallt,t • , lepartments the trade, st the lowest prices. Drugs. Paints and
I Ma ,•feyery kind, tocludtug -.if It tt 4% L1.1 ANIS' lk-Llikt1LATED PAINTs, Patent Medletuse.
the best •nd most popular In k
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
„Wenufactured ts; order yu.ratty. A sure and sal', I:Calody os 4,0es • lioness
uueds a specialty.
Proscriptions Carefillly Compudd
- - •10. hour of the Day or Night by—
letrer. IC. C. "77-11-e=r, Ptar2acT
H. B. GARNER.
Succeesor to Gish & Garner.
Ji Rs GREEN 8E, C 3
DEALERS IN
Agricultural Implem'ts•
- And Sole Agent tor the Following Line of tiontis
McCormick Builders,
Reapers and Mowers,
Iron Duke Harrows, Studebaker Wagons,
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS,
Blounfs True Blue Steel Plows,
LONE STAR STEEL purws,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and Riding
Mills, Springfield Engines and Separators, Eagle Engines, eeparators and Straw-
Stackers, Roet A Co's Straw. Oats and Hay 4:utters, and large Erieillage Cutters
for etaam power, Bell City Feed and Enaillage Cutters, all size* both hand and
power; Thomaa' Hay Rakes, Hoist l'ower, and Hay Yorke, Cora
shelter's, ['units for cisiterne anti deep wells; Mast, Foos & Co's Turbln Intim
Whet Mills and l'11111141 for Rattle,
Iowa Barn Wire and Wire Stroicliors.
Our line ef Ilsigeiee 14 full and complete, with latest stylee and at prices to suit
every one. We call special attention to the "HORSE SHOE BRAND"
FERTILIZER!
For Tobaceo and Cern. Every bag has a guaranteed analysis printed thereos
and this euarantee is goal morally and legally. Give us a call before buying.
Respectfully,
J. R. CREEN 8( CO.,
206 4, 208 MAIN 8T., HOPKINSVILLE, KY
HARDWARE! HARDWARE!
GUNS, PISTOLS,
AND ANIUNITION!
Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SEE US!
ANT4e
And Cuarantee Satisfaction!
THOIPSOIN & ELIAS.
Bryant grim 425 Macoultsiv11142)
Strit011. BUSINESS COLLEGE,
111001K.ILEEPING.
cor. Third and Jeffereon Stieloulsville, Ky.
RANKING, irceneassusr, SHORT.HAND, TYPE.
WHITING, AKIT,HMETIS ,
No Text Books or Manuscript* eopied and recopied by students. Hai the
largest honest indonsement as to true merit. Graduates hate little trouble In ob-
taining - oiatIoes.
HOME instruction will be given bylfettill. Improve your spare hours andobtain a practical education.
STUDY. ..A.ciciress Collor* aus
THE DESIRE OF THE STAR.
am lonely-I call thee-misprision
The 'night of the heavens ataore,
On the wings of the watrIwInA arising,
Oh, come to me, thou whom I love!
Would I won't. thee as earth lights that laicism
!Tom flowers and perfumes and dew f
Come upeard, thou deer one, and rectos
The old by the new
The North Star Wines cold In Its splendor,
The comet In glory server* past,
They are splendid and strange and untendsz.
•ed heave& seems l,.nely and wart,
Tor I locs with a pa.ss. ;I.1 supernal,
A yea,.:Ilag no spell can remove,.
'Po clasp th.c In rsi.ture eternal,
0, thou whom I I.e.'
Through !la dark that presages ths unweilms,
Ere dawn spring. in Joy from the sea,
Unheeded of 'doles.. or se••rning,
Ily VOHNI erws aloud unto thee,
In my bases will I hold thee. and never
Our love shall paw out fetus the inky,
Though the spheres. fixist and mighty forever.
Should e:umble. shoull die.
-J. e. Wetherill to The Critic.
THE SIGN BEARER.
"Sandy" was not really his name, ot
course; but when a man becomee, in
point of fart, nothing but a peripatetic
sandwieh he leapt to grow intiifferent to
small points of etiquet to and to the social
exactions that demand a prefix to a gen-
tleman's name when he is addressed.
For old Sandy was a gentleman in
spite of the fact that there was nothing
visible of him above the sleet board, so
to speak. but a pair of drooping shoul-
ders inadeettately covered with a rusty
tweed coat; a weather beaten neck, in
whieh some of the cords seemed to have
acquired undue prominence by reason of
the heavy boards swung by straps across
hie drooping shouldt•rs; a careworn face,
forever redeemed from insignificance by
a pair of mild grayeeyes that had ceueht
a commercial trick of looking very per-
suasively into the face of every pasaserby,
as he supplemented the big lettered an--
nouncentents of his boards by a flutter-
ing rose colored leaflet extended in a
tremulous brown hand: thin, wind blown
gray hair and a disreputable hat that ab-
solutely refused to locate itself chrono-
logically in the calendar of faehion.
That was the upper man Sandy. Sandy
Wow the bolted, was principally notice-
able on the occasion in question for a
pair of brand new shot s that appnreetly
squeaked in uncontrolleble amusement
at finding thernselvt.e on such feet, with
such absur 1 accontranisitetita as those
ineneneely ragged dowser ends anti
dew torah Andy painted rims to Sandy's
sandwich hoards'. which set forth in the
most poeitive language the location of
- 
the finest and cheepeet 1411041 blacking to
be found in all New York city or iser-
lutist in the world.
rew, indeed, let them be ever popgun*.
tilimusly inclined, would have known to
call old Sandy but just that: for it
atietneil to go beyond the memory of man
when he hail not foriniel one of It
procteeion of thin sandwiches, ranging
according to height, tall, taller, tallest,
that plodded patiently up one side of
Broadway and down the other, proclaim- Jini's boy should be his buy.
ing the same excellence of the saute shoe Preeently the door opened and Jim's
blacking with the same patient indiffer- wife stood where Sandy himself had
enee to the chanees of the weather as to flood about half an hour earlier. She
the changes in the political horizon: at that mo-
with the same stolid acceptance of the was very Pretty; eaPeeiallYmeat, with her large, wondering eyes
jotaling that was inevitable when their Axed on old Sandy and a flush from hur-
unyielding boards came in sharp contact ried walking or some other cause dyeing
with the swift rushing tide of humanity her cheeks a bright red.
that now swept with them and now "You here this time of day?" she said
against them. with more of wonder Vian gratitude in
But hearts must trob, even under the her voice, and stepping aside she dropped
heavy pressure of sandwich boards, and a large paper parcel on the old trunk be-
lt wa-s became the front man in the pro- hind the bed head.
cession, "tallest," know that old Sandy's 01(1 Sandy looked at her apologeti-
had occasion to beat esoniewhat sorrow- caller: "He seemed so bad last night, you
fully just then that he turned Ansi asked know, I thought I'd run up and aek
him a question on that bright but bitia- after hint. I didn't think to stop so long,
tering morning, not uns_ruily, only ab-
ruptly for want of time: 
but finding him alone"—
Jim's wife had ell this time been get-
-How's the Midger
"Wurse." 
Ong out of her bonnet and a rather smart
looking new walking jacket. She an-
There come momente of relexation and swered testily with ber back to him:
refreshment even into earelwiched lives, 
"Yes. I ran out for a minute to do
anti when old Sandy 's coin >anions broke an errand and borrow a coal of flre from
ranks on that day to go to lunch he Mrs. Merric acmes the hall. I made a
separated himself front them and, drop- gond sale of five birds to-day."
ping hie slow commercial march step. 
"And forgot the coal of fire"-old
walkol as rapidly am he could for the Sandy waa regarding the new finery
rigid impediments on his shuulders east- with gloomy eyes-"the Midge was
ward, over eastward, until he reached most froze when I got here."
the dreary neighborheod of Hester street. 
"I can get it now," the girl answered
where he turned abruptly into a door with flushing cheeks, and started once
that stood oPen and elatteri'd uP stairs, moro toward the den. Sumething in the
his brand new shoes creaking vocifer- Midge's looks, however, caused her to
ously on the Imre boards of the steep and stop and look hard at the small white
dirty eteps, hM imprisoning boards face resting on obl Sandy's shoulder.
thumping on the step above him as he Sho took a step nearer to bine then
mounted hastily up two flights and stopped and gasped,
stopped suddenly at a door immediately 
"Is he asleep?" Sfuldy asked, very
in front of him and knocked twice. The softl y.
first knock sounded a trifle apologetic, 4.1:ay him down in the bed,. she an_
the second a trifle impatient: both fail- swercel in a strange, quick way that
ing of recognition, he cautiounly turned caused Sandy to obey without question-
tho handle and peeped into the room. big. The Midge did not object. Yes, he
It was not an interior calculated to fare was a_sleep, Dreamlessly, painlessly and
cinate the gaze, nevertheless old Sandy fereet,r,. 
"I reckon Jim sorter pines for
stood there quite awhile looking in with- him," said old Sandy quietly, when
out making any motion toward entering. there was no longer any room to hope
The room was dark, not fur want of that the Midge would ever wako
windows,. for it boasted of thee*, but aeaire "and I expect it's best eci, This
what with the opaque newspapers that sald was toe leech for him." It came
supplied the place of nitmerous mists- back to him later on. that when be had
ing panes of glass and the old shawl and mond in tne broad sunbeam beneath the
old quilts that hail been pinned up as bird cai•s, how the Midge hal Melted
high se a woman's arm could reach to at him convulsively. "If he went then,"
keep the wind at bay, and the unwashed he said to the weman. who could oely
condition of the upper sash, the reflec- kneel and Moan in her impotent sorrow
lion of the bright sunlight that was and retnorse, "he went with tlie a
flooding the streets old Sandy had just shining on hint and the loir4ls a singing
410 Ma 'X' I NT .1L. CIO Et, IR left was reduced to its minimum. Such to hint simile as if Ise was out under the
Wiiee:-Barrowe anil Roail-Serapera. Frick & Co's Engler, Separators and Saw- I Me din.7 room fell direct upon three so.'•
sunshine, however, ass did penetrate into country skies. I like to think it was
Poverty is a hart taskmaster. Old
Sandy was back in the ranke a very little
while later, and it was only when he felt
the northeasit wind cutting through hint
like a knife that he remembered how he
otly elto•fatt.the Midge wrapped up in his
Old Sandy was not on duty the next
day. A substitute hail to be found to
carry his boards. and the meteeenger that
brought the news of his sickness to the
store Lrelight alse a request for the van-
guard of dm sandwieh men to come to
him that nielit 11.4 do. .11 hi. Whim
belle' go it was to find old Sandy flushed
with fever and in a state of restlessness
that lasliel no good.
cages full of canary birds thot swung
high up against the unwashed upper
sub, and when Sandy opened the dour
they were rejoicing in a with an exuber-
ance of vocal comet?. that seemed almost
insolent in its contraat with the sadness
and stillness of their surroundings.
As Sandy's eyes got used to the ob-
scurity they became conscious of an-
other pair of eyes fastened on his own
with a sort of imploring intensity.
They looked immensely large, staring at
him there from the cradle in front of the
sullen stove, but perhaps it was because
they were set in such an exceedingly
small face from which all the flesh
seemed to have worn away, leaving the
dry skin drawn like% drumhead over
the baby cheek bones). Two meager arms
terminating in two claw like hands were
outstretched in mute appeal toward old
Sandy. But no sound came from Um
Midge's dry lips.
"Bless my soul; it's all alone. Poor
little Midge!"
Old Sandy creaked in on the tiptoes of
his brand new ahoes, making all tho
more noise by reason of his superhuman
efforts to make none at all. The canary
birds brought their chorus to an - ston-
ished halt and turned their small heads
sidewise) to investigate him thoroughly,
evidently regarding him as a rival
musician of an unknown genns. Old
Sandy stopped when he reached the
cradle and said again very softly and
pitifully:
"Bless my small Poor little Midget
All alone. It wanta me to walk it!"
Sandy was almost aghast at thie suggea-
tion. "I wonder if I dare? The room's
cold, Midge, and you might catch cold,
and you don't look ai if you could stand
wan/ more knock downa."
The Midge, indeed tentomolooical,ly
nicknamed preenmably for ita slight
body and exaggerated extreinties did not
look as if it could stand any more knock
downs at all. but as it persisted in its
mute demands of some sort, old Sandy
cast about him furtively for something
to wrap it up in. Nothing satisfac-
tory presented itself to his view. The
only shawl that was visible was the one
pinned up against the window, and it
was so exceedingly dirty and moth eaten
that even if he had felt at liberty te in-
terfere with the arrangeneeite of the
tenant of the room in her absence he
would not have used it. The Midge,
growing tired of his unexplained inactiv-
ity, emitted a low wail from its small,
parched throat which seemed to throw
old Sandy completely on his beam ends.
"Lkan't cry, Midge. 11IoeS my soul,
don't cry. You shall have a walk."
With sudden decision he jerked off
his old tweettcoat, which, though cruel-
ly inadequate out there on the wind
swept mtreete even when he had been
weather boarded with hie wooden iulver-
tisements, would doubtlees present a
luxurious contramt for the Midge to the
wrinkled and crumby quilt that he was
Ile did it rather clumsily, but the
Midge was no pampered darling of for-
tune and allowed himself to be nilled
face downward and incased in old
Faantly•s coat without protest. Only
ence he gave a sigh of relief when he
was finally hoisted high up and laid
against Sandy's restleas breast, with his
small hot head resting on the old man's
uncoated shoulder. When old Sandy
began to creak soberly backward and
forward over the bare floor in his coca:.
shoes, the canary birds, eoncleding
this time either that he was a harmless
nort of monster whose presence should
not be allowed to curtail their enjoy-
tnent of the sunshine, or else that the
sounds emitted by those shoes must be
drowned at all hazards, began singing
again with all the capacity of six little
yellow throats. Sandy quite approved
of thie performance on their part, and
stationing himself ;n the very broadest
aunbeana Ina could find he turned his
back toward the mete se ad to bring the
Midge's weazenal face close to the pretty
thing(' singing there so airily in the sun-
shine. and singing as if there had never
had a heart ached or broken in all this
hard world. "Purty burds singing for
Midge!"
Ile said it very persuasively, but the
?didge signified his dieapproval of this
halt by bringing his small. cold feet
into convulsive contact with Sandy's
stomach. and clutching feebly at the
shirt collar against which one hot little
claw dieted.
"I'm an idiot, Midge, of course I am.
What's the putty lairds to you when you
ain't ever been out of sight or hearing
of their everlasting wobbling? But
there! money is in 'etre Midge. I won-
der where she is all this time,•• and full
of contrition for his error in juagment
old Santly resumed his tramp while the
Midge lay motionless in his inexperienced
arms. It seemed to him a very long
lime that he creaked up and down that
lure floered room with the Midge's little
hot head resting on his shoulder. leing
enough for him to make a great many
remitter reflection* on the barrenness of
Its appointments. Ile had never seen it
before by daylight. Ile hail always
come of aveninge, when he was legiti-
mately freed front his boards and was at
liberty to look after Jim's wife and boy,
as itched promised faithfully to do when
Jim, poor fellow, had died nearly a year
gone now. It hadn't been much of an
undertaking nor at all unpleasant, for
Jim's wife wail a nice little creature, and
it hail she-tened many an evening for
old Sandy to sit in the room where the
cooking stove and the heby's cradle and
the high swung canary birds' cages were
all equally at home, and watch J1111.11
%can at her sewing. She WM always
busy awl neat nni1 trim when Sorely
came, and caeeful of the 'Midge, too, and
that was what made it ail hard to under-
'demi what looked like such cruel neglect
on her part now. Ile didn't deny it to
himself that a littlelater on, when Jim'e
Mentery had grown leas green, he wierld
like to +IA JIttla wife to be his wife and
"You'll have to go in my stead, Bony,"
he said. us Noon as his friend had drawn
the only chair in the neap ch me up to the
bele isf his iron lounge. "I'd rather have
gone invadf. for t prentimel Jim to book
after them and I wanted to see that they
put the Midge away in good style.
None of your pauper doing* for Jins's
boy." He raised up on 0110 elbow, rat ,
his hand under his pillow and lorougie
out an excestively old pocketbook. "It e
all in there. I've been mein' ap for
nearly a year now. I didn't want ta
tread too chose on Jim's heels, same as 1
done witeti we sandwiched together on
the streede I wee going to ask her to
marry me when the year was good out.
That would a-les•n about the best way tof
keopin' my promine Jim..I think he'd
a-said 'OK.' don't you, Bony? I was
platinin' to furnish a room for her real
well, with a bureau and a washstand
(I've priced no end or 'erld and a lot of
woman's gun cracks on the mantelpiece.
But I reckon that game•s about up. I
think 11110.8 got her head set a different
way. The Midge's gone-home to Jim,
and I shouldn't wonder if I was in for
the pneumony: feels mighty like it in
my Stile. That's the reason I can't go
myself, Bony. I reckon it come of for-
get t my coat. I want you to take that
Money to her, Bony, and tell her I sent
it for the Midge's buryine T4•11 her to
have it done decent, carriage and all.
Decent's the word, Bony. I don't want
her to have no excuse for taking help
from anybudy that ain't got a right to
offer it. It would sorter hurt me to
think that Ji111.41 boy had any but homed
money spent on him, dead or alive.
Maybe there'll be enough for a bouquet.
too. You'll come and tell me how it
goes off, won't you, Bony?"
Bony promised that he would, but
when he came hack the next night to tell
old Sandy how decorouely the Midge had
been put away in a email black coffin,
with a wreath of i llll uortelles lying at its
head, and the coffin en the front seat of
a carriage with himself and Jim's wife
on the back seat, everything decent and
paid for with honest money, obi Sandy
was petit taking any interest in it, for he,
too, had gone to swell the earuvan in-
numerable and to give Jim an account
of his stewardship.-Jeannette Wad-
__
worth in Kauai City Timee.
PROIIIIIITION.
Religion, Morality slid Polities.
The Milo% lug article, front the pen ot
Prof..1. W. Beet, Met appeared let the
Baltimore Ileptist, and, at the reveler
of many of hie ft beide in this city, id re-
produced iii 'he NEW ERA this ntorning:
Prohibition and its telethon to Reli-
gion and Politics are question* ef the
Itay Their dismission end disposition
are forced open our people, One church-
es soil oiir political putties. Tnere
really no (Iodising the matter. This Is an
age (it combiliatities, .ir
rectintortictions awl of coucerted action.
The popular haelligenee, the ravages of
crime and the croweing virtues of
thrietienity demand it.
teiteetione, hitlaerto coneldered as
having no connection, no relation to
each other, are blending. and the moral
element or link Id holding together
some of the ttilglitieet powers (if earth.
Heretofore 'oolitic's lies beets drifting as
a 'sort of illegitimate, ametiabie to no
moral etandard, deter to be totally
ignored by Christianity and hardly tel-
lowshiped by common morality. Poll-
deal integrity has meant only to stick
to your party right or wrong-and it
Mot made bin little odds how you ob-
tain votes so that you get them. The
only element of good, in parties, has
been success, and of evil, defeat. 1-11-
01 the last few y ears the moral element.
the element of right, has not been
IletII/rd a matter of any political testi-
ssquence. Now ill this hes beets seal
to get tairly at the question as to
bether there le any monde to be ree-
°bollixed in politics, reel mere' (044
in vetting and any morel qualities. in
;eolith-lens. It' not, then 'et religion
(tnd morality hand leaflike and Lew mak-
. rs over to the erne/loge of avarice and
aarlit)chgkati, tegaralleee of all right and all
Thee legal teepee afion of Church and
State ie 110W an Ante' kali idea (silly es-
tablittlied, but the moral relations' be-
tacen the Church and Stade ere more
fully then ever recognized. The Church
eau only operate on the State through the
ballot, thiough argument, through 'nor-
ai suasion. No 'edict of the (luta+
can make a law, nor should it be allow-
ed to break a law. No edict uf the law
eau make a Church, nor break a Church.
/knee their entire organic independ-
ence. But thb. 4.411 not relieve &eel' l
moral obligations to the other. Here
rouses in time moral element binding to-
gether l'hureli and State, but strictly
according to the great law of reelproul-
ty. Pile law atom to the Church, a lien-
ever I do anstlihig ageing your Inter-
est, alien legialetioli hematitic's Matilfeat-
ly the enemy of Chriadiatiity, It is your
duty its the capacity of eitizt•tio to ts•in•
edy your grievances, through ate bailor.
l'hia you may do as ass Climbs-
(lame as citizens. Not:km.01 can make
▪ Milli vote aa It laltemes, 'stator the
right to vote IS 1101 111 R Clonal', but
the 'este of the State, voting and argu•
ing are liodivliltisl
iiiiiessriblilty of a Church's' ever becom-
ing political, or of polities ever berme-
leg 14 1 hurtle according to American
ideas of the teo institution*.
'Ilse morale of leaflike; ere to be lotaked
after by Chrietiane, just ati the morale of
individuals, and as freely discieseed
the pulpit+.
Much of the political corruption of the
ptitii ;leVs attributed to the neglect of the
The raptor traffic, as proteeted by leg-
islatvie licenee, could hot have existed
this lolig had the religion.; people of the
coutitry , the pulpit+ have been faithful-
ly' discharging their dutiee. All licenee
ist limited prohibition. Total prohibition
is as lee ful and colistitutional as limited
prohibition or as is livelier. Individu-
als vote anil not Churches. Churches
can't meddle aid' any queetion by vot-
ing. They, the nienibere, can only vote
as citizens, as individuals and 110 record
is made 01 their religion. In the design
and Mee of the votes el every individ-
ual cystitis its moral quality and every
vote involves' a relationship, au obltga-
tion and a duty. Hence the reboot's'.
bility ot the license or the preisibition
of Use liquor traffic le traceable through
voting, Mime holdiug and law mak-
ing, directly back to the voter who un-
questionably bears In himself his part of
the responsibility.
Now, for any one to say that a preach-
er, becauee lie happens to be the pastor
of itoute Church, or the layman, because
lie happene to be the member of some
Church, ghoul(' not argue and vote oil
questems involving the lllll rale of the
country as citizens, displas criminal
ignorance and prreuniption. The higher
the idiom of a mait's mural life, the
greater the reeponsibility. A preacher
and a Clirietian above all others should
not otily vote but speek tor their coun-
trymen, whenever queetions arise Invol-
ving moral beetles. In fact every law
that affect.' the morals of a people le a
legitimate topic for pulpit awl veer, and
every preeelier and les man alio by his
indifferent-eel. neglect tails to raise a
warning voice, beetintees a warmer die
evils that liaise. There is tio dodging
this cencluition. We do not urge that
preachers elands' be eternally harping
uti gut-odious of political bearing to the
tiegiret of Whitt some might cotisider
matters; but ate do tirgellthat
when such questions 'mire, it is their
duty to speak tout alai let it be ktiewn
• hiclisele they are ou and Five their
reasone for it, if neeeesary. No efficlal,
ministerial dignity ever prevente the
ili,elserge ot duty, amid in all tliSPIIII-
s101.01 And (111 que.tions involvina
time morel aell-behig el the greateet
good of the greateet siuniber, the duty
of every voter. be lie preacher, layman
or citizen, ie clear. It w ill not 110 for
the sChristiati tip stay I am willing to
render tit God the thinge that are (eerie
but I will not render to Czesar the things
that are Cresara. The rendering eads
case equally binding and it must be
further urgeti that the rendeneg iti
both castes muse be in accordant t• ith
the will of God. This view of the sub-
ject introduces the moral element an('
ehows that every queetion should be de-
termined by its morel bearinge. Man
eustaine two gees of relations, ebsolute
to God and relative to his tellowonan,
and the duties growing Out ol these are
never oppoeed to emit other. "My
Kitelgtout is not of this world," mild the
:smite, but lie did not pay that It wait
not fur Ode world. It WAS and Is de-
signed to niake nit.n %leer, lumpier and
better in all the walks ot life. If the
liquor traffic be an evil and drunken-
neu a sin, then is prohibitien right in
the Chun+, and hi the State, In politics
and in the ballot. Let no felae view of
title question keep Christiana, ministere
and laymen, from working neglitily for
the right iti thie greet coliffict
J. W. RUST.
h
—.M. •
EX. GOV.
StadIS' Collsin.
am first comes .1 late Ex-ttneenor Al-
exander Rotes etas, and have been 11/.011111 clerk
on different rtislroads sinee Iseo. For ten years
I have been a se fferer from a eancer on my face
a hien grew • orse I, I.. I the discharge of matter
1.1,411..• *WI ry eilensise. I Lee•me
thoroogidy diszii-ted V1 all Wood purifiers awl
pe.nouneed them III bugs, a+ I hail tried many
without relief.
Fin•lly I W/14 III nee II. It. It. whn-h
was about the 1st of February, and eontininul
ite use until the latter part of April The offen-
sive Mt...barge decrea•A at once and tbe hard-
ness around the caneer disspiwartill It impro-
vil my gmCral health end I rapidly :gained
flesh and Anglian discharge gradually de•
creased awl the eaneer became less in site until
nothing rename but a war to tell ttt tale of a
dangerous emacer. all who h e seen me
sines I have eommenced the use of u.u. It bear
testimony of nay great Improvement, and the
gear .111 114‘ fttee oho% s that itciired the cato.er I
find that ft. it. B routes !squarely tip to %diet It
is recommended, an.1 I cannot say too lunch io
praise of this wonderful mastic' ne . I have tried
them all, but B. B B. Mande at the top as •
1,10.01 purifier.
The above is copied fent the Athens (54) Ros-
ner- W., trA man, being the voluntary language of
Mr. Jas. A. C.reer, which editor endor•
ses:
lireer is an honest, upright citizen 01
thews, who had a bail I'anver, and hie numer-
mi. (Need. thought that he could not live very
long as the cancer 4va.. gradually sapping the
foundation of his constitution, hut now looks
well an.I heurty.
2 .A G AIN ST I S.
eerresreDeleDce.
FUN AT SCHOOL.
Joessoe's, Ky., Dee. 20, 1856
Kn. New sate.
°tar school (No. 5), eonducted by Miss
Ophelle Davis, client' its seselon on Fri-
day earning last with an exhibition.
The dielognes, declamations and recita-
tions %ere rendered with a VIIII and
promptness both forcible and miergetle,
pen in hand," it would have come out
regularly all the saute.
Dr. J. II. Javkisois'e handeome reel-
theme, 011 Princeton street, is rapidly
last week. He has located In Poway
valley near his brother and built a house
and will soon plant a large number of
vines and trees. I am glad to report
that all Kentuckians here, known to me,
are doing well and like the country.
On the peninsula which forms the
bay and harbor, and Ininiediately oppo-
site the buelness center of this city, a
new city has been laid out. At title
point the peninsula is about one and a
half miles wide, and the new city, called
1Coronaslo Beach, extends from bay to
' ocean and about the same distance up
the penineula. The central Avenue Is
as I have rarely a 'mane,' ill alsy ot the elesuoment need have no fears but they very wide, having a etreet car line in
States, &sighted or acotialid, either. %sill be treated fairly mud honestly. center, then a row of orange trees on
'flee a hole affair reflects great eredit Levi Burkholder slid John Keith will each Fide, then a wide wagon road on
on their talented preceptor, Miee Davie. euperiiitend receiving the grain and either side and on the outer side of each
lie remits opened a ith song by the
slued and a mote. impresaive prayer by
Master Edgar Johnsen. The "Dutch-
man's Remedy," by Master Lew Ray,
was then delivered in good style. "The
Modern Belle," by Annie Slumber, and
"Little Doggie," by little Robbie Ho-
gue, were very good. "Intelligent
Witness," by Master Charlie Jolieson
and Lem Hay, 104 laughable amid re-
tninded me somewhat of the witticism in
"Cousin Sally Millard:la Story." "The
Blind Boy" was then rendered by Miss
Ida Putnam, amid was Very impressive.
Thell Mims Dore Crunk cause forward
aed gas e "A mit Ilettiea Reflections
on Matrimony." Her gestures and act-
ing weie splendid. She would certain-
taitily make a flue comedienne. "School
Is Out," by Tommie McCracken and
Georgie Joele, also "Sweet Sixteen," a
dialogue, %eta 44 very well. When
Mealier Edgar Johnson ohne forward
and gave 11/, "Making' All E.litOr Outen
Him," by Will Carleton, the inimitable
style mid xeelleut delivery. brought
down the testier. ••'llie Snow Sterne"
by Julia Sharber, was also excellent.
"I helm six year old Cecil Johnson came
furs aril aide hie "big eeeecii" and eta
the audience in a roar. "Nine Years
Atter Marriage," by Dailey Hunter, An-
nie Slumber, Edgar Joistitton, and Lem
and Bob Ray, was thoroughly farcical.
Sweet little Daley was a matter of fact
housewife, mire enough. "I.ittle Mag-
gie," by Bettie Sharber. •wae just
wealth:as. Then sweet little leaky
Hunter came on a kit "The Vaga-
bonds." Her delivery and acting aere
very tine lielt•eil. We liad 'leveret other
pieces '"friumpli Temperatice," by
Edgar Jolliet-oil, "Lighteing red
peeper" by SEIM Ray, and nearly lest
but not least rattle MISS 1.111Ie Ray end
rendered "tairfew must not ring to-
night" lei a graceful and beautiful man-
tier. The last scene was a farewell ad-
dress by Miss Davi., which drew forth
a twrfeet tidal wave of tears. I tell you,
Mr. Editor, handkereitiefis were at a
noticed hi the audience
yoti worthy towitaninue.loilit 111. Protiee,
tobeeco merchant, (late of thls phiee
snit eppearell to enjoy hiniaelf very
min+. .111 remote,
WILLIAM (;.
RETURN OF TIIE PRODIGAL
With a Bushel of North Chrietian News
for his Hungry Readers.
Cetus-we, Kr., Dee. 16, 'SO.
Editor New Era:
everliatiling and repairing it generally.
'I he machinery has all been put In un-
der the general supervision of Mr. Ens-
minger who is not only a thorough and
practical miller but • first class mill-
wright anti machinist. The !nine are
!sow fitted up with two cleaning ma-
chine*, eight parts of manhood roller
mills, one George T. Smith purifier,
four bolting delta and one Silver Creek
eentrittigel reel, all of which %ere tur-
!tidied by the Richmond City rnill
works ot Richmond, Ind. Mr. Ens-
iiiinger will give lois entire attention to
the milk and sill do custom work and
delivering meal anti flour a title Nath
Trice boessee the engine room. I have
tested the flour made, called the bakere
flour, and know it is first clime, end the
patent will be second to none manufac-
tured in the State. The ferment in this
section can be congratulated on having
such oplentlid milli; within their reach.
As the old year is watching he end.
the distribution of that branch of pouu-
lar literature known as the almanac is
in the zenith of ite glory. As I write I
look suspended on the mantle and I
vomit six With illuminated covers ehat
have been industriously collected'. by
Master Oscar. TIM; branch of literature
has attained gigantic proportions,' In-
deed no family is fully provided forl un-
less a variety' of these useful and Orna-
mental books are secured. The objects
in three publications, while manifold
generally gravitate towards one common
center, money to the publisher/1. Poets,
paragraphere and noveliate, agricul-
turaliete and mechanics are all called on
to add to the pages of these delectable
medium% of information mid amuse-
ment. While the pages are perused
with interest and avidity by the average
reader, it is refreelling to begin wnat
you think to be a flue novel, and at the
eel' a here the climax Is reached you are
advieed to take Jones Tunic Elixir be-
fore meals, there is nothing that equals
the readete Inoue of J, except "to
be ountinued."
J. E. Croft is making a aide room to
his drug, store which will be used by L.
Rice as aiiicture gallery.
I think a wedding a ill astonish the
youtig folks close firoUllti about here at
no tiletatit day, you need not gileiti boy.,
you will not know mail you do know.
C. A. B.
WESTERN RHETORIC.
San Diego. Its Prooperity And Pee-
pie. Kentucky Immigrants,-
Waited On Ily College
Graduates.
SAN Cat.trosteta., Dee. 11. lase,
Keller New Kra:
Few people In the Eastern States or
here know the many and grest efforts
w hitch have been made by the later man-
agenteut of the Southern Paeltle R. R.
o., and by other corporations and cit-
ies to keep San Diego down. Had Col.
'Toni hetet, the greatest of all great rail-
road King*, lived, San Diego would now
have a rittpulation of 50,000 inetead of
12 000. Since Mt.  Huntington has as-Our village not having been repre-
sional control of the Southern Pacific,genteel lis the correspondent's" column of
the ERA for several weeks, „ime lie has, in every way 
possible, throttled
of ; every scheme that promised a develop-!mule the' very grave responsibilityle my way for meth of this section anti but for the en-contributing regularly
the next twelve months, and must ask
your indulgent readers to be as easy
with me its their crake/ens as the virtue
of forbearance sill admit. I will en-
deatvtir to make the Crofton column as
interesting as I can and will thank my
Mende to hirnieli me with such ii,c111s as
may come in their posweeelon is might
be of interest to your residera. It is cer-
tainly a emerge ot congratulation to you
that the ERA id eo firmly t stabil/11'rd
terprIse and capital of the Achieon, I o-
peka & Santa Fe R. R. Co., aided by
the California Southern R. R. the pop-
ulation of this place would not now ex-
ceed 2,000 and property hardly worth
paying taxes on. About 18 menthe ago
the city contained about 2,000 inhabi-
tants. The California Southern R. R.
wee extended to the Atlantic it Pacific,
(which was and is operated by the A.
T. & S F at Baretow, and the boom he-
nna the abandonment by any or all of gsn• People 
came in, business opened
your correepondeete does not in the up, freight by the car 
losd was brought
have nut coutributed to it, it has gime on
lease affect its foundation. Why shim fonts the East and 
property went up
from 105) to 1,000 per cent, and is still
ust the Fame, eee hom...tiy 11.44..., going iip. You may 
aek ally property
that, even hail I 1101 mvaii my will etill 
ailvatter? It Is easily answer-
ed. The city of San Diego, besides pos-
seesing the finest harbor on the Pacific
coast and the finest climate in the
world, is situated at the foot of a sue-
ceeeion of die finest valleys in the State
approaching completion. She Is a beau- and extending eastward, northward and
ty and reflects credit on the tontractor, northearterly to a point on the Pacific
Tom Stuart.
At the December meeting of the Johli
V. Boyd Poet, G. A. H., the followleg
officers were elected to serve mie year :
'I'. C. Tinsley, Commander.
D. C. Hollatlehl, S. V.
George 51 ant J. V. C.
Jonn F. Woodburn, O. le
Robyn Tate, 0. G.
M. B. Brown, Q.
II. C. Breelmr, l'hap.
John B. Lanier, Surgeon.
Hole rt Wanton arrites1 here one day
this week, bought a lot %Bluest any
iniproveinetits. got a deed for it, bought
lumber. put up a limos on the veletas
Ind Mehl in It that night, and is living
in it now. How is that for ettergy for a
man With only one leg?
Burglars licokis throughtlie window of
the leteltiest4 1 lllll se ot J. Didits & Co.
last Saterday 'light, and took $15- from
the insiney drawer, Mai lee some gro-
ceries.
Rev. T. L. Creedal!, of our town,
wae married bias evenhig to Mise Buil-
Me 'arie, tlw Crisham Impel Leigh-
hot hood, by Rev. H. L. Meltoit. Tne
gnome into beets charge of the
'much of this circuit for over a year,
and is universally beliked for Isis cour-
tesy end Christian dealing aid' all.
The !whir is a popular and beautiiiii
y g lady, and in beginithist life's pil-
grimage tegether may they eisjey all the
happitiree it !aren't,. and may the rich-
tat blessings of health, proeperity and
pleasure be slitosered upon them.
Severe! physicians have pronounced my M-
twara. blood po,son, caused by penal or lead to
the paint. but they could n..6 ellre tne I.ast
summer I used eieliteen bottles of a largely ad-
vertised Motel niedicine. which did me no more
good than so much water.
I have lined only two bottles of B. It. It. ant
am prowl to say that I have fr•eetve.1 greater
frotn tlwm than fo.m the • eighteen ant
am noW rapeliy recovering. There as no
question about the superiority ofit. II. II over
all other reined MI
214 Reynolds Wert. W moony.
•ugusta. il• , April Est. Peel.
--sem ss
A poplar tree cut dowe in Logan
county a few dap; ago seven ten-
feet logs-the largest being live feet ten
inches in diameter and the smallest one
four feet one inch.
Miss Helen Wilson, of our town, is
spending a few (ley* aide relatives ill
your
A lodge of Good l'emplars was organ-
ized by Mrs. Retie Wilson here. awl is
called Hose 'I% 'leen lesige In honor of ridiculed.
her. The lodge now cola:dim about 75 Looking forwartl to these improve-
members and invent taery Wednesday 'limas and the growth of the city, the
night, at Academy Hall. best Widnes; men here are buyers, not
Fire rolled front the grate of Mrs. !let sellers of city property. 
There rea-
Johnson'e reeitience last night, Witt
burned a hole through the their• before
seginiltsiebeodfit"ie family awoke and retie-
Nixon st West have «petted up a gen-
eral store in the V. C. Ciark sterehouse.
They are clever getitleissen end merit a
liberal abate of patronage, and w ill get
It'Jts711:1 C. Ferrill is building a tenement
Isouee near Crofton Aeadet»y. It will
be ()templed by William Harriet as 1401111
as conipleted.
:,,11,Jetkul.ge C. II. Kistner, from NI elision-
ville, is visiting relatites here this
A snow h ll se ill he erected here and
the annual distributioti of gifts by Santa
Claus' ail! occur on Fritley evetillig be-
fore Christmea.
J ellen Bexley has bought a reeitlence
on the Russellville road end moved into
it. J. J. Nixon movea Roxley's
house, I s..1.5'ratitree to Niis III'S form-
er residence, and Chat lie Gray to Crab-
tree's fernier liettue.
C. A. BRANIISM.
Ckovitoe, KY., Dec. IS. 1886.
Editor New I:ru:
The pnespeettie for the Loitioville
Republican Ilas beeulteent to this offiee,
and in a letter received by it republican
here the editors, John W. Finnell and
Wm. Brown say they a ill make the pa-
per a live aggressive newspaper.
The Misses Lanier, front Nashville,
are visiting their uncle Toua Lanier near
here, this week.
Capt. l'aylor, whe with a crew has
been re-building the rtilverts on the
line of rail-way, has abandoned the
work until opting awl returned to his
Coast 60 or 70 miles distant. These
latide, alien tenth le necessary, eats be
anti are irrigated and even now readily
command about $100 per acre. The
area of three equal to about 250,-
WO acres and yet there are others, still
farther east and north containing prob-
ably as much snore, while the hills and
motintelne contain some timber and
much of valuable ores. 'There is as vet,
iso connection beta pen three rich and
productive valleys atid this eity, other
than A dirt road, but a' railroad has been
begun extending front Los- Angelo*,
thoingli tilt se vaileya to San Diego and
will, in a few nansths bel complet-
east side of the county andietetenhegi'drotto.etilliuiell:casIdtiellir-tl
ea. W completed
tepee r ill etrike us anti t a
alto be so plainly the Inter of tl e
Southern Pacific to make this 'ac tie
temente*, as orighially t
it will enter witli • new lit g e
dee so poi-Able through those tertile val-
ley to this city. W lien this is done, the
route from the Atlatitie coast to China,
Japan mei the British East ledies will
be nom 1,000 to 1,100 mike shorter by
salt Diego than by San Francisco, and
die isneluctes of over 500,000 acres of fer-
tile land %Units this...minty ati im-
mense area still further Noith and VS rot
will peer into the+ city tor coneemptiois
and shipment. San Diego, as a mere
health re-ort, juniptil iti a yrar and 001
trent 2,000 t4/ 12,mol) population dosing
a bleb time over $2,000,000 was @pent hi
the in:prevenient of Ovate property.
Whet' the milt-tails pietitioned or either
of them are built its bealtlitulnees and
climate will beeome secondary consider-
ations and it sill at once necome the
comniercial rival and a dangerous rival
of Sea Fraticieco; and Loss Angelo.,
ceasing to be a rival, will pay tribute to
the little city hich she has for years
sons have urged men to make large ad-
ditions to the city and lay off lots two
mike er more from the present business
centre, and many have beets bought not
only tor homes, but on speculation.
I here been here three weeks, during
which time over an Melees have been
built mei over 100 are now in process of
conetruetion. Yet there• Is not a vacant
house in the eite , and although relate are
very high, theta now being built are
either tor owners or have been spoken
for. You would like to know a here the
people come from? Every two or three
days a steamship arrivee front San Fran-
cia:o atail mire a day a peesetiger train
on the 'al iforiiia Southern comes in. each
lesiva ith paietengers. These come
trom every country and from every cli-
mate mad alsout oite-half remain in this
city or county. The hotels at all times
ere and all furnished rooms and
boaritiog houses throughout the city are
brougiec, into service. Speaking of ho-
tels, I tenet say that in point of number,
capacityland aceotninotiation, this city is
better furnished than any place knovvn
to toe. The !forest). tite Russ, the Flor-
ence, the St. James, the Brunswick, ttse
New carleton, the Commercial, the Ar-
lington arid quite a number of °there,
whose names I cannot now give, can ate
eonimodate from 100 to 300 gueets each
and are well kept. Tile New Carleton
certainly depervem especial notice. It is
a new building. large. airy, and conven-
ieetly arranged. The veey beet Chi-
nese (emote; and other eervants are em-
phases!, and you have all the convenien-
ces anti comforts found in any first Class
hotel a ith the quiet of a home. The ta-
ble.' are turnielied eh!' euerything the
markets here etipply, and some of the
%afters ire college graduates. The pro-
prietor, Mr. W. A. Donee, and his wife,
aesieted by Dr. Muir as eh rk, give their
ineiv ideal mid undivided attention to
the managettietit of die hotel, and its
home its Bullitt county laot Friday. populanty is so great that many who
No 11-netectiline gentler, 13 avoirdia-
- 
cannot secure 1110111S ill I Ile hotel, rent
furnieheel rooms and take their meals at
pole is witted to the tioneelnalti of our ex- the Carleton. Yet the rates are reagen-
t:elle:it friend John Andrew Bryon Rat- able, ranging from $1.25 to $2 50 per
of theee is a row of orange and lemon
trees. All other streets are wide and
aloe akIrted by orange and other ever-
green trees. There is a steam ferry boat
which makes the trip in about 10 Mill-
Wed from the wharf in this city to the
wharf on the Beach aud return. Then
it connects with the street cars, drawn
by steam motors which take you to the
ocean beech, one of the finest in the
world. Water has been conveyed by
pipes front thin city, and thus every lot
is furnished with good water. first
sale of lots on Corondo Beach was at
auction Nov. 13tb, 1880, at which time
$111,000 worth were sold. /since then
Kates are made dail by the real estate
firms and city of 4,000 or 5,000
will be seen. Caronado Beach will be a
winter resort for some, a SUIllmer resort
for others and a permanent home for
many. It will be to Sae Diego what
Oakland le to San Francis.° and even
more, for it will be a veritable paradise,
with its wide streets and avenues, lined
a ith oranges, It mons and floweret and
with a climate even better than the
main land here. I will try to refer to
this beautiful place again. I am mere
delighted than ever; climate, place and
people grow upon me.
J AMES I). H•113.
A Cantain's Fortunate Discovery.
Capt. Coleman, Rehr. Weymouth. ply-
ing between Atlantic City and N. Y.`
lied been troubled aide s cough so that
lie waft unable to sleep, and was induced
to try Dr. King'ii New Discovery for
f'onsumption. It not only gave him in-
stant relief, but allayed the extreme sore-
nese in his breate. Ills children were
eimilarly affreted and a dote had the 'tame
happy effect. Dr. King's New Dieeov-
ery is now the standard remedy In the
Coleman household and on board the
schooner.
Free Trial Bottles of this etandard
remedy at 11. B. Gairner's drug store.
LAWYERS IN POLITICs.
Prominent Public Men Who Beene
Life as Humble Membere of the
liar.
Alexander Stephens was admitted to
tile bar when he was tweatystwo, and
Ills find year netted him $400. Ile got
slit& feea of $20,0110 before lie died and
was coneldered one of the greatest law-
yer of the South.
Thomas Jefferson Was making $5,000
a year at the bar a hen he first began to
dip into politics, and had lie stuck to it
he would have died a very rich man.
Polities ruiued him and lie tiled a bank-
rupt.
Alexanderillarnilton wu a lawyer,
and lie went back to New York to prac-
tice law after he left the Treasury.
Aaron Burr was one of the mut mon-
ey-making of the lawyers of his day,
and lie made as high as $40,000 in a sin-
gle case.
Hamilton made $10,000 a year on an
everage, it is said, and William Wirt
thought he was doing well when his
yearly fees ran up as high as $6,000.
I San Ben Butler in the streets of
Washington the other -day In new
clothes, and I am told that his profee-
Pions' income ia not lees than $100,000 a
year.
Abe Lincoln did well at the law, and
James Buchanan made $11:18 the first
year of tile practice and • increwseil this
amount in the fifth year to over $5,000,
In.10021 he made $11,000, but after he
got into politics his practice dropped off,
and during his latter years he practical-
ly ceased legal business. 
•
Samuel Cox got $25 for his first law.
case, and Spooner, of Wieeonsin was
receiving a eatery of $10,000 a year as
railroad. lawyer before lic weia tu Wa•h-
ington.
lupine atielied law In Maesachueetta
and went Weet to practice.
Senator Voorhees is one of the most
noted of our criniinal lawyers, and Hen-
dricks was a very successful man at the
bar.
Judge Headley Was making $30,000 a
year when he was elected Governor of
Ohio, and Thurman worked hia way up
through law and into politics.
Tom Reed is a lawyer; McKinley, of
Ohio, practices law, and all the dignita-
ries on the Supreme Bench have, of
course, wade big legal reputations be-
fore they got their appointments.
Nearly all our Presidents have been
lawyers, anti all of them estate Willail-
ington, Harden'', Tay lor ansi Greta
were niembers of the bar.
Martin Vats Buren was engaged to be
married before he began to practiee, and
it .%; as some yeare hoorah's income was
large enough for him to wed.
Andy Johneon studied law after he
Wad married, end hie Wife taught him
the Issuilwritilig in which he prepared
his legal papers.
Both Millard Filniore anti Grover
Cleveland were Buffalo lawyers, and
they both had good practices..
Frank Pierce used to make as much
as $8,000 and $10,000 a year at the law,
and he preferred the bar to polities.
At present it is not untimernon for a
half dozen Repreeentatives to be &away
from Waohlegton City at a time trying
law cases.-Frank George Carpenter, in
Cleveland Leader.
liff.
The nine that would ride the fumes-
tor ma remote Irons a mule, etily lacks Illlplivate of the one he lett in he.) on
the elongated Pare tif being the greater beeittifill site conimanditig a view of
a-nceetor of the tate the t itte bay and (wean. It' addition. lie
'Ike Crofton Dramatic club will give and Mrs. B. still own the property
an eittertainment at Academy Hall, 'mkt 'weight 'here 15 y ears ago, and now
Thureday night, (in a hide ocetution,
"On The Brink" a be played, with
the after piece "Pull Beek."
'Flee Crofton flouring Mills were start-
ed tile• heat Tliurtulay, ith gratify Mg ionize a Cumberland I resbytenati
reeulte. The Crofton mills were bought dwell here, a handsome lot havieg been
heat Hale; by K. .1. Enenditger who
has beets engaged the pest seemlier and
fall in putting in New machinery and
tlay, according to location of room
sae my old friend, Mr. 3. A. F.
Urea es, deity. Ile 1111d erected. a cottage
worth over $30,000.0e, and sonic other
valuable property. Rev. SI. O. Sntith
preached here At the Methodist eh ureh
South) the 5th last, mad will shortly or-
donated by the .rallroad company tot a
site for it, through the efforts of Mr.
Brown. T11011015 S1111111 paid tie a vhsit
Ph yeicians prescribe Aypr's Sarsapa-
rilla in cases of scrolula, and in every
form of chronic dieease, because this
medicine is refer to take, and is more
highly concentrated, than any other
preparation. It call always be depend-
et! upon as an effective blood purifier.
41+-+1114.---
Historical Farts.
Scaly, Itchy Skin
And All Itchy and /icily Skin and
twain Diseases cured by
tantrum.
DS0RIA,1-. Tetter, Ringworm, 1.4-
1 ellen, Pruritus, Scald Read. Milk Cruet,
Dandruff, Barbers', Grocers' and W ashereotn-
an's Itch, and every species of Itching, Burn-
ing, Scaly, Pimply !tumors of the Skin and
Scalp, with LOss of hair, are poeitively cured
by Ceeicue•. the great Skin Cure. and CUTI-
CTII• SOAP, and exquasite Skin Beautifier ex-
ternally. and CUTICUK• RESOLVENT, the Dew
Woos! Purinai internally, when physicians aod
all other remidies
PSORIASIS, OR SCALY SKIN.
I. John .1. t to.e , 1 ) .D. 8., having practiced
deuistry in this county for al years and being
known to thousands hereabouts, with a view to
help any who are afflicted as I Mite been for
the past twelve years, Codifying that the I ;LTI
C UR • REMEDIES eared me or Poorituos, or Scaiy
Skin. in eight days. after the doctor with
whom I 11•II consulted gave me no help or en-
couragement JOHN J. CA -L, s.
liWTON, N. J.
DISTRESSING ERUPTION.
Your It Eat UR RINI DI Et performed a wmt-
derful cure last summer On Otee of our cuato-
mens, an old gentleman of seventy years of
age, who suffered with • tearfully distresioug
eruption nu his hesd an.1 fm-e. awl se ho I ad
tried all remedies awl doctors to no pUTIvOne
J. F. SMITH CO.,
TEX 41tKANI, ARK.
DI STPANFUL OF SCALES
E. Carpenter. Henderson. N. I „cured of
Psoriasis or 1,provy, of twenty years' Mantl-
ing. by TICI Re It:Cali/1Es 'The most won-
derful cure on refuted. A duetplinful of wales
fell from 1.101 dal . aud his friends
thought, he must die.
ECZEMA RADICALLY CURED.
For the railical cure of an obstinate eiwe
Eczema of long 'tending, I give entire cretin to
the CI-Ticelta Ittuantra.
li: B. ktil B Ncw Basco, Conn.
Fs.I.1 lie all druggist. Pelee: CPTICTRA, 0
cents: Est. $1.00; 80•1` 2:•„ceitte POT-
1/ItI AND Cif ENO • I. o
Send for "How Se Cure Skin Dia-
ease.”
BEAUT1FY the Complexion and Skin by w-ing the Curict ita I.40ar
IT FEELS GOOD.
Those worn out u ith Paint. Aeh.a
and Weakness find relief in one
late in the IL:tincture Anti-Pain Mas-
er At druggists. 2.; cents.
AFTER DINNER.
l's rano' suffer from I. ._ -:
can arrest the progress of ibst paiefirl
malady by ths use of an afteraltuner
pill, ho composed that it vvill gite tone
es !lie stomach, levy rut heartburn. rouse
the liver to healthful action. indirorate
the kidneyosand thus, through the atilt ity
et these oreatee pruniote the natured
mow ment of the etteriedi sad bowels,
AYER'S Pieta are tao rompounded that
their action. though ni11.1„ effectually pro-
limos the Nisei, result,. They ale.,
tatting Constipation. rettioVe the calls.. of
lionstiess. Liter( iimplultit. Skim y less
ens. ,Ille Mit:Atkin. II101 1111.111 ealous
ailments..
A'YER'S PILLS
litho col nor oi•otiolis sub+
11111.11 110 urii e unless the
boa els nee icrituti soil cv n tht their
infitieme is healing. To continue their
etreo in constipated or ihronie eases. they
"seal fitly he taken iu diminishing intead
of in...reusing d•ees. For eentuen. end in-
er travelers in sparsely settled
eau nt ries e here pliyeiriii to pre Hot et
hand. ere of inestimable salute
Then. ltselly a sickle-, tie y m ill not
shlet Lite. :10 in 'met eases cure. if tr.ken
promptli. young jade Seat entering
upon womanhood. end to women ;those
period of in:eternity drieiliati tort close.
Aver'. Pith., in neelerate dose. meney
stilBeient nsure resellar action of the
b f, tete f
Incalculable Value.
PREPA my'
Dr. J. C. er & Co., Lowell,
s all Itrueel-ta.
Residence tor Sale!
My resolence on Rusticity e street. The house
Is large and eonvenient having V rams with
kiteher. servants rooms, carriage house, stable
smoke house, hen house and coal house-every-
thing in the way"( buildings that one would de-
sire. There are three acres of ground with a
good orehard Any one wishing to purchase
can make the payments to suit theinselvee. I
will sell at a Wingate.
Roger Dimes,
ea Joas FILArin.
The beet and ramie Remedy for Cure or
all diseases caused by any derangement of
the Liver. Kidners, Stomach and Bowels.
Dyspepsia. Sick Headache. Constipation.
Bilious Complaints and Malaria of kinds
add readily to the beneficent influence if
artlytiii*J
It 11 pleasant to the taste, uses up the
system, restores and preserves health.
It is purely Vegetable, and cannot fall to
prove beneficial. both to old and young.
As a Blood Purifier it is superior to an
others. Sold everywhere at $1.00 a bottle.
Cn't
Without learn,oz that II, - ni
large stork of
Holiday Goods,
nr.,..iing of 1)res••ing "1..001
utookts, Jscruve4ailes.ake.d.
photo and Autograph Albums. etc They ha, e
.t.st re. eit ...I It -I k super.or
Shears and Scissors.
warranted. You can get Banter's Bazaar Pat-
terns in anv style you need, a+ they have A
large stock ot these patterns.
If you would make home comfort:Ode line
your earpets with
In 1778, Joseph Ilanway introduced Heavy Paper Twill,
the first utnbrella into England, probe-
blY•rifieroin:isaStrtoisi';e was invented by an
organist ot Dresden in 1717. but the
strument was not made in England un-
MIES, MEdicilles, Oils, hicts &c.til 1763.
le coMplet,
Pictures. Picture Frames
Fourteen hundred and twentyethree
marks the year of the earliest dated
print. This is known see the "St. Chris-
topher" print, a single engraved page
with a few lines of engraved lettere
The ancient Pheenicians were the In-
venter+ of the first perfect alphabet.
This fact, all thinge coiedilered, of al-
phabetical writing is undoubtedly the
most luiportant invention ever made by
man.
In 1772 was peered the royal marri-
age act iti England, by which the de-
scendents of George II, are hicapacita-
tett from marrying under the age of
twanty-tive without the consent of the
sovereign.
The number of troops furnished 1.0-r
the Continental army by States was as
follows: New ilempeltire, 12,4:07;
Messachusette, 67,907: Rhode Island,
5,90e; Connecticut, 31,939; New York,
17,9S1.
In 1793 the public debt of the 1-nited
States emounted to $S0, 352,04. In
1S32. $7,001,698. At the beginning cat
Lincoin'a second term, $2,6.80,647.S69,
and at Grant's eecond tertn, 1876,
$2,0es,7S1,143.
John Bunyan (1628-16SS) first worked
lie a tinker. I.ater lie became a Baptist
minister anti was imprisoned twelve
years for preaching. While in prison
he wrote lilt; immortal work, "I'llgritn'e
Progresa."
In 1573 there were 349 colleges proper
in the United States. Of timer coltegee
ten wt•re establkeied before the close of
the Revolution in 17e3. Among the
entire tiumbt•r, only fifty-reeve,' are non-
sectarian.
FAR better than the hareh treatment
of medicines which horribly gripe the
patient and deetroy the mating of the
pearlised'. Dr. .1. II. McLeatt's Chills
and Fever Cure lay mild yet effective ac-
tion %ill cure. Sold at 50 centre a bottle.
For sale by'll. B. Garner.
Le, ,,,,t th, ..•..1 an , +as. y.sir s,rpets.
They hate a large stork of stationery. you
would .h. will to examine. Their stis,t, ,,f
MOULDING!
Tooth Brushes.
Hair Brushes, Combs, Toilet Soaps
and everything In a well ordered .Irti.; store.
Ilandeottie stoek of
KaParoer
-AND-
Ceiling Decorations.
More attention is gus en to these decorations
than ever lo.fore Call and see us and we will
wall pita-tire show you our goods.
It. -pert! ul!y.
Hopper & Son.
YOU can live at home, and make moremoney at work for us than at any-thing else in the world Capital notneeded; y..0 are started free: both
sete-: all ages. Amone eau do the work.
earnings sure from first etart Coetty outfit
and terms free. Better not delay. Costs y.ot
nothing to pen.I us your *mires and find out: if
on are wise son • ill .10 PO at one! II. Bic-
LETT A to., POrtland, Maine.
DR. liARWIN BELL
Otters his professioaal services to the people of
IV/pkinmville an4 I; minify.
BEV011ice over Planters Bank. Main St.
7
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THE NEW ERA.
-17-VELISIIED DT-
NOM Ere Printing and Publishing Co.
fferOFFICX N E W ERA BUILDING
7th, street. near Main,
HoPILIMSVILLIts ILEMTIncieWs
JOHN 0 RUST, Editor.
Mak' ER'131•41A44 It VIE EN.
One inch, drat insert:on, $1 W
vsich additions: lusertoiti, - - - se
Rases ny the womb. 'teener or year. can be
..41 on appileatlen to Oa. Proprietor.
larlfrasatent ,sisertiesessienis moo "ie. for In
adi.
Charge. for yearly sieveirtiserneete wits ha col-
lected quarteriy
Ail niirerrtlieeinoti:. inserted ithrot speeded
time will be chars.. I fir until ordered out.
Announcements of Narriages and Peaths, not ex-
ceeding nye nese, and notice* of Preloblit• PuN7
tidied gratis.
ear Obit .ary Notices. Resolutioes of Respect and
other Mull Air notice* Pm ceuts per line.
OCK CLUB K.i'f KM.
We inv.. arrang.,1 with the puhiiweers of the
newspapers innoled below to furnish Tito item-
veal' 7.:aw Kea tool soy one or all.of them at tbe
rot/owing low rates. tree of postage, to eubseribers:
Maw SRA and Weekly Ceurter-Joursal, - itt 50
1.1Plity Cammeretal. 236
" Daily Louisville Commercial, 10 AO
" Daily Courier-Journal, ile.50
" SunJay $ 2.30
" Weekly Evansville Courier, 2
" Weeltky EvansvOis Journal. 2 50
• " form'r Houle J.-enrol Lou'T'lle. Sp
" Weekly Masonic Journal, 10i
•• Weekly New York elm 2
• Harper's Monthly Mallasewi 4 50
" Harper's Weekly, 4 70
▪ ' Harper's Bazaar. 4 70
▪ " Harper's Toon; people 3 10
•• 
" 
Peterson's Magasine 3 00
" Eclectic Mwoasine 5 AO
" Daily Eveolrig I.O•t 50
Weekly Evening Poet. 2 M
" °oder, Laidy's wok. oti
• " rtaturday Eveutur Post, 800
" New York Ledger 4 Of
" tentury Magazine 6 00
" Rt. Nicholas. la
,• 
" The Current. (Chicago) 4 00
Ctuctaaatl oisturday Night and New Era. 2 70
INtallOnRil's MO. Magazine and New Era. 3
New Era and Detroit Free Prete. 2SO
New Era and Ptilla.lelphlasaturday Night. 3 e,
Now Era and Our Little Ours and tbe Nursery 359
New Era and Louisville semi-weekly Poet I 50
Nly Era and Southern Bivouac, 1 60
New Era sod spirit of the Farm. 3 M
" " A met-leen Farmer 3 00
ew F.r.) an•I Nations! stocklian and
F..nuer. 2.7e
New F.ra Farl/a anu
New Ens aust Burlington frawkeye.
New Era and semi-Weekly Poet, 1 50
Home aml Farm and New Era. 1 NA
••
1.0
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24. 1886.
^
Judge Leslie, of Glueow, has been
appointed Governor of Montana.
The jebilee declared by Pope Leo
XIII. at the beginning of the year ends
Itecember 31.
_
Since the fight between the temper-
ance orator lievie and the Mayor of
Greenville, Ala., the prohibition contest
down there has reduced iteelf to a gees-
tion of brass-kmicko.
A band of colored robbers has been
unearthed in South c areliea. Inc
plank in their platform Was to inuneher
everyone who attempted to bring any
of thqr number to judice.
Henry131. Stanley, the:African Explo-
rer who is now lecturing in this coun-
try, hu been called to Belgium to be
sent on a miesion to the Congo section
to quell internal disturbances.
The LouiavIlk Poet in the course of
Rome strictures on decollete gowns, says
"it will strike the aye-oleo ohserver that
the low-water Bee has been reached."
We had siippooed that the "water-line"
objection wee leveled at the runner* of
milk-wagons only.
By the time a few more candidates
for Governor are announced probably
some of our aesthetic Western Kentucky
exchanges will be able to find a man
who can run the snake. Mean wlaie the
public must await the decision! (dour
esteemed contemporaries.
Tariff reform is In high feather. Last
June the protectionista cad 170 votes,
last week 161: last June the reformers
cast 154 votes, last week 160. Thc ma-
jority for the pretectiorn:sts in June was
16, tut week it was 1. These figures
eepresent the full voting strength of the
two sides.
Matthews, the colored Recorder of
Deeds at Washington, by reason of a
real estate boom, is about the most for-
tunate °Mee holder in the country. It
is estimated his fees are over $100 a day.
Nov. 24th he raked in the snug :lute
SUM of $350. At the present rate of
fees tbe ofliese is worth from $35,000 to
$43,000 per year.
The Electoral Count bill as petaled by
the House provides that the joint lies-
sion for counting the vote is to meet on
the scond Monday in January and the
eveion is to continue, a ithout a neeeis
longer than to the next day, till the
work le done ; and, if on the fifth day
the count ehall not have been complet-
ed, seeeion most continue eithout
eeed till tele taek tin:died.
The Philadelphia Times hits the naii
on the heed anul clinched it iu the fol-
lowing: '•The spoils Bourbons can not
understand what makes the I'reeeletit
so bold In his mese :ge about civil ser-
vice reform. It may dawn on them at a
later stage of the proceedings that it is
becauee several dozen millions of people
who don't wan: °flees and who wish
only to eee the govertimetit well admin-
lettered are with him."
Human nature L4 a strange piece of
mechanisni. Men will live to old age
honorably and usefully, end as they are
tottering into the grave be guilty of ,
some diegrseeful act.
John W. Clark, a man who held im-
portant Government positions under
President Arthur and honestly conduc-
ted the disbursement of heiteireda of
thousands of dollars, has been arreeted
in Detroit for the theft of a few newspa-
pers. Sad but true. Imprudence may
be the feuit of the young, but avarice Is
the sin of the agel.
Senator Blair says be thinks hie elle-
cational bill will pass this Congress. The
bill provides for the education of two
generations of children and is meeting
with great favor hy people of all sec-
tions. It is not a political question
the senee of being a party question. It
is opposed by genitiereen of chivalric
temperaments who are promulgating the
"root-hog-or-die" doctrine, but the prate
Heal common sense ef the country le fer
it. The people think if they have paid
the money into the government they
have a right to reap the benetite of it in
education as well as in custom house.,
river improvements, eke. Senator Blair
is more isaugulte than many w1m endorae
the bill, aed it is hardly probable that ie
will get through the Home this seselon.
Speaking of the character of the °epos
tuition. the Senator said "there are many
eine uu of its deley In the House. The
apparent leek of intereet on the par: of
the Republicans of the Howie is the fact
that they are quite willing that the Deni •
ocratic party should fosse the credit of
paesing a meassire of this sort if they are,
so blind as to be willing to do eo. In
fact, they rather encourage them in it,
for this particular reaeon, that they know ,
It is suicide for any party to oppoae a ;
measure that propoles to educate the ;
mums and at the Sante time distribute
millions of dollare of money In a section ,
of country where money is moset needed.;
Another eletnent of opposition is the
Catholic influence, which, of course, is
against public schoole generally, and in
favor of its parochial system of schools."
The Democratic party fle the party clog- I
est to the people could meet appropri-
ately adopt and foster this tr,eaati re. A
educated people would meet certainly I
return a loyal gretitiele for the gift. !
There is al ways risen for aggreeeveeess
In this direction, in fart, from a pleas-
sophic stand point, the edueational bill
la the supreme issue before the people.
A tifil laie been iintroduced In tee
tu se' the Civil Ste %ice .
A 116. morsel that fur the lean-ribbed,
hungry "outs" to feed on.
The Russellville Dispatch %ante a
Governor "who can bring honor to the
officeby inbeeing into its petrified func-
tions the vivid hue of life." How Tonle
it do to throw its a few solid pigments?
Indiana fRepublivatie are for Blaine
and the Delmocrate are for Cleveland.
As the time approaches the disgruntled
few are beginning to eee through the
dust they have kicked up that Grover
has A 111-111 hohl on the mm111110.1011.
!Casten este telists are meking heavy
purchases oil• real estate ill Beth cunt esty,
their last airtistintLioni being leel0 acres
of lend near Oa Ingsvilie. Arrange-
ments will et %mire be made for working
the vast beds of iron ore underlying it,
and a breitch reline:el, six miles In
length., is iff teatime the fureace a itli
.
the Cliesepleke and Ohio net I.
.. - M.- --- - • -
The Seal liertictilterel sec'ety. in
se ion at 011izehethtoen, het week, dis-1
eti _et' the meli.in Sparrpw. A hitter
ill, t Was gel over the feathery inn-
, 1
portation, lnit the "little hell (log" will
chart) just IS)" same. What cares it esr a
Mere set of resiolutioes ? I: hee no army
iarger thenahe Czar's, eats riee in Smith
Carolina end crumbs in Minee.sota,
. I,
sports withDakota blizzards and Flori-
da zephyrsa-and it looks like the little
fellow has Mnie to stay.
A along
ner
ridicultene
_
e crash of booms Gen. Back=
right on to PUCeeee. It is
id amusing the way some of
the newspolier fellowe have been ri:iog
up candid", a for Governor, men whom
they kno SPAIld no chance of hone
nominated limn they juest tureed hew:. a
lot of jingt g theterie theta to curry
favor and ickle W kelt all thee
sounding 4 cymbals le ovet It will be
found that nienore Bolivar has been
streaking *fad and is waiting for the
"other felideve" to come around the turn
before t e eeialks meler the string, a win-
ner by the Stretch to the dielanee peal.
Boys, you are making a great ded of
noise for Ingle horns mei its amoozin to
the crowd. , It you enjoy it, puff away.
Prof. Ri hard A. Proctor maintains
that moat f the meteor istreidus
Whit+ th arth come* In contact are
derived fr the earth itself; that is,
thrown off v volcanic action at a llUle
when the It ernal foreee of our planet
were gentle! ntly active to give the lid-
tial velocity some twelve miles a see-1
tend. reqels e to carry them beyond the i
earth's refraction. Comets. which he
regards as the parents of the meteor
otreatee, he thinks may have originated
outside eur oolar spirt]. Meet of the
cotnets a hooe orbits belong to' our eye-
tem, lie thinks, originated in the larger
planets. The sun is now, periespe, giv-
ing birth f piently to comets which
probably p ' beyond the limits of its
attraction..
The aet p by the last legielature;
whereby theold State Constitution is to
be gotten d of, is now beginning to
'attract attention. The constitution pro-
vide@ that it 'cannot be changed without
the eonsent of a in ijority of the voters
ot the Statei, and the moss-backs and
otay-at-homells have so far keprthe old
document end of the cletches of aggrees-
ive reformer". In the lapse of time the
number of vitere In the State became
an unknown! quantity, are! with tide we
a starter. Ole act referred to propes” to
require ail voters, competent to vote for
representative. to register emit Augest,
they to he the true mealier of voters of
Keutueky. It is then hoped the old
constitution will be @mashed up accord-
ing to ite own provisions.
1 The Nashville Ainericen philosoplii-
. z. a ill ViiP !et*Iii0I1 on the Christmas
holidays : ' it is a tithe tor simple en-
joymeeits and homely celebrations, retie-
ter than fer eetite of fasidon. There-
fore, title is (-corded in fashionnable eo-
clety. The
in the fore, a
mast is a yell
hialren aml home life are
si it should he so. Christ-
ionise festival inn point of
fact, and every int:ex-cot merriment
*jewel rule, obeli aa leave no heartache,
that brooks ne eocial rivalries tdironivire
t.o goat roots a ith beadeebee mei a
darkened rotten next day. We have
Seott's word for it that
-England w snip v England v. hen
t i! e hrtdrict- iiniio,-ni hi• .i.irts again.
eyerge chr npo the
•Te as Cliri-titla. to1.1 tile inurrie4 tale.
A C hristinao tete ott coi:;•1 el-ow
A poor man-s he.irt througn half the year '•
There is no 'use trying to make Christ-
was other than the time for simple mer-
riment, gift rnaking and gift taking,
and the a orship of God. Society always
119s, and alwity," will, find Christmas a
dull samisen."
Carpet-hagglers are in the South try-
ing tn organiste the farm laborers into
Knights of Labor lodges. The planters
are indignant, over the matter, and the
South Caroline Legislature liSS pa.Pei: a
bill making it , "copePiracy, puniehable
by fine and imprisonment, to interfere
between emfdoyer and employe in any
contract, wh ber written or verbal."
It is all righ enough if farm bands
want to organ e for mutual protection,
but for hired agitators to go among
them making Incendiary speechee, with
no other purteMe in view than to die-
rupt the relations het ween proprietor
and laborer, resulting in injury to both
and deatructive of general prosperity, is
suffieient ferreted,' for the general use of
a firat class ail fatal "iemecing 'ma-
chine." The South id just now begin-
ning to boom. Eastern and Northern
capital is set king safe investment In
mining seeks anti farinieg lands. The
laborer will siSare in the nretitie of this
new life, and fur renegadee, who
couldn't make a lifting at home, to go
among them t.4, live off of their folly, ie
just cause for i ilignation.
-- ---- 
___
A sensible, rd working, incerrupt-
able Governor ts a good thing to have,
but a sensible, earl working, hicorrup-
tate legislature is vastly more impor-
tant. It is the' Legidature awl not the
Governor that maketa the laws, grants
charters, makee appropriations, (Helmets
of convict and penitenthery questiotie
and other difficult problem,' 14,1 they
arise. The Leightlature, ae ae general
thing, can conni.ol the Governor, but the
Governor can not do a great deal to-
wards controlling the Legislature.-
',Shelby Sentinel.
1 The alsove le a valuable sentiment.
We have from eiline to time called the
attentioe of milt readers to the impor-
tance Of Ibis mitten Before long can-
didates will height to crop put end the
two p wise Fill! make nominations
Already tome of the aspirants are still
04inuntinig in th under bruele As the
Itstoildicate u i m the county- by a good
Tomei majority* devolves upon them
to nominate a , competent, energetic,
businees mate ' aline same doty rests
' with the Demote-ate. No mere fealty
o party or twitting qualifications or
peculiar influenea in thia quarter or tha
, should weigh tnore heavily on the
judgments of the people them the ititrisi-
: ale worth of fuel man. Nu time server
or nelghborhoOd bore' elmuld be petted
into this brief iprotninence in order to
fasten his influence for the future. No
mere aspirant Per little honors should be
indulged for the party's sake. A good
man muet be put out by the dominant
party or he will be everlastinglyneowed
under. The peeple demand competent
legislators and beeinese legislatures and
they are going tit) have them at the risk
of party afilliationa for the notice. Such
sentiments' as these are freely expressed
on our streets; every day by sensible metr
of both parties.1 When there are so
many good men ilo select from truly the
duty of electing ?ene ls an easy task.
The txouble Id tIlley are not frequently
the men who cienner for reeoginition.
That party will 5e wise Which pULd Out
the beat man for the office.
In•la yen the kids and Raaa-bachs.
The mice eh/Id:din of the future will
contain a luminous chapter on the "cam-
peign of the kids," meaning the graceful
evinutiene of the Kentucky suckling
democrats. '1.%0 extremes are to be
avoided by men of thoughtful action, one
is the stagionit and improgreasive coun-
sel of old age, the other the imprudent
imietimeity of youth. By a lucky hit
ittaicy sof olif lellitlest pakten' about tlos
co iii State humiliation's have arrayed
theinaelves tinder the assumed mune of
"Kith." anti have !narked off opposition
neeler Ike Oultrubflteliel e pithet
icke." The difference between theni
is that the "in ets-litck" Is tint of oats
Ise idle the "kids" is of thee a ii.1 variety
aiiii fast beteg *own, figuratively epeiek- period planks of guerrillas, claiming to
lug. The latter have concluded diet if serve under both the Federal and t on-
the former get control of the old ship Of federate flag, were in the habit of dash-
State, she aid fell to pieces for emit oe ing into the various town.% throughout
a tittle paint and new style cerpenterne the state and so condutelug themselves
wet k. Tee oti„k if the as to render them the least desirable of
teeig buccanneere runs the wiener deck vioitors. puha of fact, they were in-
stil IlPan the rigging, the olui craft tle lees then organized bandit of robbers,
. par „„ „, i„ tee tir,c log defenselesee citizens, robbieg
os, v sal „f the smooths, o„,o, a banks, and bringing disrepute upon the
cause they pretended to be battling for.
"At the period of a lath 1 speak,
alien their %lefts were inost numermie
awl their deeds nioet villainous, the
Beek of llopkinsville hael'in its vaults
$100,000, a Ram sufficient to attract the
attention' of all the robber gongs in Ken-
tucky awl over the border lit Tennes-
see. It Was desired that this money
$100,000.
How Jame* A. Hallam* BrOlight 1 kat
Sans From Hopkinesille to Louis.
vilie During the War.
the One and the truth ia half way
f Ween them. ins this connection,
therefOre, we remark that a compromiee
between- then Is the moot reasonable so-
lutitel of the situation- We don't want
a 'nose-heel Governor, neither is it wise
to place the Jenne in inexperienced
halide. A man who preserves the phyo-
heal vigor of young manhood till he
(eerier-Journal, Wielnewlar•
"The ease of Wallitee, the defaulting
cashier of the ilopkii to, Intlik, is a
reinarkeble tine," bait' a gentleman sea-
terelay to a t7ourierelournal reporter.
"As I read the interesting story of his
offense and the e fforts at a compromise,
as reported in the Courier-Journal last
Monday, my mind went back to the
days of the war and to the connection
which Wallace hail with the Bank of
ilopkinaville, them, as stow, it very
strung 1,11410'0mi. At that tineettled
should be removed to Louiaville for satereacinee the calm dighity unit firm eget-
keeping, but railroad travel wee not on-lease of advanced years is the highest
ly uncertain but dangerous, PO frequent-type of man. Ile blends the aggressive-
ly %ere the trains captured and plun-nces of youth with the prudence and de-
&rest by the rough-riders known asliberation of age. Such a man was
Glituistenne and Bisnierck, anel after the
suttee type is tiers. Buckner. fie calls-
ties in hie robust health, splendid pliy-
siqee, hearty good humor, activity,
tholightful experience, keen powers of
oboes 30.111, schoherehip end executive
ability the dementio of all parties. Such
coneietritiona ae these aro lelluenucing
tho vu•tere the State to Isis support.
guerrillas.
"In the emergency Wallace came to
the relief of tine bank. Concealing the
tempting P1101 ab011t his ptrson, he set
out for Louisville, safely retching this
city and depositing the $100,000 in a sate
bank, there to remain until peace should
be declared or the affairs of thins section)
become more settled.
lits cenvee is progreesime ith little "lied Wall:tee been primarily a haul
man, desirous of 'speedily inicreasing hisbitireer and bellow. It.isgoieg ahead at
„e„dy i„ woo, tontines by fair ineatm or foul, this was
the a „f a large ',„„i„roy an,t it his opportunity. He might have ridden
tind its coneumniation in ti „mmHg avray trom Ilopkinsville the morn-
nominatiem the May convention.
-
The Tariff Fight.
A greet battle was fought In the
Homes Saturday. It was eliort, silent,
devisive. There were no gales of ora-
tory, no field tactics, but a simple vote.
Mr. Morrison moved to go into a "com-
mittee of the whole to consider reve-
nue bills." The yeas and nays vsere
called for. The • vote was announced
149 for, 154 against. A flurry of half
etippreesed excitement followed and the
great tariff battle for thia year was
over. Five of the reformers were ab-
sent. Had they been preoctit the vote
would have been a tie. Six Reputill-
Caine asoted with the Democrate, and
twenty-four Denerieratenwith the Repub-
livens. At the bust session Mr. Randall
and the Repute:it:Rile defeated tariff re-
form 17 votes. ThiS year they had a
insjority of 3 with a possible tie. Where
will they be next year? •Phe result is
ell but satisfactory. Botti palliest are
thoroughly- cum iii nitted and a ill go be-
fore the country in this record.
Henry atterson commenting on the
tariff eituatiten says that a tariff bill
must he prepared which the people will
read and ittelereternLated that pollticlens
must compeliend the Nene or step down
and out. He thinka ninny Congreeetnen
are coquetting with "referni" Plat
entiegin to retain their twat* but not
eticugh to work reformation. "We want
too more natimial victories till they bring
with them an actual and effectual change
or inetional policies" is a sentence full of
tieetiny. If prat-0..111y eerritel on some-
thing woull be sure to burst. Hie idea
of Randall is fresh and original. He says
"he has nut oise single accoruplielinient
of intellect or person. Ile is a dull,
dogged inediucrity ; and hie sole title to
respcet consisee inn the claim that ine can
not be bought for money, cash in hand,
aid that when he selle himself for a twat
Congrees, which he hes done, lie
adheres to his bargain, and can he re-
tied On to do whatever is required of
him."
The latest and really the weightiest ob-
jection urged againet Gen. Buckner is
that he will not hippodrome the State in
ble canvass; for Governor. Soule people
hold the idea, erroneous theugh it may
he, that the office of Governor he a posi-
tion of honor and dignity far above the
pettifoggery of small-fry peliticiane.
However mietaken the people may be
in this simple belief, it will take more
than a sinister suggestion to change them.
There is nettling more contemptible
than for a man of ability aspiring to a
great office to don tine jacket of a mount-
ebank and go before the people perform-
ing little trick.; at jugglery to entice the
gaze and capture the applause of the
people.
The Louisville Jockey Club has com-
pleted arrangements whereby the
spring of les9 there will be run at its
course a race of a mile and a (matter for
a !take of 00,000, perhaps the richest
ever run in America. conditions
are modelled after thoee of the great
English Eclipse stakes. Year by _year
Kentucky becomes more and more dis-
tinctly the center of the throughbred's
interest, and such a stake as this. run
on her own soil, will do much to main-
tain the eupremacy of the State in all
etinnine matters.
The GeUigia legitulea-U-W IS-excited be-
cause an Atlanta paper charged anony-
mously that one of their munber was
drinking too much. This accusation
Was considered a compliment by the laid
Kentucky legielature. On one occasion
a prominent member entered a saloon
net a square from the State hotioe, took
off his hat and coat, put on the bar-
keepers' apron ansl stood in the door to
welcome hie fellow-etattemen as they
passed by on their way to dininer.-Com-
'Pine Lewd and Lady Colin Campbell
divorce case is at an end. Tim feaet of
el:trifler and ineneation has been liberally
I spread by the preset. The disgusting
details awl vulgar episodes have been
heraide.1 essentialist all England has been
agitated. The jury actenitted both pa-
dre of the charges agaimit them and the
filthy farce I. efilled.
Silver has been diecovered in paying
quantities in Inibolee county, Ind.
Until the Hoopiere flea a bank of dia-
monds they have nothing to brag on.
An editer and a machine agent fought
a duel In Carlada. The foothill agent
was shot in the groin. People will nev-
er learn to let editors alone.
The Court of Appeals has decided
that druggists cannot sell liquor other
than for medical purpoees without a re-
tellers lisenee.
Mrs. Langtry has netted $32,000 in
the ten weeks she has been playing
New York, and her seuon is not half.
ever.
___________ _________
Buck len's Arnica Salve.
The let Salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Salt Rheum, Fever,
Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hands, Chil-
blaine, Corns, and all Skin Eruptions,
and poeitively eurto Pilee or no pay re-
quiretl. It is guaranteed to give per-
fect satiefactioni, or money refunded.
Price 23 cents per box. For sale by II.
B. Garner.
The thoroughbred and trotting horse-
men of Fayette countye are not mak-
ing much headway in their oppooltion
to One new revenue law se far aft it coin-
cents the asoessment of their high-prie-
eel neck. They have held several meet-
loge. the last on the 19th inst., which,
the Trateteript says, leftthings pretty
much as they were before the meeting.
ing, returning at evening with the story
tied he had been robbed by guerrillae,
and everyone would have implicitly be-
lieved hitn, not alone because of the ex-
treme probability of Isla story, but be-
cutest- he enjoyed the confitietwe and es-
teem of all who knew him."
"What was the beginning of his
doe nwerel course?" Was asked.
"Helping with the (untie of the bank
tho-e whom he felt were his friend..
He began in a email way ; say, by let-
ting them hove $500 at a time. Gratlu-
ally the etun grew into thousand*, and
was swallowed up in the maelstront of
speculation. Then came the fall, ruin,
disgrace, du ath to some a Ito were par-
ties to the defalcetion. But I prefer not
to' talk of tide. I merely desired to tell
you of the opportunity James A. Wal-
lace once had to take 5100,000 of the I institution. 'I'lie fullowinsg was the
bankas money and dill not do it. What programme:
is more, I do not believe that the Idea! song aust eborituo-Maist ot the Valley,
. that he might with reasonabble safety lliaro4 Fuqua, Crogan and Rust.
i do this ever entered 'his mind at this . ilwearit ati"e --Military schottikh, 
.
time. Socculation lett to hie downfall I it iess4 Garnett knit ILichantson.
and made him what he now is-a wan- 1 vis'al Solo-Whim the moolets bioom again,
derer upon the face of the earth." Miss WeEnt
Miss Moffettetway.
Deet-Wesaling Marrh,
Mese" Smith /MI Baskett.
thrietmae Mass Meeting.
---
A Intelliie II p oilig rei this
city, in M1111.1 I•ll OSP dig-pea cenikre-
patio's ere eivited piirtltdimta, v
be bet' I.t e Itiotheilest eerie), ie xi
TheinalaN eight. in the int, re st the
Lerttlre 'nurse, now IP bug erganozed
the Y. M. C. A. Seort addreeees ill
be nussits.by Rev. J. W. Bighem, W. W
Clarke, W. P. Winfrey, and otherspeek-
ers, mei euperb 'tinging will he forot.ls.
by a t Mike, melte:lien of %mallets. The
meethig Intend...I et be • of getier..1
good cheer and pi aloe. II" 'not forget
tlie time, erxt Thierseley hight.
Flre Cracker'''.
The folloeing note was handed In to
the Nese introduce the
discueslon of a viral queetion to swung
America:
"Sleets the fire (Tacker* must de era( k-
ed area the sky roekets go nip; sluice the
Roman candlelit and the other noisy mem-
bers ot the pyroteelinic faintly must have
their Knitted exhibition. wine net ask Hie
City Connell to ilesignote nt night lied
phis et free from slanizerotis ftirrotintilligg
where all, old anel yeting, may *Attendee
from p. tn. to 10 and w'tne-s the dis-
play ?"
We are patted to state to the boys that
the cruel council haa deer •ed that tire-
worka on the streets ie ageinst law noel
Deter. Tine only chance for the "ahoot-
Mg Wert" is in one's own yard, w here
the vine and fig tree protects one (rum
the ruthletee arm of the laws The sug-
gestion above handed in may prove an
easy solution of the complication.
Marie Prescott.
"I see that a pardon will probably be
sought for him."
"Yes; I noticed that in the Courier.
Journal, but I do not believe it will be
grantee!. Proctor Knott In slow to issue
pardon*, and from what I know of some
of the Directors of the batik, it Is my
miirtralon that they will resist the ex-
tension of Executive clemency. The
batik is etrong, and so is the will of its
Directors, as you saw from the prompt-
ness with which they offered a reward
of $5,000 for the arrest of Wallace. No,
he will not get a pardon just yet," re-
market! the gentleman as lie turned to-
ward hi* home.
 •
The ‘torst Tet.
If Fornething its not dune to stop the
bold thieving perpetrated on our streets,
it will be unsafe for ladies to appear
without an escort. Seturday eventing
about o'clock, se SUSI May Blutnen-
Filet was on her way home a bold at-
tempt to rob her was made by two ne-
gro toughs. Sne first noticed the fel-
fowo at the head cf Mechanics street.
They followed her up 7th street, and
when ini front of Mr. Berry's residence
attempted to take front her a listsd catch-
el. She grappled with them and ecream-
ed. Mr. Berry came to her relief and
the thieves scampered off without the
satchel. They then went to South Ken-
tucky College and entered one of the
rooms while the young ladies were at
supper. Someone heard them and sear-
ed them off. About the satnetime the
oanie thuge, it is aupposed, met Mrs.
Sarah Coleman on Campbell street, in
front of Mr. E. G. Sebree's residence,
anti attempted to rob her of her purse.
Tiaey tore the satchel to pieces but were
frightened off by Mrs. Coleman's
screams before they got any plunder.
This on the heels of the Bruff tobbery,
last Tuesday night, is enough fo
make honest citizens indignant
beyond degree. If sonie .man would
blow their brains out, it would be well
for the town. The thieves are describ-
ed as half grown negro boys. Miss
Blumenstiel recognized them but does
not know their names. '1'lle police can
bestow no greater favor on the public
than by bringing these offenders to jus-
tire. It is a (shame that respectable la-
dies should be attacked on the public
streets before it la hardly dark by des-
perate hoodlums. As a word of warn-
ing we tell them to look sharp or some
man will shoot the life out of theiti.
Oar Thieves.
The inolideys are at hand. Every-
hotly wante money; not only those who
work hard and honestly for it, but aim
the idle, vicious; clue who never did a
day's honest work in their lives. Hop-
kinsville has a conelderable class, rather
more than her Aare, some think, of
theft vagabonds whoee lingers itch to
handle money which they have not
earned atid are not fatly entitled to.
They hang upon the streets watching a
chance to commit souse rascality, and
glaring with wolfish eyes at every un-
protected child, or woman who passes
by. The day-dreant and elght-dreani
of these vermin of society for whom
hand-cuffs, jails, work-houses and gal-
lows were especially invented, is to
plunder a ben-coop, rob a intateliouse,
or snatch a pocket-boek, or sateliel from
a small boy ur a woman, if they can
catch their victims "in the gloaming"
in souse lonely place. Sometime's, how-
ever, cold, hunger and roguery make
the foot-pads bold atid they have been
known to assault children on the side-
walks of Main etreet. There have been
several attenipts at highway robbery of
late in the vicinity of the depot, of so
bold a charm:ter that ladies and chil-
dren should on no account go abroad
unprotected after dusk; if they tio, they
Melt not only their money, but their
lives. Skull-cracking and purse-grab-
bing are kindred prof-elisions, and the
scoundrel who attempts robbery will
not hesitate to commit murder, if nec-
essary. The police should be reinforced
for a few weeks, if need be, In order to
ferret out these highwaymen and either
land them jail or make the town too
hot for them.
The exceedingly scholarly and artistic
manner in WIlleh 50111C of the leading
dailies are defending the ballet is con-
clusive proof that they have been there.
The Chicago clergymen underwent a
similar conversion after one vioit.
nifr 
Matt Grote, capt. Jack's brother,
41 w a30,000 irn a lottery. Some mem-
ber of the family has now but to fall out
of a wells and their cup of Who will be
full.
Next Saturday efternoon Mies Marie
Prescott will appear at the opera house
in "I') itonslenn and Galatea." That
night she plays "Czeks" and Monday
night "Ligonier " We do not implode
to state Dint Miss Preseott is olie of the
greatest actresses. She is a isetive Keii-
tuckian and second only to Merl A toiler-
son. Our cilium% should so:tiredly pat-
ronize so worthy an attraction. Prices
as mend. For the sake of the hest in
theatrieele we bespeak for Miss Preecott
a liberal patronage. The N. Y. World
says: "Marie Preseott Rae been gainning
unstinted praise by her superb teeing at
the Union Square Theatre. She has car-
ried her large audiencee to the greatest
heights of enthusiasm. There Id an In-
temeity about her acting tied encheitis
the hearer at once. She lasis the reel fire
of histrionic genius, and it is a matter of
congratulation.thet she is It lean being
recognized for. aliet rile is worth by the
Ainerlc_iwan
Society Entertainment.
The Lotus I.iterary Society of Bethel
Female College gave a very pleasant ell-
tertaitimelit in the College parlors,
Tuesday eventing. A number of friends
were present by invitation. The music,
readinge, recitations awl essays, while
very complimentary to the young ladles,
°videlicet' the seiperior work done in the
Dialogue .Misses Bust and T) ler.
let. s,do-Ntorin Mi.. Owen.
Itee.- Painter of Seville. sallie (414,
Duel-IA Scintilla.
Atlanta' Neg't y awl Woott in.
Ree MI.+ Adam..
Seam and:Notes. Mies Nelson.
Song an 1 Chorouti-ClIstinet mil Gay Guitar,
llisam Medley and Smith.
ABOUT COUNCILMEN.
A great deal of talk has been going
the rounds about the ineligibility of
comicilnien. It has been given out
diet Mr. S. E. Trice, Gee. 0. 'Thomp-
son and 0. S. Brown were ineligible,
the first two beemese they were Asy-
lum commisalonere and the heat becanae
he was a Khoo! autestee. We have ta-
ken the patine to investignte thia flat-
ter anti tied Hilt the faet that a num
holds an appoitittinunet or office tinder
the state ill ii0 ay 'interferes wills lite
eerving as councilman. 'I he revised
charter states this fact plainly, hitt, if
at the election, mut otie of the board
electea holds a petition or otlice under
the city, be is for thaterearcur diequall-
litel for the (alive of Councilman. On
these gromids Meissrs:Trice and Thomp-
son sire Opinions differ ao to
Mr. Brown, some claiming that he holds
the school trusteeship tinder the state,
while others say it IP a teetition under
the city. As the school Is called the
"city" schools and as tine people of Hop-
kineville elect the trustees, it would ap-
pear that the trusteeship IS a city of-
fice.
IltANk I ORT GETS IT.
The Colored State Normal School Loca-
ted in kemtacke's Capital City.
FKANKFORT, KY., Dee. Ise-The cern-
mittee to select et location for the Color-
ed State Normal School, consisting of J.
D. Pickett,. Superintendent of Public
Instruction ; Judge Siturell, of Loula-
ville; Hon. C. U. McElroy, of Bowling
Green, and Col. J. 0. [lodged, of Lex-
ington. have acconiplialied their work,
seal awarded the echool to Frankfort.
Lexitigton, Bowling Green,
Owensboro and Hopkinaville were ta-
ken into conelderation, but the location
was given to Frankfort for the reason
that it more central, is in the midst of
a large colored population, and donates
$1,300 in cash IPA 111 tract of ten acres of
ground on the top of Fort Hill. The
site is the most desirable about the
city, and when the building is !hashed,
which ill emu $7,500, the amount of tine
State appoopriation, it will be an im-
posing elevation thdt ail! greatly add to
the picturesqueness' of the view.
The citizene have agreed to construet
at their OWIt (nett lialitle011ie raid way
of eighteens feet lir width up the hill
011 both cities tO the builsling, anti the
Stade endowment calla for $3,00i) anntio I-
ly for the maintenance of the inetitution,
all of which will likely be largely sup-
plemented by private contributiums.
Tobacco Market.
Montague & Morris, of Franklin, Ky.,
held a Lettuce° fair on the 13th inn.,
which was largely uttentied by the far-
mers and buyers. About forty entries
were made of samplee of ten pounds
each. The samples comprinse the uotial
varieties of tobacco commonly raised in
this section, exclusive of the white
Burley. This colleetion of tobacco was
pronounced by the tobacco buyers as
being the finest in size and quality they
have examined Ole season, and as evi-
dent* of the fact the samples were put
eip and sold and brought /seven and a
half dollars per hundred, two and three
being the general price.
Clarksville Chronicle Dec. 18th : Of-
feritign were fair upon the Board this
week, but mainly of low grade' of leaf
and lugs. '1'lle demand was fair and
the sales for the week will probably
reach a total of two hundred hogsheads.
The market shows no new feature of in-
terest. Tile loose market has not yet
opened, the mixed character of the crop,
and high views of planters, delaying
traneactions of any size.
Common lugs 
 
$ 2 00 to 2 50
Medium lug@ 
 2 75 to 3 00
Good lugs 
 
3 25 to 3 75
Common leaf 
 
3 50 to 6 00
Medium leaf 
 
5 25 to 6 50
Good leaf-, 
 
6 85 to 8 00
Dr. Woods, representing the Capital
Printing Company, has 'sought the en-
tire outfit of the late Fralikfort Yeo-
man. The name of the paper will here-
after be the Capital-Yeoman.
rekly Report llopkiustille l'obace.o.
Market.
Iteoeipte tee week 
Hee. nee for year..
24111es tor week 
Sales for e ear 
01 11 DAILY BREAD.
Ileevy and item breed Of 11•00
Weil meting ise.•. 22, 1886. A vast is Marilee through th digestive
less lelede organ s up el the neeausiare of health e
400 hbd. elijoy. flow important to ow preseet
A20 hints'hapinitesaml future isoefulle•s- the blees-
D. F. atm-resort.
131 it le I is
liopkInavIlle Tobacco Market.
Sales of Abernethy et Co., Dee:. 22, ut
29 Miele. as
Medium leaf from $6 co to 3 00.
Low " $3 50 to 5 OD.
Lugs " 511 14) 4 00.
Good Weave(' brought essioractory
pikes while either grades sold low.
Sales by Gant it Gaither Co. of 94
Wine of new tobacco as follows:
II Midi. medium OLIO good leaf at
S7 00, 0 25, 5 55, 5 55, 5 50, 5 45, 5 30,
23, 5 to, 5 00, 4 93.
4 !dela. common' leaf at ft 70, 3 10,
4 33, 9 10.
9 Weis. Inge at $2 25, 1 00. .80, 1 15,
1 69, 1 te0, 1 10, 1 00, 3 00.
Several hogsheads of leaf 'showed too
melt outer. Would advise farmers to
he very careful about the order and as-
aortment of their crops, as the good to-
bacco %Ili bring good prices, while the
voinnein part of the crop moist ern very
GENT & GAITHER t O.
Sales by Wheeler, Mills st Co., Dec.
22.1, of 31 lilisle., as followe:
4 Midis. good new leaf, $7 7Q, 6 00,
5 95.
11 Wide. medium leaf, $3 00, 4 GO, 4 60,
4 60, 4 50, 4 50, 4 35, 4 25, 4 2o, 4 10,
4 00.
0 common leaf, $3 :15, 3 50, 3 '20,
3 00, 2 $3, '2 10.
5 MOS. frosted leer and lugs, $1 00,
1 00, 75, 50, bo.
Of this offering we Rohl only 12111We.,
22 being rejected. We expected to see
tobacco open low, am! were but little
eurpriseel at the prices offered. At this
'mason of the year there are few °niers.,
the dement' being chiefly from the stem-
mere, who expect to pay very low pri-
ces. IAter on, when regular orders ap-
pear on the merle, we etinfitlehtly ex-
pect te see privets 1 to 2 cents higher.
Oti the basia of to-day's prices every to-
brow grower would be brought In debt
for cost of prodection of tine crop. Oi.e
thing ie clearly demmistrated by this
sale, viz : froetea tolateett will net pay
coot ef toripping, prizieg and selling.
After the new year we will see better
prices (inn all geed, sound tobecco. Pri-
ces* are le Ar evert where now.
W stele le MILLS alt
A Grand Record. •
We call your attention to the advertise-
ment of a remedy which her stood the
test of more than a half century a ith in-
creasing popularity and Is universally
admitted to have no equal as a medicine
for the cure of dioceses originating in a
disordered Liver, suet' as Dyspepsia,
Biliiousness, l'onetipation, Colic, ete.
Simmons% Liver Regulator is a simple
and harmlese medicine, purely vegeta-
ble, awl can be safely and advantageous.
ly used under any eircinnstances. It
acto Anil ffectually and is espec-
ially valuable as a Family Meilivine,
which prealtion it holds in so many
homes. We do not know another pre-
paration which can bring forward such
intloreenients from beetle of families and
those holding the higheet official and so-
cial poeitione. Keep Sinimone Liver
Regelator In your house, it will reduce
your doctor's bill and Insure for your
families health and happineea.
It Is not to be won lend at that so pop-
ular and nneritoreus a medicine should
be counterfeited. Tine Medicine they
canhot imitate, but they copy, its exter-
ior, general appearalionand toe names
so suggestive of Simmolis Liver Regula-
tor as to catch the unwary. *Don't rlsk
your health perhaps lift., by not exercis-
ing proper dieeritnination In buying.
he sure yeti are right. Look and see
thet yuu get the Genuine % hich hiss III-
way P the Tratleenark Z in rest on tine
front ot Wrapper anti the eigniture of J.
Zeilin at Co , on its side.
If ever existence become* all instolera-
Die burden it is to the sufferer with
flemorrinoida of Piles, and if ever life as-
"etellIfif roee" it Is When lie eX-
perietices the relief always afforded by
Tablerts itia.keye l'ile Ointment. Thin
remedy neede no enmity tinsel of lan-
guage to attract the piddle eye but stain&
simply on ite merit*. If you sniffer from
Hemorrhoids" or Piles,remember
Buckeye l'ile Ointment is a permanent
cure. Four eele by G. Gaither.
1.051' TREASURES.
"Its ohoeking,",said olsi Strawberry,
as he leaned, like the Tower of Pisa,
against a cold, ailent anti enfrletelly
lamp-post yesterday, mei cast an latterly
gad far-away leek down the street, after
the dimly outlined and recedieg form
of an Intertial Reveistie officer as it was
swalloeveul up in the heavy fog; ‘•
positively simeking to think how the
good things of tide worts! are na-ted
some places while there is 60 mueli
want in othere. Here are three distill-
eries and bonded warchounco, with
thousands of barrels of good whisky
burned up witiniin a few hours ride ot
Hopkineville, arid two hogsheads of
eugar tumbled into Cumberland Over
at Naeliville 'tother day; while re in
Hopkinsville, I can't get a drink, and
the election lunch room closet'!" The
Prohibitionists) might set e free lunch
Christmas week, any way. •
"Two !Hipline's's of sugar loet in the
river and five thousand barrels of wide-
icy burned tip but not a drop to tlriuk
in all Hopkinaville It breaks my heart.
Gabriel, blow 3 o'er horn, fer it is the
only one I shall ever get !•' Anti heav-
ing a deep sigh he woutieres1 If the the-
ory of the Conservation of Forceo flight
be true, and if the (frowned entree the
burned et hiekey and himself would
mecein the lantliof spirite tie they had oft
times met in this,,. to Ida pleasure arid
ids hurt.
Opinion of a Leading Editor.
Almost all the diseases that, alllict us
from infancy to obi age have 'their ori-
gin in a disordered liver. A really good
liver medicine is the roost important nn
the whole range of pharmacy. We be-
lieve Simmons Liver Reguletor to be
the best among them all. We pin our
faith upon the Regulator, and if we
could perena.le every reader wino la in
111 health to bay it, we would willingly
vouch for tht• behefit emit would re-
eel ve.-Eu. Crectee Gaza-ri on.
Mluisters and Membere Meeting.
Programme of subjecto, itc., tor the
Miele:ere and Members Meeting of
Bethel Aesociation, to convene with
Bethel Church, Feirview, Ky., April
5tin, 1657:
1. Sermon for Critichen, P. II. Lock-
ett.
2. Dead Points In the Pastorate, J. M.
l'eay and J. J. Kendall.
3. llow to Prepare for a Revival, S.
P. Forgy and C. A. Meacham.
iiilia4blibe.1;:.xegesis of 1. Pet. 9:18-20, Samuel
5. Scepticism of To-day-How 'Best
to Meet It, C. W. Dicken and '1'. W.
6. Exegesis of Jas. 5: 14, 15, S. M.
Provenice.
When is a Minister of tine Gospel
auetifiesi In Giving up the alinistry, J.
W. Rive and .1. 0. Charily.
se Scientific Studien an Aid to the
laalnindii.stry, J. Fuqua and W. S. Ry-
9. Encouragements and Discourage-
ment/I be the Mindetry, J. '1'. Barrow
and J. U. Spurliti.
first person named under each
subject is expected to prepare and read
a paper, arid the vecond is to lead the
tilineuesion. We hope the brethren ap-
pointed will preeerve tine programme,
prepare themselves on their etibjects,
and try to make the mectinig Intereethig
awl profitable to all.
E. N. Incites,
For the Committee
quality and quantity too.
--
What if the other worm medicines are
lriven out of the market? We ite Drug-
gists have the eatiefaistion of knowing
when we sell Wititea Cream Vermifuge,
we give a good article anti our customers
get more for the mennee than they• can
get in any other Vermifinge and Whites
I 'ream Vertnifuge lingo them. Ask
G. E. Gaither, Druggist.
ing of good WSW* And &sound must'
don are, Vie• inlay realise w lied we Lave
lost theist, sniti a hen it It to late to re-
tisk the Culler?. A set note itlistaud-
fug these facts+, thomeatide of peromas
daily jeoparenze not (slily their health,
but their livee, and the !entitle and live'
of others, by Hieing artieles in the prep-
aration of their forel the purity and
beelthfulners of which tiny know node
lug. Perhaps a few cents, nifty have
been aaved, sir It they leave bee it more
convenient to obtain the articles used, 1
and the housekeeper takes the reepotnal-
bilky allt1 possibly will never know the
miechlet that hell been wrought. Pater-
familias may have spells of headache,
Johnny may have lost his eppetite, Su-
sie may look pile; if so the true cause
la rarely suave-tel. Tee weather, the
lack of outdoor air, or some other eauee,
is given, and the unwitoleeome, poison-
one syetem of a hiltereted food loses on.
Next to the flour, which should be made
of good eemnel.wheat anti not ground too
fine, the yeast or baking powder, which
furnielies the rloing properties, is of the
greatest itnportence, and of the two we
prefer baking powder, and always use
the Royal, as we thereby retain the
original properties of the wheat, no fer-
mentation taking place. The action of
the Reyal Balthig Powder upon the
dough is eimply to swell it and form
little sells through every part. These
cells are filled e ith carbonic acid gas,
which paeses off during the procesa of
baking.
.The Royal is made from pure grape
acid, and it is the actions of this acid up-
on highly carbonized biembonate of so-
da that gesierites the gas alluded to;
and these ingredients' are so pure and so
perfectly fitted, tested and adapted to
each other, that the action is mild and
permanent, and is continued during the
whole time of baking, and no residue of
polsononia ingredient* remaino to under-
mite. the health, no heavy biscuits, no
seer bread, but if directions are follow-
ed, every article prepared with the Roy-
al Belting Powder will be found sweet
and wholesome.
ea-ese—
Careleess Mail Agents.
considerable complelint is being made
now about the inefficiency or careless-
ness of the mail agents on the Nashville
and St. Louis run. Hardly a day pass-
es that mall la not carried beyond its
destination, and it sometlinea takes
three or four days to get a letter from
her, to Earlington. Silell blunder, me
these are ihexcusable, but from what
people at other towns along the of
road say we suppmee they have become
annosiegly common of late. Tim eu-
perintenelent of this division should give
this matter his attendee'. The tilled sere
vice on this route ean be vastly improved
The people everywhere are kicking
about the way mall Is delayea or carried
beyond itee (it stination.-aladisonville
Times.
We can endorse every word of the
above. We have been repeatedly Incon-
venienced and annoyed by reason of de-
layed mane. If the preeent force of
mall cleric In not aufficient to deliver
the mails I-30114.0y, the superintendent
should put on more men. The public Is
beginniug to howl over this matter.
•
•
About $600 aireasly made up on our
premium list and $400 more to be added
beta eel new and April. How is this
for a gift to so?)scribers? Subscribe for
one year and get a chance.
rent:lie st Specific for lever Digester,
• seen h : tougtie coatedSYMPTOMS. Bitter or lied akte in he
white or covered with a Drown fur; pain in theback, *oleo or jointo-often mistaken for Klieu-
rviatisui. dour Stomach. Low. of A ppettte: 'mome-
ntum nausea and waterbrosh. iniligedtion;
Sentiency and acidllefuetations; bonieln alter-
nately Gusto e and lax; Headache; lims of Ment-
or, wan a painful sensation of havingfheeailner,twtot;tiebinkomit;ItikijawrepWihrilt.Ch; 01,11(ilhetkt.:), (h. ai,i.,,•-
ai,pearaii..r of the .t.in and tie.: • dr) roue.:fever: re.tiemneme: the urine is seantr and high
oolored. mid, if allotted to staue;deposes a
Simmons Liver Regulator
PUR3I.T EGETAIII.E:
Is aimera II% toed in the south to arouse the
to: I I I .t en to health.)
I', !Eh extraordinary efficacy on theLIVER.
KIDIAIEYS
BOWELS.
AN EFFECTUAL SPECIFIC YOE
Malaria, Bowel Complaints.
Dyspepsia. Sick Headache,
Constipation. Biliousness.
Kidney Affection.. inn mitre.
!dents: Drpresi..iin.
Endorsee, by the use of Millions of Bottles as
The Best Family Medicine
for I hildren, for Adult.. rind for the Aged.
ONLY GENUINE
ha- Our z -tan:1.111 On front f Wrapper
J. H. ZEILIN & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.,
POLE PROFiti Emits. Price CAC
2 t5'''
OA I
\ 01 M
a_pos Oreaten Cum on Earth for Pon." Win1111110iseo quietly than any ether knomi P.Mo'. liseomatism. Animism.gis;ALIlings, PLff liwIt, Pr6oers,linsid., Caw I stab.go, Pleurisy Pores reessentes.WAS scar, vu ins! Pore Threw..
rnoir& Similar!. ItoondaThor,onnoneino, P. i•r alns. Rlo: I 'AM
• ,In a bottle P.iti ty all
ruined& Cautine. eh- reeoga en,. Rosiration Oa Iona, o• r3ottiarr•on Trvidlolla.r11, op.t.ol • ,irteetts-fie sirnetere. A c, Meier A io , Aiia.firenri.tcre Delon, re its., I: s A.
Pr. Boll'. Coo h Pomp wilt cure roaroust, o mos. rice tidy 26 CM. • bottle.
,Lcs.
• • •
CAMTAL PMZE $150.000.
We do hereby certify that we supervise thearr. r.ireh.enta for all the oio /11/1, Senn-A hh.,a1 Pratt itors of the I,ot Idlana State Lot-
onipany. end in person manage and con-trol the Pi
-awing. theme! % es, and that thesis*are condo. fool With lionosti, fairness. and InIPaad faith Toward all parom. and we authorise
the COMPRESS to use this certiState, with foe-
ef our s.i; natures attached, in !le &deer-tiseint nta."
Commtnalener•.
W e the undeniened Bank. and Bankers winpay PrIZA-pl Ilrnwu in the leinasian• StateLotteries which ma! be preeenteil at tier cot:s-tem
J. H. 11411.1Realf
Pres. Louisiana Platioasal Hank.
J. W. HILESIZTIS,
Pros. Otago National Hank.
A.BALOW1N.
Pres. New Orleans NalleitaLltank.
fiNPMECEIMENTEn ATTAR 4 ICTION!Over Half a Million Distrito:
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONP'Y
Incorporated in Ineet for 26 years by the Legis-lature for Educational atol Charitable purposeswith a capital of $1,000.0oo-to hicb a reservefund of over sitcom has si nee been added.By an overwhehning popular vote its (run-chiee was made a Dart of the preeent State Con-stitution adopted December sa, A n.1079.
The only Lottery ever voted on and leatiorsedby the people of any State.
It never scales or postpones.
Its Gram! Single Number Oraw.liege take place menthiv. and the Semi-A untie! Drawings reenisriy every ',ix monthstine and lerenitteri
A splendid opportunity lowly' fortune. latGrand Drawing. Claes A, In the \ entniny ofMusic. New oilcans, Tuesday, JAN. I Ith.11187-2With Monthly Draw :te
CAPITAL PRIZE S150,000.
itf/rNotice--Tickets are Ten Dollars onle,
11.11 too SS. Fifth., It. leoths, $1.
LIST tia PRIZES.
1 301111 tau° of $15.1.,00I lerand " foi,o00I " " of 10.000
I Large Pro.en of 10,000
•• of 5,000
10 Prizes of Li .04)1.0 •• sio11.0
200 " 2005,0 " PrO1000 " 50
60.000
20,000
20.000
20,000
2o,000
2e,000
/10,000
40,000
1.'1.000
60,000
APPLOXIMATION PRIZES
100 A ppr oorriat,on Prizes of too 100.00ndo . 20.00IttO iio . 10,006
2,379 prises amounting to $O
-.14,0o0
Applicstion ir r ties G. Out. sho Oil he made
only to the °Mee of the Company in New Or-leans.
For frrther Information write clearly givingfull addreoo. Postal Notes, Express Money or-tiers, or New York Exchange in orilinary letter.Correnry by Express t at our expense) ad-
uresseci
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M A DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
Make P. 0. Money Orders paya-
ble and address Registered
Letters to
NEW ‘,1:1.EANS NATIONAL HANK,
New Orleans, La.
11,14;31EMIIER 1.1.: 71 te rtair Irera ureng"•rodf
and early. who are in charge of the drawlers,is • guarantee of aim...lute fairnew. and integro.,that the ehanrim are all ce iir I. and that no finers• poweibly di% ine o hat numbers will itr•W •Prio.. All parties therefitre &dyersguars ntee Prises in this lottery. or holding out
nior other isaposeitee iodurenei lite. are swia-
.i'en-. o'--losty aim to deceive and defrand the
The BUTZIUP OrIDIS
taioned Sept. and Mama,
each year. dr- 311 pages,
Inebes.e.lth
3,500 Ilinstrations - a
whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES 16%-boleitale Prices
dorect to consumers on all good. for
personal or family nee. Tells bow to
order. and gives exert cost of el err-
thing you nae, eat, drink. wear, or
have fan witb. Tbeee INA'ALCABLIC
HOOKS contain information gleaned
from the markets of the world. \A e
will mall a copy FREE to any ail-.
dress upon receipt of 10 ets. to defray
expense of mailing le t hear from
•pect frit I y ,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
ifi7 2111.1 Wabash A  (-Mean% Ill.
CLARKSVILLE
MARBLE WORKS!
Established 1852.
I wish to inform the co: • •, 4 Iliipkinssille
and surrounding country that I hay,. in
sales noen the I trgest noes' i.eieci on of
Monumental Work in the South,
And have -operior facilities for 'emptying allkinds of Marlde and Granite work ilekireil. I , THEmanufacture nothing but the best Marble. Im-porting DIRECT front ITALY and SCOT-LAND ennttles me to surce.stully rompete with
any home in the country. A large and dne se•Nieto-di of desigao always on hand Orden Kr-liciitd.
Agent for IIANIK A IRON FENCE ,Sproagfleid, iihm. Respectfully,
sA MI./Woe:sox.
entaur
inimen
The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are Instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
Coodwin's COCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
Tit. !Hest Perfect Flair-Di es•ing in I se.
It keeps %our hair trom falling out It promotes the growth, prevents
dandruff, keeps tht scalp clean, makes the hair and • hiskers gunny, m-
otorist hair to its natural color, and will gr AW hair on liald heads.
SAMPLE BOTTLES 25 Cents, REGULAR SIZE 50 Cents.
J. FL COODWIN, Propeeetor,
Winters Laboratory. Mistimed. OM*
"”m r. It1J tht. ,-tonter i%
G (PO DWIN9S
HORSE and DATA POWDERS
Are the Farmer's Guides tor
Alt Diseases Pertaining to 'torsos,
ti sites, llogu and Sheep.
It purities tlie blood and pre% cies almost anydieease ell stock lire subJe-ct to requiring an in-
ternal remedy.
Tbi. powder hs prepared fObni une of the oist•
eet sod best receipte knowti among flue stock
raisers KIWI oit•IlItors. Thousands of certificatesbare been received temtifying to the enicary of
the Powder. All that IR &seed a trial et thebe come hired that it has so equal ass preveutive aud cure of
all dapapes in all stock. IT IP PoSITIVM CU1LZ fOit 1100 tilIOLZIIA. This POwder if guaranteedto give rentire satisfaction la every clue.
.1. H. G0460111' IN, Proprietor and Manufeeturer,
Western Laboratory.Cineinnati. 0.
'1'. C. HANBERY. M. F. SHRYER.
HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUSE,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs ,
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and Ilth.
gaff'"Caretnni attention given to eampling anti selling all Tobacco conftigned to us.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON TOBACCO IN *STORE.
Cood Quarters for Teams and Teamster&
SPOT CASH.
flaying none a crehid to.ai seas nor years awl
reeling its dmadvautagm. proisee. on Julylet. HOW to commence an exch..% e cash busi•
nem We notify you as to our lids:looms thatthere cannot lie r- y hen! fee ing toward us in
cote your order .fictulel not be I led if not ac-SUMpaDilri liv the cosh Please notify your (am-ity aneordingly a. we eltoot want the disagree-
able duty of refusing a deliver coal ou thetr
orders or mitten walron, This rule isPOSITIVE: No EXCEPTION. • Do Dot netfor credit. for yon will be refused. audit will lie
embarraesing both for you and °unwires.
UNDERWOOD &
fot-Las allow
.1 14' I• scar.
moantow a D•vissoe
E. IV. DHOW',
Curiage Maker!
Cor. Virginia and Spring Sties
Hopkinsville, - - Kentucky.
Th:CmtuSrkll
Lvi.z.;!4
AL.VV
Is a spec‘alty In ins 11110. I Keep
A Full Stock
Of thi. Guild always on hand. and recommendthe nter..pring to all want,iig an ea,) robes,
well-bulimia-it bum.
Barouches Plutons
IN STOCK es
Made to Order.
REPAIRING
Will always mew ve prompt attention. le doseluau meet worLitsiti.le manner. and satisfac-tion guaranteed.
C. W. Ducker.
Tri-Weekly
NEW ERA
A well onto I, eight column tiaptr, con-taining
Foreign,
National and
Home News.
—TO BE IisrED—
l'anday, ThErsday aud Saturday
of earh werk. A staiinrh:Dernocratic erns.Beet inituc,emente ever effered to advertiser,
WEEKO NEW ERA
won be tooled every friday as nasal.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Tbe tollow:se are the subserititom rates of
se ILEXTrCKY 1.:01 Es., t.ayable atristly cask
advance:
leer one year
for 6 months
for I months
.....
'Weekly.
for one year . ...
for 6 month*
for 4 months ......
Club Ratee.
flit-Weekly in elute of
fri-Weelly in club' of 10 .
I! I
i IA
II 60
76
as
n
I as
Weekly in elubs of S $1 131
Weekly in clubs of 10 . ....... I SO
Perms* now taking ths Weekly New Kra whodesire to change to the rri- Weekly, min do to
and coetve a reedit for all unexpireal Ume tinsthem ron the Wercy.
4reEE RI 70 914to
(rr:E c1)PET ROLINE-0 Wm <cC5-
00 (A
POROUSEU
PLAS
Cares Backactte. Lari Treidt,:-
---177717y—F,771177
Rhedma isri—rafr
A trial will coorince the mon sk
they are Swint. They ars metiasted
eura and the attire prineinl- rxtrakom,far man powerful in then aCt ion .h ot her pDo not be induced to take others. bet be soget the genuine "Petroline." stitch is ales
close.d in an ene-elope with thz sip:Mireproprietors, The P. 'W. P. Co., rod directionfour languages; alto real on frene and bxk
each plaster. bold by firn-cLos druotists,ger T-aoo h.
sommommeres---m.._
EDACUFIA 
CORN PLASTERS
Are the hest known remedy frw hard and soh atina,
and never tail to cure. Price 15 cents.
The Peteg ite Preprietary c3
113 W. Broadway, N. Y., U. 9.
OF FIRST( LASS DR 116CISTS
And BARRI B. GARNER, District Ague ler
igsylussedie, Ky.
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T HE NEW ERA. Wendt *oculist:too.
Ilowe'a sun tim4 is the city standard.
1.111rD BY-
Candler& Stock Site to-morrow.
Mow Era Prisfing and Publishing Co.
 The finest watch: repairing in the city
JOHN°. RUST _ - - Editor. le done at Howe's.
Korn to the wife of Mr. G. V. Lander,
HICA`t, DECEMbEii 24 1886. Saturday night, a boy .
For list of lande -for sale by John W.
AGENTS
Who are !authorized to eollect
• riptioneto the NNW KRA
Lee Thecker-Lstavetre, Ky.
Dr G. W. Rive-- Jelintion'e P. 0.
OCR B OFFER.
Gei tie a club of .4oe new subscribers, for
either sieltItt.Y at $1. 50 or tat-weekse
at $3. 50 a year and we will gire e- e the
WEEKLY NEW KEA for one year with tick-
et In our drawing.
For a club of len new subscribers we
will give the MI-WEEKLY NEW KRA one
year. ticket in the drawing and the forty
five books advertieed In our list of "In-
ducements."
For a slob of more titan ten we will
give the paper, ticket and books as above
and a liberal commiesion, which we
guarantee to be satisfactory to the club-
raiser. Go to work and GET US UP A
CLUB.
goonte anti *sniffy.
cot. At tusk vent Tuesday N ASII% tile.
M Wig Henie steven. Is 'siting friends Cai-
ro, i it
is. W. Ware. TrentoaJwas in the city Wed-
neaday
Mies Bennie Layne. Fairview. u as In the city
Fritley
T ord, Earlington, was in the city
Monday.
T. W. wooton. Herndon. se as in the city
3
Thuiretlay.
W. M. Radford. Iluu ell. all, in the city
Thursday
T. W. Baker, Neustead, was in the city
Thursday
Jno. Savage ha.s accepted a position with Jas.
Pye d Lo.
Mrs .1no. Wall,s, l'emlirike. was in the city
Wednesday.
I' J. Northington and wife, wen: n the city
Wedneeday
M Flora Trice is A 'siting friends in 
Bow-
liog tireen.
Rev . A. L Johnson left tor his h.me in T
ex-
as Monday.
Mrs. Austin Pray, of ciarrethburg, A as in the
city Monday.
J. D Merhensa bar accepted a poatioa ith
A. L. Wilson.
Mr. C F. Jarrett and lady were in Clarks-
ville this week.
Col. Jas. Pye returned from Birmingham
Tuesday aerie
Mew Mina risme. of Nashville. is visiting
Mrs. If W. Tibbs.
T. W. Moore has accepted a position with J,
B. t.albreath 1 Cm.
Miss Stannie Orrnst• -. of Lou ille, is A noting
Mrs. . Buckner
Frank Beaumont awl A If.•. Pembroke. were
in the city Wednewlay.
T. .1. Blaine. repreventing Forbes A Bro.,
went to Nebo Monday
F. II Davis and bride reached home There-
Jay night from Virginia.
Unfurl Arthur, agent for Marie Prroote
was in the city Moeda:.
Mr A B Long. Crofton, spent Tuesday
night with Mr S. Brown
Mrs Jame* Anderson, of Hartford, is • siting
her mother, Mrs A..I Wal.er.
Mrs. Lucy Megowan. of Loutsville, •isiting
her Maier, Mrs nnie L. Starling.
W W. Coghillt Inspector of Agencies of the L.
A N. It. R., was in the city Friday
Mrs. Levi Weivtlall, of Heartily, Minn., is vis-
iting her daughter, Mrs. J.0. emit.
Mrs. John W. Cooper le vhitieg her sister-in
law. Mrs. A C. Biddle. on Virginia street.
W. H Weir, one of the Hanson Beauties, WU
Is the city Wednesday atteading Me tobacco
sales
Moo Eva Baker, who has been visiting Mies
Fannie Rogers, has returned to her home is
Lexiogton.
Mrs J. O. Cooper went to Cadiz Friday to
attmed her daughter, Hes J J. Chappell who
is quite ill.
Dr. Thomas Blakvy, ruing young physi-
cian of Auburn. Ky., came down Friday to visit
Maj. Breathitt.
Mrs. Mary Breviaugh has retorriedg from an
extensive trip to Near York, Norfolk and other
earner,' cities.
Geo. Buruett and wife, of Texas. pawed
through the eity, Wednesday, en rout for Cadiz
to mat reiat,vee.
Mines. Ida Peek, Norio and Minnie Dalton.
Spring:held. came down Wednesday to attend
the Dallens-Mcacham weihfing
Hon .1. H. Bowden. presiding Judge of the
Superior CoLrt and one of the ablest lawyers of
Kentucky. and his ewtintable wife are visiting
their daughter, Mr.. H. 11 aldwell, South
Mate street.
The Delightful Liquid Laxative.
Sy nip of Figs is a most agreeable and
valuable family remedy. as it la easily ta-
ken by olii and young, am! is prompt
and effective in curing Habitual Consti-
pation and the manly ilk depending on a
weak or inactive condition of the Kid-
neys, Liver and Soweto. It acte gently,
strengthene the organs on which it seta,
and awakens them to a healthy activity.
For sale by II. B. Garner, Hopkinsville,
Ky.
C. k. 0. Holiday Excursions.
H. W. Fuller, Geueral Peezenger
Ageta of the Newport News it Midair-
leppi Valley Company,--Chesapkake &
Ohio Route,--announces that as a con-
tribution to the Christmas stocking of
its patrons, the N. N. & M. V. Co. (C.
& 0. route) will issue reduced pate hol-
iday excursion tickets between all sta-
tions on its line. Theee tickete will be
tiold December 24th and 25th, also on
December 31st and January 1st 1887,
all being good returning until January
3rol, 1887.
Our Carrier's Address.
The New ERA carrier, Mr. A. E. Mor-
ris, has been faithful to the reading public
this year. In storm and sunshine he
has attended you. Ile has brought you
news front afar an] from home, from
strangers Anil from friends, news of joy
and easiness, news of every kind that
makes up the mosaic record of Peseta
Saturday lie will present to his patrons
the Annual Carrier's Addrees, a poem
from the rhytnthic pen of Mr. S. C. Mer-
cer. It is a gem of local hue and a
pleasant Christmas greeting. Of course
a reward fur constency will be apprecia-
ted by our carrier. During the many
bleak days that the New ERA has been a
dreside comfort, lie has been a part eon-
tributor to the pleasure. Remembeebint
and it will be a kindness not soon 'for-
gotten.
Call for Hopkins County Bends.
MADISONVILLE, ICY.,t
DeC. 100, I Sti6.
Office of toe Treasiirer of llopkina county.
Call tor Hopkiar utility Bonds for limierne-
tios.
By order of the Hopkins County
Court I ant directed to call for redemp-
tion ell the bonds of the county kaued
in 1967 by the county to the Evansville,
Henderson & Naahville R. R. CO. N.M.
101 tO 125 both included to be presented
for payment by the holders to the
Bank of Hopkineville, Hopkinsville,
Ky., or at the Banking Howie of
Win G. Morton, Madisonville, Ky.,
the 1st day of January, 1887.
all said series of Bonds Noe. 136
150 both Included, at the same
Ca, on the let (lay of July, 1SST.
terest to stop on the shove mentioned
Vida at the date of their rail.
C. E. Muitrox,
Treasures Ilropichie County.
Syrup of Figs
Manufactured only by the California Flg
Syrup Co., Sao Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true Laxative. It is the
most easily taken and the moat pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanee
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds and fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale in 50 cents and $1.00 bot-
les by 11. B. Garner, Hopkineville, Ky.
Payne, see fourth page.
Cabinet sized photographs reduced to
$5 per dozen at Anderson's gall; ry.
1Ve are &a to arl000lowe that Mrs. 11.
G. Abernatloy etfliii aletwen
Judge Amienwit married W. Robin-
4011 and Miss Lumina Hemphill, Thurs-
day.
Wa are tiiiller obligations to Rev. V.
M. Metcalfe for New Orleans and Tees's
1,000 bushels (4 Clover See I wanted.
papers.
Jiro. R, G REIM & CO.
;harley Andersbn took a photograph
of the New building Monday af-
ternoon.
- M. Frankel & Son have the most ele-
gant Chrisituas tree in their window,
which is glittering :with preeents and
due bric-a-brac.
Rev. A. L. Johnson preached an in-
teresting sermon at the Christian church
Sunday morning.
Coe! thieves are operating slowly at
this time. The shot gun policy has
been getting in its work.
County Attorney Payne Was called tO
Crofton,Wedneolity, on a petition of cit-
izens to invcetigme alleged violations of
the prohibition 14w.
The County GIME Ilea received his
"Dog book" and on nen of fine dogs can
now have them recorded under the law
as personal property.
STORX ROOM roe RENT.-Corner of
9th and Clay strew, now occupied by
J. T. Barrow. Apply to
siNO. R. GREIN it Co.
A Chautauqua Literary circle has
been formed in this city. Many of our
leaditig married ladies belmig to it.
James T. Davie, "Old Rip." iS now
entirely well and ready to serve the
public at the shoe trade. Ile is hi need of
work and will be thankful for patronage.
Hon. John Feliand, of Hopkinsville,
is spoken of se e possible Republican
candidate for Governor. Ile is about
the ablest man itt their party, in lien-
tucky.-Owenehoro Inquirer.
Tobaceo Leaf : Capt. Gracey will leave
this morning for Princeton, Ky., to lo-
cate the I. A. & T. depot arid to arrange
for the survey of the line front that place
to Fredonia, Ky.,. where it will connect,
if built that far, with the Ohio Valley.
A commendable style was introduced
at the Cantata Tuesday night by the la-
dies of the audience-they all left their
hats at home, or took them off after
they entered the Opera Houee.--Cloron-
He. Girls, dont let the Clarkeville bells
outdo you!
A negro girl stole a pan of candy front
the (candy tent On Idain street, Fri-
day. The proprietor gave eloaee and
captured her after a run of several
Judge A. V. Long is dangerotiely ill.
Mr. Tom Henry Arnett. of the Fair-
view toeighborhood, is critically ill.
Seasoned wood in any quantity at Vie
Diamond Coal yard, near the depot.
Wlbur F. WIlson's term .of confine-
ment in the oiunty jail expires to-day.
The Methodist Sunday-school will
give an entertainment at their church
Friday night.
The Sunday-school of the Christian
cliureli will have a chord' entertain-
ment Monday hight.
A fine farm In Trigg county, near the
I. A. & T. railroad, is offered for Male.
See notice In this paper.
An old and faded Cyprian had been
begging In this city for several days.
Monday she was shippeato Madisonville
by the police.
We are plea/led to announce. that Mr.
Janice E. Jeetip, who lias been rick for
sometime, was able to attend the-tobacco
sales Wednesday.
On our 1st page toelay will be found
a striking and inetructiee illustration of
the comparative worth of the various
kinds of baking powders now in the
market.
T. J. Moore, of Trigg county, sold his
crop of tobacco, about 40,000 pounde,'to
Kendrick, Pettus et Co., Clarksville, for
$7 round. We confess this is a royal
price, the highest of the season.
Fut a good square meal-for only 25
cents=call at Bradellaw it Hanberry's
new restaurant, at Lang Bell's old stand.
Open from 6 a. m. till midnight. Cash
paid for game of all kinds, for quails
$1.50 per dozen.
Mr. W. II. Nolen, late of Beinbridge,
has opened a large stock of general mer-
chandise and liquors at Cerulien Spings
and invites public patronage. Ile is a
live merchant and a clever gentleman.
Read hie advertisement and give him a
call.
A festive kid bombarded the plank
fence in the rear of Mr. H. B. Garner's
drug store, with a roman caedle Mon-
day evening. The target practice was
perfect am the fence was soon in a prom-
king blaze. Mr. Garner diecovered the
tiames and quickly extinguished them
and the kid. •
We mean businese, talk it in plain
English, and in language of the poet are
"getting thar Ely" in nice shape. Come
in and see our handsome stock of first-
class watches, diamonds and all kinds
of jewelry, and best and cheapest line
of Holiday goods to be wen in the city.
Yours truly,
I). GALIINItaTH & Co.
Hunter Wood is not as &owe might
supporte, a wood hunter, although his
history shows that he Woud Hunter
revenue infraction as long as any frac-
tion of it could be seen. He is making
one of the most alert and competent of-
fleers the Government has ever had in
this States-Bowling Green Democrat.
The side-walk of stone flags has been
completed over Main street bridge; a
great convenience to footmen in bad
weather. A good brick eide-walk ilow
extends from the bridge nearly- to the
northern entrance of the Cemetery. It
equares. When lie caught her she said,
should be constructed to the gate. The
"please, mister, don't tell on me, but'!muddy interval between the Street
give me a piece of candy." I pavement and tlw excellent drive in the
An Earlingum correspondent say. : Cemetery does not harmonize, nor doer!
"Saturday night while conductor Canon
was en rout south with freight train and
while passing through Hopkinsville,
-tome darkey thought he would replenish
his coal supply end therefore made a
raid on a car of elm! on the train for
that purpose wheo be received, ae his
reward, a shot from a pistol, but wheth-
er or not fatal wet are unable to say.
Subscriptions to any paper or maga-
zine es the world taken at this office at
club prices that will in many inetaoces
gave the price of the New Elie. For in-
stance, the daily Courier-Journal (six
issues a week; and the Witten' Nan
ERA for $10.50; Of TRI-WEINLY for
$11.50.
W. A. Glass and Birch Walker have
started a mill for crushing corn-grain,
cop arel shuck-for food, on the old
Ritehardsion place, five miles front Hop-
kiesville, on ttie Canton road. It is a
great feed economist, as the experience
of Oractical fernier, In the North for
many yeare, hat demonstrated, and the
enterprhie will doubtless be freely pat-
ronized ky the, public generally of the
vicinage. \Pericles living in town who
have horse or cciws to feed would save
time and money by using crushed feed.
The Board of Tax Supervisors, com-
posed of T. II. Elliott, II. C. McCord,
R. M. Andereon, R. Y. Pendleton and
J. J. Smith, meets the drst Monday in
January and can remain in seasion nine
days. Auditor Hewitt urges that they
scrutiolize the Assessor's returns cloeely
so ttoat olo injustice may be done to any
man. Citizens w ho ish to change their
aeeessments can appeal to the Board.
Under the new revenue law the Board
cannot attend to cloeely to its duty.
George Mackey, colored, the janitor
of the New Ellt• office, led to the mar-
riage altar. Thursday night, Matilda
Foard, a dusky maiden of many persua-
sive Illaliners.The Virginia street Baptist
church It as crowed at the appointed
hour with admiring friends to itness
the ceremony. George is not exaetly a
spring chicken but he preeerves the gal-
lantries of youth with remarkable fresh-
nese. The boys of the office wish him a
happy future. Many of the white
friends of the bride remembered her
with handsome guest*.
Begill the new year with a subscrip-
tion to the New 11:14 e, $1.50 a year for
the lio'azirev; $2.50 for the Tal-W SMELT
with ticket In our big drawing next
April. lees good investment.
At the recent term of court cif claims
Esq.-Cal Tapp made a statement that he
was never satisfied with the isettlemeut
made with the Sheriff in November, la85.
Thesourt appointed him and County
Attorney Dempsey to overhaul the books,
papers and memoranda • of that settle-
ment. They found that in the settle-
ment referred to there waa an error
against the county of more than $1,800.
The mistake seems to have occurred in
crediting the Sheriff' twice with the pau-
per fund appropriation and some poll-
tax levies. Ex-Sheriff Nisbet was then
Sheriff, and the settlement,wae made by
County Attorney Orr for the county.
Sheriff Nisbet, we understand, rays he
did not see the statement until it was re-
ported in court, and says be knew noth-
ing of the error. Ile ham not yet exam-
ined Commiesioners Tapp and Denip-
sey'e report, but says that if there ie a
mistake lie is perfectly willing to have It
corrected. No collusions or fraud is
charged. It is generally regarded as an
oversight or mistake, but a costly one to
Hopkiris couray.-Madlieniville Times.
Saturday afternoon Marie Prescott
will appear as Galatea in the charming
drama "Pygrisaleon and Galatea." The
New Orleans Times-Democrat says:
"Marie Prescott is the matt:harming of
Go:asses. The port is peculiarly sulte:d
to her style, and in it she is seen at her
best. She carried the audience with her
from beginning to end, and was moot en-
thusiastically applauded. She is a most
versatile actress. Her voice is tweet
and sympathetic, and all her acting dis-
plays the most careful training. In
fact, she is complete mistress of her
art." Saturday evening Cseko will be
put on. The Commercial Gazette says:
"Last night a perfect crush witnessed
the performance of Marie Prescott hi
eseka at Malvin's Theatre. The in-
fluence of her eyes, of her facial expres-
sions, are wonderful, and few actremes
have taken a hold upon our public, as
readily as Miss Prescott. Not content
with encore after encore the audience
forced the lady to appear time and time
again after the last act. The drama is
one of intense interest and full of ro-
mance as any ever prothie;iel." Monday
night I nyorisar will be presented.
it befit the neatnese and comfort which
should characterize the beet built town
in Western Kentucky.
Coal thieves have been abundantof
late. Felix Biggerstaff routed a regi-
ment one night last week, and, Sunday
morning Joe llopoon was Jailed for
stealing fuel front the cars. The guilty
parties say that the brakeemee sell them
the coal for tobacco and whisky. The
train men will throw off large qualities
for this paltry exchange. The railroad
officials here deny the allegation. They
say it is a trumped up charge to conceal
the real thieves. The matter is beteg
investigated end the light will soot) be
turned on.
The street lamp& were not lit in the
Northern part of the city at all, Friday
night, and the same thing oceured on
oeveral streets in the Southend. In One
connection we desire to state that in
some parte of the city the lights; are leg-
ulariy turned mit nearly every night
shortly after being lit. The miecreante
should be detected arid punished. It ie
steuebody•d duty to dud out who are the
guilty parties. Theee tempt are for the
public good and not a standing joke fur
'peaple who dout know a joke from a
threshing machine.
Dr. A. A. Willitts delivered hid lec-
ture "On the wing, or a Summers flight
over the sea," at the Opera Hotline, Fri-
day night. Owing to the inclemency of
the weather only a small crowd wail
present. The lecture was one of the
most charming ever heard here. It
abounded In soul stirring discriptione,
beautiful narration, humor, pathos,
point and eloquence. The delivery was
the perfection of simplicity. lir. Wil-
'bee has a warm place in our hearts
and we are always glad to see him in
Hopkinsville.
One day last week a terrible explosion
occurred at the saw mill of Mr. Jeff.
Lynn, located Oil the farm of Col. Joe
Aeliby, four miles Eaet of Haman, this
county. The boiler of the mill exploded
with terrible force. Four mill empioyes
were hurt, Guy Morton, the sawyer,
Waddell and another man whom name
we could not learn were knocked down,
stunned and bruieed. Ellie, the engin-
eer, was badly hurt, and his chances for
recovery are doubtful. The explosion
was terrible. The mill shed was dernol-
imbed, and lumber and debris scattered
every direction.-M adisonville Timers
Chrietmas marriages are booming. Cu-
pid has been getting in his work and
the holidays will in truth be a golden
harvest of many pairs of hearts joined
as twin berries on a single stem. Wed-
nesday the County Clerk keeled licenses
to Edward Rascal and Georgia Casey,
and Chas. Buckner and Hanna Morton,
colored, also to the following white cou-
ples: Geo. Dalton and Mi.* Ada
Meacham, W. A. Henderson and Miss
Nancy E. Cannon, W. W. Dorr and
Miss Bennie Layne, John J. }Potter and
Milo, M. Belle White, John II. Ilenoby
and Miss Tonlinie Yatrell.
Milton and Dollie Nobles in "Love
and Law," at the Opera House, Satur-
day eight, Was the best all around show
that has been lucre in two seasons. No-
bles is s clevercomefflare polished, easy,
fresh, genuine. Mrs. Nobles is charm-
ing in her part. As /Sitta she won the
hearts of the audience and her pure,
sweet voice, musical brogue, superb in-
tonation and exquisite force were capti-
vating. Louis F. Howard as Glutton's*
Conti was all the part required and di-
vided honors equally with the stars.
Mary Davenport as 01(1 Rosa was an ex-
act characterization, superbly executed.
Every part was a success. Nobles can
"draw" here next time.
Mr. S. W. Long, our foundryman, has
ehown the Inquirer a sample of coke
made from the Clifton Coal Co.'s coal,at
Mannington, Ky., where he has been
putting up machinery made at the foun-
dry here. The sample of ooke would
convince any ono that the question of
making coke from Kentucky coal, and
especially from thls vein of coal, hall
been answered succesafully. The works
at Mennington were constructed under
the atiperintendence of Capt. Jas. II.
Allen, of Maryland. There la little
doubt that this coke will add greatly to
the facilities for manufacturing in this
nection, as the freight on coke brought
from the works In Pennsylvania and
Virginia has heretofore emit more than
the coke iteelf. The capacity of the
new works at preeent le from forty to
fifty tons daily, and will be doubled ear-
ly next spring. It is a lemure to know
that an Owensboro firm lias been so In-
timately connected with the enterprise.
-Owensboro Inquirer.
Elegant mince meat. only 10 vents. a
!pewit! at McKee &
Ilenry Roston, colored, purchased o
'Robe Wooldridge a lot or roller skates
and will open a rink in the Posted
block.
The First Preebyteriatt chureh will
give a social and !upper for the children
ot the Sunday-school, at the church,
Tueeday eight:
There -Will be appropriate Christmas
service's et Grace Episcopal church,
Seturdey "morning at 11 Wagtails. The
church will be handsomely decorated
for the occasion.
A few more of those elegant toilet ar-
ticles, books, vases, tuanicure sets,
bisque ornamente &c., exactly suitable
for New Year's gifte, still on hand at
Galther'e Drug Store. Come in and ex-
amine the lot and you are sure to be
suiteeL
We call attention to an ititerview of
our esteemed contemporary with a pa-
tient of Hopkineville's noted specialist,
Dr. II. M. Sherman, published else-
where. The Doctor has come to stay
and is doing a wonderful work animas
the afflicted. Crowds of patient& are
filling his office sluice his return.
REMEMBER, that McKee et Co. are now
receiving their Holiday Goods and solic-
it your patronage. We now have Or-
anges. Lemons, COCOSTIUtP, Apples,
Figs, Noce, Currants, Nuts, Candies,
&c. We also have a beantiful line of
Picklee in bottles and in bulk; also a
full line of California Canned Goods.
Now is your time to buy. Came to see
McKim & Co.
President Eckstein Norton, of the L.&
N., and Preeldent F. 1'. Gracy, of the
I. A, & T., will be in the city next week
to submit a propoeition to our citizens
about building a branch road frein here
to the 1. A. & T. Our citizens will be
glad to hear the railroad magnate*. The
beet we 11111 11011C fur front this road is
a redemption in part of trade territory
we have almost lost. Anything to stim-
ulate trade and build up the interests of
the city will receive careful considera-
tion.
Mr.Geo. Dalton and Miss Ada Meach-
am were married and left on the accom-
modation train for TenneSsee, Tinny-
day. Mr. Dalton is one of our upright.
aggressive, rising young men. He ift
widely popular and down-oily liked and
respected. The bride is a young lady of
charming appearance. She is a great
favorite in Ode city and her social cul-
ture hits won for her the love of all who
know her. We extend to them a Christ-
mas greeting and may life be as pleas-
ant as the wedding hour.
Mr. J. Add Smith and /Kiel; Maggie
Peat', were married in the Baptist
church, at Pembroke, Tuesday night at
7 o'clock, Rev. J. M. Pray officiating.
The attendant's were Mr. Thoe.
and Miss Mettle Richardson, Mr. Otnen
Smith and Miss Sallie Taedy. The
groom Imo been in busboy.; with his
brother at Pembroke and is a bright,
handeome and energetic. young man.
The bride ia a youtig lady ot ieteliigence
and culture. Tho•y will move to Ten-
nessee shortly to live.
St. Nicholas, the friend of the needy,
and of little children, who won his
spurs or rather hie mintly halo, by giv-
ing a marriage portion to three poor
sisters, played the gardener, Tuee lay
night, and planted a stately evergreen
In the show window of Frankel & Sons.
It is at beautiful OS a cedar of Lebanon.
Its graceful .branches are thickly laden
ith Christmas' fruit, hmelkerchicfs and
gay ribbone of every hue flutter like
parti colored Autumn leaves from the
cedar twigs, which bend with the
weight of satchels, hand mirrors. gloves,
lame exquisite hosiery and dainty
shoes and embroidered slippers, among
which the paternal eye dirwerne *mite of
the cuteet and tiniest pairs which ever
adorned a darling baby'. feet. These
precious clusters a ere plainly conjured
there by Saint Nirk, as a compliment
to Charley Slaughter, in honor of a cer-
tain vastly important hottnehol.1 event
which liai taken the S. from the begiu-
ning of his name and tilaceil it at the
eta!, ad a sort of go-alid-do-likewiee ex.
pression. lie thinks that Hopkitis-
villa ought to be a first-class market for
some of goods on the isuliday tree,
which is certainly one of rem:irk:Ole
beauty as well as frultfulue-s.
Whisky Licenses.
Comity Clerk Breathitt has reeeitol
trout the Auditor the money to he paid
WI hisky Weil expired or are
about to expire under the prohibition
Ines The law provides that dealers
shall receive a prorate amoutit for unex-
pired time. The following dealer' are
eistitird to the amounts belew which
they can get by calling on the clerk A.
G. Bowling, 446 08; Lanier & Clark,
$16 90; le M. Taylor, $57 Se; R. M,
Anderson, .115 15; Ed Kahn, $69 95;
Max Raw bold, 374 06; R. W. Hartle,
471 33; W. A. PTuol, f75 71; !limber-
ry et Bligh, pet 71; F. Schmitt, Vs3 39;
L. Bell, $84 49; Taylor & Eilmundson,
$85 04; 0. S. Stevens, $139 53; E. W.
Hentlereon, $48 21; John atoaeole
GG; Geo. Knight, $11 54; P. W. Brash-
er, $65 si : G. W. Rogers, $147 94; W.
H. Merritt, $45 39; Perkitis it Holt,
$45 53. Total 11111OUIlt, $1,535 22.
'rite three following licensee w ith
aflIOUtItS due the dealers have not been
received by the Auditor but the amounts
will be sent Soon; J. W. Yancey, $50-
47; J. T. Mason, $4h 55; R. P. Drake,
$56 50.
The Wallet. Detalestlea.
The recent special to the Courier-
Journal relative to the $50,000 derides-
time in the Bank of flopkinaville in ISS1,
stated correctly that it was brought on
hy the cashier's attempts' to extricate
certain relativee In Hopkineville from
unfortunate grain spectiletione. As the
dispatch gave the name of our late
townsman, Mr. Milton Gamut, now of
oweeisboro, who is a relative by. mar-
risge of Wallace mei at
the date of the defalcation, a
e'er-chant of Hopkineville, as one of the
sureties on the Cashier's official bond,
readers outeide of llopkinsville might
inter, hastily, that Mr. Milton Gant le
one of the parties referred to in the
Courier-Journal's dispatch. In Hop-
kinsville everyone knows that he was
not concerned in the speculations,
either directly or indirecty. The cor-
respondence and paper.; left by Wal-
lace show that lie was not in any way
implicated.
The Morrieen Cafe..
The celebrated Morrieon case was con-
cluded before Judge Anderrion last Fri-
day. Everyone is familiar with the de-
tails, how the Sheriff's poese exchanged
eltots with them, resulting in the death
of Win. Morrieon and the capture and
incarceration of John 13. Morrison. Af-
ter hearing the evidence and arguments
of the attorneys the court held that
Sheriff Boyd .killed Merriest!, while act-
ing in the line of duty, and that John
Morriton was guilty am charged and
placed hie bond at-141u0. Monday, /dors
risme!' father arrauged a bond and the
young nian was released from jail.
Interesting Experiences•
Hiram Cameron, Furniture Dealer of
Columbita, Ga., tells his experletwe,
thus: "For three years have tried ev-
ery remedy on the market for Rommel,
end Kidney Iiitiordere, but got no relief,
until I need Electric Bitters. Took five
illittlea and am now cured, and think
Eleetrie Bitters the Boit Mese! Purifier
in the world."-Major A. B. Reed, of
Werit Liberty, Ky., used Electric Bitters
for an old standing Kidney affection and
rays :"Nothing lial ever done me so
much good as Electric Bitters."-
Sold at fifty eenta a bottle by II. B.
Garner.
The "Induceinenta" offered by uft to
rutbecriberd are immenee. See another
column.
NO HUMBUG.
r An Interview HIM One of Dr.
Sherinau'a Patient..
H. IL
From south Kentuckian.
Having a desire to really know wheth-
er Dr. II. M. Sherman-. was betielltIna
thosie limier leis treatment or not, awl
order to obtain the facie in the view, a
resew:m.10d the Kentuellan questioned
kr..I no. M. Iterated, of- the Fairview
district, who has been miller hie treat-
ment, and who w as lit the city last theme-
day. 'the reporter asked 3Ir. Harnett
Isow lie happened to go under Ilk treat-
!Dent tO %Well lie replied:
"I happened in town with nty
brother on the 25th of October lasi;
and alter sonie 'tenet:mien by hint 1
was induced to call on the Doetor which
I did that day. After examination lie
described my trouble exactly, which
was chiefly dyspepsia and from whiclii
Intel been a sufferer for several years. 1
asked the Doctor if Ile could cure me,
and he said he could. After which I ar-
ranged with him for treatment and I
commenced tieing hie inedfcine."
How did you weigh at this time?
"My weight was 120 pounds, said I hail
been living off ot a little bread and wa-
ter ,for mouthd, and was as yellow as a
puinpkin."
Did you try any other physician?
"Yes, I gave several physicians a fair
trial and I Was finally given tip by them
as incurable."
Well, how are you feeling now ?
"You can see for yourself how I look,
whether I look much like all invalid or
not, and I have only been tinder treat-
ment 541 day. I now weigh 140 pentode,
and took dinner with Dr. Sherman to-
day at the Burbridge Howie, and ste a
good square meal of corn bread, coffee,
meata, &c., which, I *metre y oil, I en-
joyed. My ease has not been die:Mewl'
yet but eiready I feel like a new man,
a ill ever feel tinder •obligation; to
Dr. Sherman and do all I Call for him
and those I know to be afflicted."
From this interview with 011e of
MERCHANT TAILORS MOVED.
N. Tobin & Co. have moved their
Merchant tailoring "tablistinient from
corner of Ninth and Multi
To epera House lock.
They have a large stock of Winter goods
which they are now offering at special
many friende. We trust lie may make bargains. If you need a suit. or over-
this tlehl of operations a successful one, coat do not fail to call on them. Repair
work promptly done at remarkableTh.. Doctor will remain at the Bur- prices.
bridge house about GO days, which will
give all who desire ample time to be
reated.
Papers Wasted.
To complete our Alert we emit the fid-
lowing pep Is;
Nos. 20 -21-22-24 - 25-26-27, 1885
and 49 and 59, 18S6 of the Tat-WatKete
Stay :
Also, 3ril and 10th, Ites 1, *lid
October ;:001, 1885 of the W KEK I Y.
Anybody who lets any of the above
will greet ly oblige tlit by sending the10
in at oticellellel we will gladly pay for
them. Ailcfrers
NESS ERA CO.
Iiiipkiiieville,
Kentucky.
.4. ewe--
Lafayette Jones, a lio was brought
here front ilruilerisoli, Situday, and
lodged In jall,Charged with cutting J.
W. Brown, at Fairview, several years
ago, Was release.. from custoly Friday
:titer tietking a ton 1 ot Vil4
PREFERRED LOCALS.
• km •  • .0 • . •  •• .••• •
I tit.- i. DOGS
A
. Are i in ii:oyed to
'•livERTIat
A. W. PI' 11.C.,
Tut
FURNITURE MAN.
When old Mother Hubbard went to that cup-
board
Form bone for her mangy iiI•1 dog, -
If oiled. bought that twee., from tote-asur
"L lie..",-
She'd have bad money left to buy hog-for her
dog.
.,
".•••••••••
We Have Still for Rent :
A Same-House on 901 Street.
3 Dwellings-on I ainnpbell Street.
3 " " North Main Street.
1 46 " Princeton Street.
1 116 " Brown Street.
1 " Hopper Street.
1 11 " Jowl) Avenue.
And a number of houees and lots and
vacant lute for sale, well located In al-
most any part of the city. Fire and tor-
!veto ill5iiralice written anywhere, and
precept eettlentents case of 10E14. Ne-
gotiating loans and the ash, ot Real
Estate a specialty with us. Post Office
Maki Street, Hopkineville,
Ky. CAMAS & CO.
10,000 No. 5. Enve-Chriellan county's most worthy citizens lopes for sale at a bar-It was learned that Dr. Sherman was do-
ing much good in restoring health to gain. Apply at this of-
those who have been afflicted for years.
He makes a specialty of chronic easel;
and deserves the confidence of the peo-
ple of this and adjoining countiee. The
Doctor intends making llopkineville his
borne and the Kentuckian is desiroue of
giving him the benefit of all his skill
and ability as a specialist deserves. The
Doctor ie a gentleman of neve than or-
dinary sovial disposition, and makes
GWben Baby waa sick, we gave her Crater* 1 0
When ahe was a Child, she cried for Caster*
N. Tobin & Co.
We Have-
0: Tir Li:t.
Everything new inWhen she became Miss, she clung to CalaNTIR,
When she bed CtaIdren, she gays them Castoria, Gents' Neckwear. The
,nobbiest line of Stiffl
and Soft Hats in the
•city can be found atEvansville Tribune: "Quail hunters
WRIGHT'S, the MainWho a isit really good sport shout., go to
Just ili Ille- rear of the Street Clothier.Initaile Asylum are a number of old
field"; full of rank grass and briars that
are literally alive a ith quail. It Is -
nothing unusal to get top fine coveys ,
son, Tem, killed one hundred and thir-1 avorite Plaone fleld. Dr. James Rodman and hie !ty-tour on Tuesday over two doge. As
the gentlemen are two of the finest wing
eitote in Kentucky, this le hardly to be
wondered at, butt it shows how thick
theapiail are. .They were hardly out of
sight of the asyluin whieh lorlese than
two miles from the city limits. A drove
of tive (leer, a large buck, two does anti
two yearlings, ran through the city yes-
terday. It is supposed tloat they were
run ...tit of the Green River bromine, toy
hounde. John Young kilSeil the buck.
bnt the others escaped." Thuee who
have been laboring wider the imprese-
imi that Evansville was a "dry" town
will now throw up the sponge.
THE
•
1111111 of 1 114111 l• I' • • 1 .1 4
•. :11.• role. of
•
•••fol k ono Irds. toe t1 • • hardy
• •,•4 1•//.1/1111
• 't lInme ....I Faculty
-• • t io• and
•-•• •• 41•1••••• l• J•r • •• 11.asiik•
• • -,,,sof'nfe.labi ne", may' .1:•••••-•." • I' • rt. Ua...;•••"7:-.1:
.1 • 1•••polar Ralleds. &me •tse as *Let auk.
t • . I owl oe. Aga.
. o I its,.L. 4 Note! Rtrb (.4 nwar.
thn Iller•-1. • %. • 1,,•••ft.g
4tOr
55 11 1. .1 I r• anl.,o • ...I. • The Dsek•
- 11.,rk 11.43 a • tit sulker et "Called'
• .
••'.••1.•., • ss fho tonobt. A Vet.I. Pr It I.. Par.
I ...11.4 4- k . • By Afite 111, satItor of
' l'• II•retigret A !let el. Illy 1111.1. Cones,
Ireopl•it the AA blrIvil..41. A Nowa. Ry Mary
arl• nu. tt, 31i.4 U. a. 8,8.1
4.1.1.1co Ikon a. N ate sothoe or
,
1- I ow. ' 1'• Mr. A 1,6.64dr so.
•1••••••
•1 .1 a t • -.
Otcs pill boxes are spread over the
land by the thousatids after having been
emptied by eufferilig humanity. What
a Mute id sickening, tuedivine
the poor IRCIllaCial have to contend ith.
Too much strong medicine. Prickly
Ash Bitters le rapidly awl surely [eking
the place of all this class of dregs, and
in curing all the ills arking from a dis-
ordered condition of the liver, kidneys.
otonetch mid bowels.
...41111.1.
-
THE MARKETS.
lf,rit, 
Cm-mete-I be CEARLIII DeKaa A t,ou.)1,.
fleroittomi.O.B Y.. Dee. IS. Ilkat
flacon solea,ecares, - - • 10(411• 4
Ilams, silwir cured liked'
Hama • eountry ,,
rilacruir% Fatter. potent - - 19(4.54'4,:li; i
. .
- 
-
Flour, Standard
Bran and shipeteff, le...titian 30 be. IS
Cp6o6r rn 1 Nill ecall..
• - lit.
New Orleans Molasses, Fan-ty, tet.47e
Candles, atar, es • I - 1 401Iv
Butter 
- 
- 
- it
=OR
ce
HOLIDAY PRESENTS
tis the ever popular
Jewelry House of D.
Galbreath & Co. They
are now enjoying a
boom unprecedent and
their vast and superb
array is melting before
the hungry horde of
purchasers like the
mists of morn before
the sun's rays. Call
before the novelties are
all gone.
KEEP IT IN !IEMORY
that they sell only stan-
dard goods at fair prof-
its which are always
reasonable rates. See
their stock before you
buy.
Blank Notes for sale
at this office, cheaper
than can be bought in_
Louisville or Cincin-
EgEn• - - - 1. nati.Hominy, per gallon, - - ao
Grits, por gaiton. - KW -
Clever seed, 
- 
- tit,15e3t.64,
Cut 111111.1,reta:I, -
Beans. navy. per iiiishei.
Pea*, i.er buahel. -
Beaus. Lona. per pound; 
-
-
- Me i
:.::5 NEW STORE
2.tia
Coffee, green, grilden, .
Coffee, east green r.,, 
. 12yleoaltiN,
‘T___Cola,. Java.
Cheese. good factory, - 12' /520 I
Cheese, Young A.meri:otn, . i 6, i isier• CERULEAN spiniGs
,81141:acleril:Ped, Nr';e:w".rtrle-ans. - 48 i'7 I II TI% ing i o . i , i Ba. t. , • stol Torres:
:arlatni:allhteawfl'a, 7 bushel., 2,tai '
- 
I 1 nently It. ati I et t erulcazt "Tr,t,;:e. I hate
Salt. Kanawa, I buihelii, - 1.7:, 1 ,.,„.,„ I a .c, „,., ;1 t..,„r,. ,,,,,f „ ,ii 1,,,,i, „II k,,,, !. hart lionise katiwt-t..un,1 gilt,edged History of
,tos•
Cracked Rice,
WORKING CLASSES A,t‘t„tuairV?siol
prepared tarait.11 all lasses with employ-
ment at !mule, the whole of the time. of tor
theirspare moinente. Businees new, light •nd
profitable. Persons of either see rowdy earn
from 611 cents to Sato per et ening. anti a pro.
portioilate 011nI by dm ming ad their time to the
latainass. ito)s an•1 girls earn nearly ati much
as men. Thet et toi see this may send their
addreas. ti.t the 1,114.1nee.. we make this tit-
ter To such as are not well eatistled we win
sena dap dollar to pay tor the trouble ..f writing.
rah partieitlars tuid (mutt free. Adders, Geo
••T •4140X A Co.. l'0111411.1, Mains.
, • . .
i" • • ,
Bottom Dropped Out
FOR ONE WEEK
INDUCEMENTS ! Cash
We otter the following "inducements"
to subscribers to the New ERA :
PREMIUM LIST.
We have thus far arranged for the fol-
lowing premiums. The list wit' be corn"
pleted up to $1,000.00 as soon as poeeible.
$210.00 A Hand.onie()Pgitn.#0,etavelss stops, 4 sets of Keens of 214
$75.00
$45.00
$30.00
$30.00
$20 00
$!.:0.00
Octaves each. aold and lel y
minranteed lie D. H. Italdwth
at Ct.., Louisville, Ky.
IS ',lit floe steel enure v ings-
linalsoine frames, set each. IS
One Standard 4-11orme W arm.
made (if thoroughly aisaaoned
timber, soaker., in oil.
An elegant Sewing Machine
with ail and latest Iniprove-
ed attachillebta
Three Tuition (7ertifleatee in the
EvanevilleCominermal College,
good for face value in tuition.
Two Mail Scholarship Certie-
rates in Louisville Short-hand
and lype-Writing Institute.
A flee Suit of Clothe* to be se-
booed by the porch:titer.
A line ti,leer Watch. standard
make. and warranted first-
class in every rete,eet.
$20.00 ;„ttiaut olthoinnea.ilee,orated Dinner
i'412.50 tine Tobacco SPFP111, made by theMetcalfe Manufacturing Co
$12.50 (N17-';e1;,?;':.'Z'ucfrir.c%rl'Z'Leoby the
$12.00 `,,',V-1',.ce's.t`41teied,1 gegill'Peiliri,::
trated, leather-l*untl.
$10 00 t:ftruitv ..rietat le gentleman's
$10.00 A nice •Cottafre Clock, guaran-teed a Good Time Keeper.
0 Tthe Werra iy se., ol
$53 .05000
ao•rican
A Pair of Fine liouta.
3. A Fine Hat.
Our BookOffer
MARVELOUS PRICES!
BOOKVRMILLION
(•,•mpi.t, •,•.• 1•1111er srls. 57 Talmo..
istaars. rt %US,. 1,•• , • ••,• '•••••
are . a. b;•• :,•••••1
5.0. gaol fjf p.• ....  s paper. it., ...• ,.• •treat variety of •
the Uot tritnotall I;, e. tam •Le •,•.11.1
tn 11•16•••••11. I • 1 ,n.-.• badla unold toot
124.00 seek. 1 a -••• ••6a,I. gas WIdou lit 41..1 TL4. IA. 1444.4A
wow Ant • - the, tel./. and
, • . •• I •• g If • r • •• ,•,• • • Ione. r•onen•Iln•
Artillt4 •
/ •
3. Roca m Ill I 111•11 • a Nosel. by Nary
fee: !i-
t INnIng 414 /:4 11-1...4' 4.4..1 It. rollniari. Imp
•i.spolotte
3 In, • • .1..1.1,11 I • rI.• rlirr : a. ....en..
. .114 ;Iota
' • .r. t •• slid, erlik
to•-.•
4 'I t 4...• • n It.. n %•••••1. 57 IFIlble
d I our& r no N5.4i. 57 Nra. Henry
lirov.i on nor .1 t • •.•
• The Lady of th.• it. Olt Venn -no. -Th.lade of II • 'as. i• • e. is T... 414.4 of &II the
Vori•••f ••••••••• n e,...r. thror It...
1. 10 4..p1.1*. N.4. A N. •.. n•• &tabor Of
born it••••..,
1,• Am.. . • IfIlot. as.
ta, of • 46, -I.. 1
15 Lady !Pr... ' Oat
silhor •I • , -a 1, •
At T•e slo I., 11.117 foal, a Novel. nythe ••' I ••• 1 --
13. Thr 14•da.-1..0 U 11. 11....or nod Tea. • lea,
ee'irc, • ol tse •I• IA •. •6. 1. • poems,
oaf, Joked.
14. Joke Reverbs•k•• M Ire. A R7 Misr
N author of .1- ho Ils L'as 4.rutlevisti.
is. Tao Limy VI roman. A 1•,•‘al. Ra.a4n,
slet.e or • Ilea, Itartan tar
141. lessplete elsrles b. Perot., ••14.•es.
‘‘.•• h•in •••••• •••:••••••,• rtorieo. semi. of
...et,. Ilk of •1,tal...wf talr• ay 1.1e. t ter, Ilt•
tercetlz..c.
JOSIMPP 144•44.4.1L A 14,,e' ki..
1- Fame; M earl. nor llome Adaramcat, so 11..ly
r.•• • •••• it•i• • st•2,•••• ,•••Ii11111111111, •••, ••••
•..• • • tat,. 1.••11. t• • a ta head,/ la
• • •. : • . et, i et.,foaeny nod elegoatly
I•elmon's Atewleo fee 1he Teeair. The
• . • he calif:Ova
11,‘ W.tkie er.:114., sutler
of • • ' rum.
• A•.ie. A No, • . I il.ory Wool. sotbor of
1.aurel Rush. A 5,-1. Pty. Mo..)
Imo.. of • J.1111 'Is
illablsem. Creme. A 61•rilnr.4 tarroclv• Ro.lol
• sse.1••••,1,,..4 taw at‘o.....res or • tbe Sou*
Poeits,
40. Maar to Make Poultry ray. A pretlee• .54
• • , I. If J....O. rnaltry
Editor n. Yarn ••..1 ••.••••-•. I.:I
M. Parlor Ma/M• mad 4 1....eleal rupselmeses.•
'wok eh • w:•• rorf •••• 5. 1 If • .` of attao•rlog Units
4-4 •Arl lia 1 1 .•I .4, • • • rt-c•
ltiettio• er the Part. •- • ••ir • •
1. • Nytos. She.. y,
• ro• ar••• I a, as, • tn•••••
4 Re11.11wa Ilaas Low-eamtA fu'l ••••-el t ••• r•• I t .• .! I lebt osodero
• r•••1444 pel, !env.. rat u.-1.4.41. I ,o•todet.
• heeedele• of Pablie llea-lree1•res Frys.k.
11 0. ir••••.•••••. • 141.. 7M4.... Etur-is 16...on Grant Car11.14.
tio *Iona- Plut!or, Lcr. 6.4 Lb Use leadb.4 woo
a the onot.r•
45. AS...p10 Fable. Th•• watt of an ••••Irlit ot•el•io.
a••• rc.A.tic tor cents:we nod on,•It pea 00
vets ties Nary
OUR l'NEQUAI.EIll OFFER.
el-(• hove arranged with the publithera nt
these 1.6tik.i fur it I ...II 1114` W111,14. (4/11YotIVe
VV/lh Ione yffiten etileteript ion to our paper
find ticket tn our drawling for F2.01 for
Weekly, and SIAM Rir Tri-Weekly ; or we
will io•nd any v.• for 'Al et... or the whole
fort y-ft ve fur 1161.30. • i tire*. a 11 orders to
••• MEW EU A " Ptilti.1.411S44
Ifeekineville. KY- •
.110LaISCP
For $4.25 we will furni-h the WeeklyNew Era 1 ear. a int Oct-
et le mir .irawmg, and the Weekly ouncE-
4...,:mal 1 jest'. 1111,1 a Waterbury Watch
FOr $5.25 win -' l'n-w"ek'Y„„e se.er. ticket an I Coe -
mer-Jm.rnal at )5 etel,:
For $2.40 we Will tiamo.ti the Week -ty New Kra. a ticket in
41FIIN !Lit. the Wert' No-W York World. awl a
A' s will furniek the Tn-
Weekly New Era I year,
Potatoes, midi, per bushel, ‘seed/ - 5, / 1..- k. I, N. •1 I ol
d. IS orld and t• S. Ilistory.
Sweet, scarce, per bushel, -
Maekerel, No. 1, per kit,
Mackerel Barrels, No.6, -
Lemons, per dozen - -
Oranges, per dozen, .
Apples, per bushel, choice - 1.x5 .
lore in ear, per barrel, - - 
• 
11 1
oats, per bilehel. -
Hay. per cwt. (clover) -
Tie.otkosper cwt. al ..... thy,
Hide*, dry, gint.
Hides Orson, - -
TaPow. - •
Beef l attle, gnidim .
Hogs, grime -
Lake, 6 !outlets, . • •
Lake, 7 loethels, - . .
411.
- 2.2, Dry Goods. Groceries. Notions
• 75441,/6 ,
e,754,0,56
• 33 '
an
110 It .. t4 .1 I It lit .1•11• to tr.
1(441'1141 I M • It.o.14 ja eW, eleft I and ehear, I u
C-4- JEZ ,
. 
s5;:"...I I, gti ir::::::i:i gar 1.:ired-iti ,tiL , , ... ; .le r',....e% 'I tier:  a it:tr,'.-1''[..,-; el 'ili.‘el•I'git
! i l'. lit
.
.
. 2 ' I. , 11 a 1
1
Louisville Market.
Loeteent.LX, Dee 21. latie
ItUll ER-
Country packages .
Itairy . .
Creamery 
BEA si.• Am) pees-
kentecky navies ... 7
15 to tl
. . 21 to
Hand pieked lad. an•1 Mieli.
•FEATH EMS-
N ew  4: to 42
Mixed  fe to 30
ri.ou
Choiee patent, wimer wheat .t5.00 to ssts
choiee mumessita
Plain patents 
straights
Clear
Bottom grades 
PROVISIONS-
NUS POst-Per hbl. 11 50
BACOM-per lb lame..
Shoulders . ... Notional.
Clear ribsidea . n.(4
Clear sides ........ .. 5.21
MrktillIATS- •
bboabterm . „Nominal
t'lear rib aides  . 7.5.0
Clear adea .. 7,75
Lana-
Choice leaf • • • • • • • • • I's
Prime steam . .. .14
fiCe•RIU5110 Mosco-
ne= . 10,14$1 1
Breakfast bacon ..
Shoulders .
Dem Bane-
Lou um i le  II to 14
linear. atm st. Louis to
GRAIN-
No. lilted  77"4
Nu. I Longberry..   75
4,055-
No. I mixed ..... See
No. wink* .... • • • • • • • • 4("'Bar  altoto
No. 3 mizeo .. • • lonelo!,S
No. 2 white 
Kra -
No. . to WS
hotitsvittlt LIVe VOWS rams?.
c*rri.s-tionfi to extra shipping, or
ez ft cattle . . II to 4:0
I,agb shipping 375 " 4 00
(OMR. Flood IN extra 76 2 15
Olen, common And rough see " W
Bulls. ...... SO "2 la
Light itockers 1 50 " 2 25
'Feeders, good ...... 2 ••
Bui eller., best . . ... . • 26 " 50
teitcliers. medium to good 2 75 " 3 00
Butenent, common to medium. Its " GO
Thin, rough steers, poor cows aad
scauterap . . . )5 " 1 -5
110011-Lhoice packing and butchers 4 10 "4 BS
Fair to good (mothers .  4 25 " 4 Siti
Liget medium butehers... 4 10 •" 4 X0
Shoats 75 •• Sol)
*001.-
eiear medium, Kentucky 15 to 27
amaorted Clothing  .
Assorted tomulnst
Burry, Southern ..... 16 to II
finery, Kentucky . II to 16
Black  7 to 25
Tub•waated   es to le
GENSKSIG-
Gael to prime Km
rival, tor dean large toots
, to
4.60 to 4 75
. 4, is to Lai
. 1.76 to 00
. VAN to 3.25
I 60 per 'bon an -
W. H. NOLEN
NOTICE.
1)/' I 11 o Ilk,. OF 11
Dee loth, •
'T1. re, and of flee Ittou-and dub:ire
• 11; r, liy I be Bank of Ilteikinsi :Ile. .1..t.tts,)
--1, 1.-i, for het eaptore and deli% ery Ilop-
., of Jniiies WiAlla,t, late ali-iconoing I ashier of -aid Bank. $.0 anntt tOF
lareeny and emberzlemeet el th. (awls said
flank to the &nomad or arty thon.anil
150,0isr , hureta winterise it from and after
ibis date.
It) oeb-e of -1,1•Na Olt HOPEI E.
of Direct •r.,‘. %Oil:F.1.1.,
1 Aria.
Soth Enthdy
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
ye.r,
Tuesday, January 25, 1887.
Pf014.••orm stud iti•tritutor•
Coal r•tio of at ad).
I. ( .•11r..• In A rt, 2. Coon-, in tettrits.
I Morse In -comet.. 4. Courie in Eeeineerang
".. V 1.11.114,1* 1.uree. n Normal I mils,
7 .... cr,1/11 ottr-e. .1. Preparatory 4 'obrec.
1111411 llt•It 311.,,C. and
Drawing%
Boit...oar. admitted. t•iit meet only in chits-
room. tinder OM v.ye t.f lute inatructor
Prof. :Old Mrs. Joinew s....bcy will bait..
Otani*, tite Itmirding Impartment in
i •titlege Bedding, with Wiwi,' all noo..roio.kat
s "%lug 116,114•4 14111 truant. Vienne men under no
hate% er. be allowed
Ward in 4 allege, but a•ill eteellent ai•-
eoneintelations in private fa milks,. Tuition fees
reasonable. PrIre of beard utesienite. Mili-
tary drill for aiming ineu. tall-thenice for
vioing ladies. Tor farther informatiou, cata-
logue., lemur, eto ,
a B.. RUMEAUG111, LI.. D..
or .1 4A. E. Sumo Y. II. A., Efe.ident.
Viee- President.
LOANS
VII 11,1 1•••111 •• I 1
-. men
for .. mould.$1,14in ft; $1,1,141.111.11, tly cone•tential ai
pate. howls gitt•n, ..ettloment.. made. Corr,
pontlenre walitate. *i. W. itSTF.14. Banker.
411,Broadway,
A new lot of Station-
ery just received at this
office
For $3.40
MAKE MONEY!
Fortur.es are daily made by successful opera-
tor- stocks, Grain and Oil.
west tnerit,, frequentIT pay from 11500 to
112.10• 0 4,•dnri or more on eat la IWO investe'l.
AIlttreons for vire-Wars.
1LLIAM E. HILHAKDS,
Banker and Broker,
46 al Broadway. New York.
Pim&Orgis
=asy
, faro husdreds of home- veorl• fine
Po.r••• mei rvgans, and allow rus-
t •rs to pay in small month-
ly oe telazterly payments.
Stein & Sons,
Decker Brothers
lialles Brothers,
J.& C. FiFeher,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
AND 11101110GON 4 4,r1:CIAL
IllIDAtifiNfi in I ilion 1:11.
011GANS SHONINCER.HAMILTON.ESTEY.
Customers Can Get Special Bargains :
Decorated Chamber Sets, - - - $2.5 0
Decorated Dinner sets 112 Pieces, $10
Decorated Tea Sets, 56 Piece, - - - $4
Other Goods in proportion.
Ilepdrick's Chipa Hall, No. 22 N. Cherry St.,
C.A.1.11..i WO.. 1..
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WRIGHT&
And have them exchanged for a
nice. new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
C.A.311.AIA 9E'vvc).
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat. please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats ard Caps.
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ones.
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until you see my line of Sam-
ples. I will save you money. Re-
member
My Motto-----Wright Wrongs No One."
C. W. II/WALTZ. Prtlet. 6 W. MEI-CALI. k.
General Founders and Machinists.
-Manufacturer. of-
Saw fill: na Mill Machinery,
Polley Shafting, Hangers
Anil Make a sproalty of Repairing L -
gine. and Mill Machinery.
We have recently z.ble,1 to our :seine,' a
General Repair Dzpartment,
where we will do repairing .1
WAGONS. PLOWS.
bHOEINC
sie It like. our sneth.
workmen are
net Beloit • or I.xperiener
Our Iron Cistern Top
I• the lamot con• men t. uromc and ch. op
est lop Manufactured. We niantifacturr
OUR PUMPS
ati 1.•••• the best ot atel
3
lan
3
Wrought !ron Fencing
in all designs,
WROUGHT IRON TOBAGO° SCREWS
•And Ratchet :7;l'7l1W5.
lA • are mantifaelore of the American
Combipation NINO
For Christian. Todd and Trigg count e-
it 15 Use best an-1
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. dad and exam
ine
%Ye manufacture ell we-2.4711 anal
Guarantee Them Fully.
shod lie glad to quote prices or make
•sitimatee on all work in our nee.
Very Truly,
11MNME11111111ftillEmoll
Bargains for 411!
I 1 H 1 HO I I • DO 1 I,D SEE 'I DE 1 1 1,1 o. 
I K VALI. AND 11 INT1:11
4:00 11% 4)1 1 III II lidJOHN m0A.,11E FARMER'S FRTEINTIIvo, Ill 11-411111
Dry Goods Notions,5
Bats, Boots Shoes, &c.
All of the Latest styles at the Lowest Priceb.
JOHN MOAYON7
Cur. N Lath and \ Street.
- 
• -
NAT. ti,AITUNR, r
•
J. K. GANT. '-aleimau.
Gant dc Gaithc:: Com-razz:7,
--I.RopRIETORS-
D. H. BALDWIN & CO. Planters Warehouse,
TCBACCO AND WEZAT COMCSSION DIElICEANTS,
Louisville, : : Ky.
Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
ting Boom Library and TialL
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.,
'VT. lottccactughe:,-, Zszesiclen.t.
mazy-row.'
II. B. Ant 4•, M Monl5A. le octave. T. ti •io ne. 5• 6 • nnitilln
e• tif • a
-eseele- sssossesssiSseeepseas.e'ZitEeteJiefleMssessie-xsosseeemeesa, ...',,%:CaytWice.. liNakklipilOVC1114 S II r 
......11.11.91"..WRIMPOIttrirt.0111111K
.
.• -.":"‘
n.
'4"
wee_ e.........etwebetelleattetwaxeme,-,..........e«rnexeMPWOWeessma.......... •
es -.477
tity Insurance Office. For Toilei Use.
T.71:C. la ES:
'Merchandise. I ive Steele and Per•onal Property geserally
*1( limit lure and damage by
Fire, Lightning, Wnd Storms, Tornadoes, Cyclones
L•rr• tne !atest • !, suce -
I.1%- SE; TJIEL.11L.W C;30..
Kates as low ae other quiet rompanies, •ne prompt settlemeet b.,- -
Of tit, •ecead Floor C•rner Spring and 'lain at• Hopkintiv ille, y.
LONG, GARNETT & CO., Managers.
Ezeolsior  Planing Mills
Excelsior Wagons
Are warranted to excel in Workman-
ship and Material. Durabilloy anti Con-
struction and Lightnese ofPraft. Our
wagons are all made at hornet, and every
one warranted to give entire satisfac-
tion. No trouble or delay in getting
them repaired. All material thorough-
ly Inspected le•fore usiutg. We Intend
te maintain the reputation of the Cele-
breted Rxceloor Wagons. Large stock
on hand or all sizes.
LUMBER! LUMBER!
Seah, Doore, Shingleg, Laths,
Boarda. Mouldings, Brackete, Belustera,
Newela. Hand Rail Anti a larks stock of
Rough Lumber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime.
Cement. fleeter Hair, Fire Briu k, .te.,
Grata' Mantela, all Aiwa an kitida
at rock bottom figures.
1E"corl.,ess
BARBED WIRE,
Wheat Di .01-, Forming Implenie•te In
large tinaidittes.
Fine Carriages. Boggles, Joggers,
Phaetons Sprhig Wsgovis th.• car
load, at woe' rens, prices. Each
job warranted tea give satisfaction.
Wk.' keep a Wm stoek of Buggy Har-
nee@ of all kinds at reasonable prices.
We have a great many other goods
which are tqo numerona to mention.
We hope to see you when In need of
anything in Our line.
Molit reepectfully,
aro Svc.)
la V 1‘..1%T 'V I I.a JIE
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
k :
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.
INSTITUTED OVER ONE..THIRD of a CENTURY.
Macceedul because meritorious. Many of the beet honk-keeper-nand hunt neas men ih lirollan
county graduated at tnie n1.1 ILdinble Commercial *demi. We teach le the utoet
thorough manner Bolik•Keeping of every description. It WO fleas an.:
Ornamental Penmanship, BUSIDesil Calculetione and
Mathematics. Bummer' Terme and
Actual Business,
Short-Hand. Type-Writing and Telegraphy.
Th., young man of to--Ity "ann.& hlin-elf ire 16 ;11.M( mak lig eycio cff.do io a
• thorough Maine.* Education. If you ex tect to he either a Mechanie. ann factiirer. Banker.
Merehant, Lawyer. Doctor, Farmer. I lerk. Bonk-Keeper, or even an Editor, a nurcr road to ul-
timate sewer. in ane of the.: department. -f trade a ill Ise found is getting a liuninew Educa-
tion in our college. Thie an aboillite fact. Ladle. reeeived mien (-poll term.. school open
all the year round. Student. can enter at any time Yor terms, Etc . apply to
CONIC: I RANK, Evansville, Ind
RANSACK EVERY STORE IN THE CITY !
For Cheap Bargains!
LOSE NO OPPORTUNITY
To Save Money.
owl IOW/ ill fere Will Awl toe holier Nee* le seer metre? Ikea 41 DM ties .b.e. .•1
M. LIPSTINE,
Ois Mau Street, to the new block opposite Thompson 1 Ellis' hard Ir.', store
Everything New and Neat!
1400414 all of Die latest style, an.I pre e. !awes than r %
1.27r37131-00(113, alcotlxillsig
AND CENTS' FURNISHINC GOODS!,
without en.l. 3n ! the !•.! w be delighted to so. the noveltie.
Bel I.BIA 1%1" la ELY.
Mrs. lease Hart, during her reeent trip East. really excelled herself in that line of goods while
erseleetlyie of
CLOAKS AND OTHER WRAPS
will compare with teat of another house in tle country.
BOOTS AND SHOES
f•r men and boys of all grades, and a stork for the ladles an-I mores that wee siet them beyond
tee of • doubt.
Mr. W. L. WALLER will make am-tacit to all the above, and would tee plerverel to eave ;his
experiands canon him for verification.
M. LIPSTINE
SHOW CASE
A- -
TERRYSHOW CASE C
;11-'
.er
-;
IFID,
Bartholdi Souvenir,
, N ;;, ,
Liberty EnlighteningtheWorld
We have manufartured are now offer for ,ale
the only ape correct arm venir of Oie
STATUE OF LIBERTY,
Show ing the lirookly n Bridge, Wand.
use Battery and the New ork Harbor in the
distance; also a correct M IDA LLION portrait
and antograpli of tter relebrated artist, 111.
BA KTHOLDE They beautiful Souvenir Book-
mark IS worked on ehowe rolored Satin, show.
ing all the details very clearly The reverie
side easing ser original Poem 40.11 a l'alendar
for wire thns tieing • useful an Well &monumen-
tal leen-fele for the year. Will aloe lees hand-
some am a aannerette tor the center table A
brae tifu I sad lasting present. Price. only IA
Cen ts. two for 23 cent... To agents. II 00 per
dozen fret- by mail. Postale- stamps. taken,.
Liberty Man'fg Co.,
150 Nsaa...l• •nr , N kw Voice.
FARM FOR SALE.
A desirable home of 923 acres in Trigg Co.,
Ky., only 1,i ifillea from the A. a T Ft. It.
will be Joel at a am-rifle. to settle up an estate.
The premimes have 250 acres nailer coltis st ion
an.I well fenced, the balance in timber. There
is a good, eonifortable frame dwelling. out
Meow for hired help. a large shediled tobacen
barn. rommodiniet stables sine a good orchare
on the farm. The farn) is splendidly oipplied
hil yrrturrnillt...,111.14. .V.I.."411 athe -is''17:41•71'.1
v el free. sentethinx of gre•t
valve and imp. rt 'nee to r.11.
that will d•rt yon ill humor« ',loch wid bring
you in more n000ey tight se •y than anything
e ne in t, e tiori.l. A n Y 4.1i. 4 an .I.. tlw seek
and lite at tome-. klither aes.1.11 11X4•44. ....111e•
offing ne w. t loot pot, coo no .v f..r all eerk-
er.. e e a hi st .rt %oil; rapital not needed
Tios IS one of tlw erliiiiii.e. important cloture.
of & lite tone Th .... , , Ire atatiolioua and
enterprising 111'1 , I i . rand iiii.lt free
Art-tress TN, a & , , \ ...- , %false
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FAA A
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Musician and Surgeon,
Hoisontsvataat, KairruCe Ir.
°Mee over Peelp0 law °Mee, Court Wert.
J•s a. TOrtie.111. D. Joio. A. GUNS, II D.
DRS. YOUNG & GUNN,
HOMCEOPATHISTSI
Iii5PKIffil% ILLY, KY.
Omee cer 110) and learn.
DIEM T HITS.
Ayer's Hair N r keepe t15 ..r
and,pliant, imparts to it the ;...,1.•t, fuel
freshness of yon'h, oenv
luxuriantly, eradicces Doydrilif, oe,
all scalp thecae...et, fuel is the moat el..sii-
ly of all hair preparation..
AYER'S Hair Vigo!' kvt, given ncs'perfect !mushy.. min. w as
nearly bald for six years, during which
time I teeny hair yrctidr.!tions, but
without success. Indeed, what lit:
hair I lia.1 wail graining tLiiiiier. ittit3
I tried Ayer's Ilair Vigor. I used two
bottles of the Vigor, and my head is new
wel covert .t with a new grovv11..• hair.
-Jadson B. Chapel, Peaboaly,
HAIR
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
Tii It
Direct Rout
that hae bemire+ lzroy.
and re.lotl. nuke :5,•NY tile
Dn.! eolor 1,614.1- ,1 f., it by tilt. II,'
Ayer's Mo. Vi..ter. •• My hair e air I liin.
faded, end dry, .-•nd fell out in !lege
quareiti. 1. AN er.6 Flair Vigor &tome.'
the and is my hair to its
original color. A, 3 dressing for tile
hair, ON poem:01-n hes no equal. -
`Mary N. Ifaminctel. Stillwater, Minii.
V.slOr pooh. oi;.1 beauty, in the1U1 ly uppc,trAo, e of the hair, may
be pr. served for it:0-1111w, perieel by
the ..se of Ayer's 1!.e.: Vigor. "A ills-
4.4S, of the scalp caused my hair to be-
omit. hateh suet dry, sad to fall out
fre-ly. Nothing I tried scemed to do
tee any keid until I term:I:need using
Ayer's Bair Vigor. Three bonito of
this prepr.ration restored my hair to is
condition, niel it i• now soft
elient. sell() is enrol, and it
- free flo:u dandruff.- Mrs. E. R.
Ayer's Hair Vigor,
eked Ty line-gists mil rerfumsre.
_
Pa RPTCT MAPETV, prompt action. and
wonierf it curative properties, easily
Ayer's Pills id the head of the list
et p -polar remedies for Sick and Nen.-
(-.1• ! et1.1,14•11(11. Cwistipatiun. anyl all all-
originating in a dieortiered Liver.
I have been a great sufferer front
licaiteelie. and Ay ei's Cathartic l'ills
are the tilde medicine that has ever
given Ine relief. One dose to( these pins
%ill liniekly move my bowel'', and free
Iliod twin pain.- William L. Page,
diotond, tf
Ayer's Pills,
1 re.....rod I .r. J. C. Ayer St Co., Leeell. Masa
tiv DeaNrs in Medicine.
OPIUM sae WHISKY H %BITS coralat home without ',elm 111130Xpneticelare «int FREE.ill. N. 1100142Y, le e., Attaaticela.
CHESAPEAKE, CHIO
---AND-
S011tiliii8561111.11. CO.
The Southern Trunk Line through the
VIRCINIAS
PARAGRAPHS%
Broa 'Ong and Swinbourne will leant
lien veleiniee of poenis In January.
Tennyson's "Lovkley Hall" is meet-
oug a Olt Ole goott st sale of any vf hie
ret ent worha.
M. N. *note vice prt sident of tlw
rho Repeiblie, ha. leen elected pres-
ident for It047.
The late „Richard Perking, Booton,
beg tit at In.y1 30,000 ter educational alld
charititble le ritutions.
Gen -AV. Ilarilleg, proprietor Of
Tule tol IOUS Ite e Meade .tock tarn), Meet
Wear) whey night, aged 7e.
A petite r earned E. II. Miller dranle
quentity of shellac varniali at Hoek-
lies in a da eget-Mae
Jame, Howell, at Ulic.i. N. y i,hot
*no Ninny womme,1ii.vroi 041nm that Gillian IRO eliveted
111111 mit of $4.
'the Itialgerians thdly that tl v ever
hie eel Prime Yeldiutatel, ixe•Co-
burg, to be their rantiiolate I the Bul-
garian tlirtoie.
The Northern Pacific roe is about to
reduce fares to 4 cents per I le hi Da-
koty, and 5 cente per mile in I territo-
ry to the weatward.
Chris Eleotro, a young men, killed
hiniseit with morphine at Richi lllll id.
Init., because of grief over the recent
death of his sweetheart.
The !amour' trotting staliion Magna
Charter died night, at Coldwa-
ter. Mich. Ile Wad 31 years old, mid,
as a colt, lied a record of 2 :30 to.
Francio Guerin, once a member of the
great Napoleon's body guard, and a par-
tit:want in the battle ol Waterloo, died
last Saturday at Ill., aged 'O.1.
The farms-re in the north of Walea are
resisting the collection of the Attlee'
tithe!. It le leered that the rebellion
among the Weightily-1i may lead to seri-
n-walta.
Jay Gould reeently forwarded to ell
egret at Little Rock, $2.1100,000 hi hotels
of the Little Rock, Mississippi & Texos
noel, e bleb ewe tt) him at ailetion
for $50,000.
Twenty-one perootis have been Sen-
tenced to imprietilinent Air ternie vary-
ing trent three inutiolia to seven years
for paricipetIng in the riies et Itcitee
last Summer.
William Rowan, a San Francisco
simt and killed Michael Dolan,
also a liackmon. during a dispute re-
garding Owls. liaek-sounla. l'he noir-
dercr was arrested.
Mrs. Hugh Jones awl her sister, Mra
Jane Ryan, of Erie, and tougher sister
residee in Waiter. have fallen heirs
to $5,000,000, the. estate el a brother who
died recently in (Selma.
Teo hundred Ainericite Wes-
eenger boys struck at San Francisco.
They weet fixed wages or secenty -five
eents allay instead en rive eteite a trip
--TO -- whieli they are sloe getting.
Washington T...np..1,1 Smith, a laborer of (Diehl-
' nail, reports thst two ma-ked men rob-
bed Ida house anti got $50 after he leftBaltimore and 110111e. They COtti -life wile tO be
silent, through feor of a revolver
Gov. R. A. Alger a ill give each of the
Detroit ilea s-lauy a fir clothe, roe a
Christmas preaent. in be
ineaatirell next week, atiii the RBI'S de-
livered at their hoine Christmas eve.
Tit, main business bits•k at Odin. Ill.
elks contoinieg the public library, the Jour-
‘..1 nal 'Ace. told three stores, was destroy-
ed by fire Weelnesday ))))) ming, entail-
ing a loas of $20,000. The insurance is
but $1.000.
The annual exhibitien of the Miesio-
sippi Valley Poultry Ciiib (pen at St
Louis, and will militate Oise week
l'rize birds from all parte of the IL:lifter
_.;tiates east of the Mieusieeippl river are
on exhibition.
The Nalliunal Wagon-makers' Alleteria-
tion met lat Chicago and unanimously
adopted a resnlittion *drencher the
price of wsgons 10 per. cent. on nig ti
an advance in iron and other materials
used their eonatruction.
The planters of the 'reale region of
Louisiana, at a conventi tttt recently held
at Frankfort, seemed to agree that ci-
gar Call lie profitably manufactured
tariff or no tariff, by means of centre
fiu•teries using Improved machinery.
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-And All Perste is- -
Arkansas and
Texas
Through T,tketa are now nl, -o or
oblre«
TIME TABLE
- -iir THE -
Owd2skIro & R.R. Co.
I .apart--From tiwenshoro
irrive-Dwenribrwo . .
IMpert-Cratrall Ity .
arrive - ••
.•
110pen -ft1/••011,111111.,
re 41,
Aff1,11- le
ropstt Adeirsele
trove. A there ille
Mad. Wiled
1:36 pm it:40 a in
le 45 e in 6:10 p no
:51i 1:36 p iss
4:13 1. rri I p
43:11, tit 11:1SP M
6;60* :01 p ni
11 ON OA* te
SiMpie 41110
CM es
low le NI
alb p
au" tote! Watettr, Login me. Kr,
W, M. 14 KW titiale Auld itreanoore
Ira Camber, of Detroit, made a pre-
tense of drowning himself at Detroit
last Thursday, but It appears 'lint lie
crowed lotto Ontario anti ernillileered a
movement to secure for ills wile the Ito
*mane* on lila lite Ill the order of bit-
Wurkniett,
The Sweeney law, compelling the Ins
i'orpitfidlon 4rf forel$11 toofpfifetiollit
hove, Mae atirtaitteil Wrelowelny by Ilte
bora rtiiiirenie Court, Hint hotly, homey.
er, tivelarleg tliat the rpseallem Woo al
• ifiagtillttile that It might to be retie
ablereul by ths Utilted States Sullenly
I 'nen.
The Hotel, at Plpestone
y 1 ilviulii:/:::,i,:::;Iiiedit„...1;fri.iism4..,...11!::;:::.iat;::,,Y,i,r„:::-,
HARDWARE!
4S/e
GUNS!
AND CE MERV !
Fist:13, Fishiu,
limiting Outfits!
iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES !
co.rt Street. oee. Plaelero Bank.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
Cook & Rice
r ) St '
A.P. CAMPBELL, Lager Beer
CITY BREWERY.
. _ • INDIANA
-DENTIST,
' ucky.
°Moe over M. rraatel a
G. E. MEDLEY,
31:0M.NTTISEST
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Ofilee over K, l'y Jewelry Store.
A TFoNNENn.
151,1114 upper Seventh St
-
_LT011 WILT raceme
The Light Draught Steamer
loT I-C r  loT
 ManagerJ. R. THOM PSoN .
Clerk.Eli. NASH.
Will leave E ille f Cannelton dally
 - except Sunday, ate o'clock, m„ mai ing stare
connections with the 0., K. a N. N.. R.
Returning, leaven Cannelton daily at 6:80 p.
m., Sunday excepted, and erwenatiore at 9 p.m.
grsiDAT TINS c•ati 
Lulea; Evansville 
 9a. m. sharp
Le11•011 wendboro . 4 I.. m. sharp
Fare 50C. for round trip on (Sunday, tint not
responsible for storea purchased by toe steward.
BYRNES SN'Utit, Agents.
roe trsocat peseami amyl. poem,
JOHN Iritle•ND. JOHN FELAND,Jn.
THE ElELANDSwith living water, and ran be profitably «kid 1
for stock, or a• a grain and tobacco farm. Now Attle the time for purehariera tr. get a bargain •nil
tkoocel home. Terms easy. Apply to J. W.
WALLER., Montgomery, hy.
WM. F. BLUM,
ennfaeturer of Stained soil Enameled
431' A!k. 1181
fee rhurchee, memorials, and other chureh win-
dows, in rich dessign. Emboased and Etched
Glass ter dwelTi nen, rte.
211 W. Crean St., near Steetand It.,
Louisville, Ky.
orneys at Law,
Win practice In all the courts of this Com-
monwealth.
Oface-in Hopper Block.
•
C. A. Champlin,
Attorney axl Connsellor at Law
Office over Planterie Bank,
Hopkinsville, - K y.
Candidate's Department.
H. K. TAYLOR,
Of Logan County,
Is a candidate for ilteke Superintendent of Pub-
Instruction, subJecil tbe action of the Demo-
cratic State Conventieta
Barber Shop!
I have reopenol my Rather •,n Brosell-
•ille street, between Mr. Feed. Schmitt and
Caldwell a Southworth. where I will be glad
to see all my old customers soil the pnblic.
shaving, flalr-Cutting. fshampoeing and Boot-
Blacking done in the hest manner.
JAMES HARGRAVES.
Now York Shoimilg.
E,Everyboily itelighted with he Dieter andeetifel ereeettens made by Mere Lamar, who
hie never failed to please her eastemers. New
Spring wireuisrjust isaued. mend torn. Address
KRA. ILLIN LAMAS.
anti DavIel McCullough and ”yo bey,
were dangerously wounded. 'Pie finan-
cial loss Is $1:1,000.
'flee Pittsburgh Labor 'crIbutie says.
the popular vote of the menibere of the
A nialgartiabel A moist ion of the I nit
late! Steel Workere on the proposition of
Getters! Neater Workman Poevtlerly to
' join the Knight(' of Lebor. so far as
heard from up to Saturday loot, shows
that Ott per cent. are °wow! to tennis-
don.
The New York State Dairyman's As-
aociation, st Norwich, adopted reselii-
C  thaiikilig all State grill national of-
ficers who had aided in securing and ell-
10tellIg I the anti-oleomargarine Law
The use of oleomargarine iii ally form
was denounced, and Congress Was asked
to ha:resale the tax ton the product
to ten cents a pound.
The Ohio State Horticultural Society
in annual session at Dayton, etre:let! the
following officers for the enetiring year
President, Gen. S. II. Hurst, of Chilli-
cothe; Vice Preeitlent. Hesiner II. 'It v-
on, of Widoughby ; Secretary, G. W.
Canipbell, of Delaware; Treasurer. J
J. !lanoline of Painesville. Preahleist
N. °loner dectieed further cite tion.
In the Circuit Court at heliatispolis
Judge Ayres etiataitted the demurrer of
Ateliney Gelieral M hillier to the coin-
pis hit of Setiltor J. Grt•eti Smith Ili the
Lieuteuant Goveroor hijimetiou lois-
ceeiiiiig... 'lisle is a•Iverse to Smith',
eleilii, tool he a Ill at mice. carry the vow.
to LI e Supi eine Court. In order to get a
deci ion belore the Legialature Meet,.
lit he Marion county electlem fraud
1.4/Len Ili 11111liallainollit, I. li 'tell Slakes
Ct ))))) niaoitiner Van Buren ruled tliat lie
had jurisdiction in the conspiracy pro.
veetli ege *gratin Bernhatemier, Speen,
Coy awl toninselinati, fur the reason
thed the affidavit rebates to an offense
again.' the United States. He ordered
that the trial thould proceed, and the
taking of testimony hate begun.
At Greenvilla. Pa., a union has been
formed tor domestic servents for the pur-
pooe of aavarichig their wages filty cents
a week. Any girl, refueirig to join the
union is-to be boycotted, am are mer-
chants Who reftrae to pay higher wages.
' The girls are united in the movement,
and so far have gained their point. The
, movemeet is looked upon a ith ("moulder-
able lemma, but no one 4 eettlet ill-
(lined lo oppOse the action of the girls.
$100 REWARD. $100.
The readerit of the New EK• will be
plealwil to leant that there Is at least one
dreaeled illaenee that science has been
aide to cure in all its Stages, awl tlint is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only poaltive cure now known in the
meolcal fretentity. Caterrii beitig a con-
stitutional diseaee requires a constitu-
tional treatment. Hail Catarrh Cure Is
taken internally,actingilirectly upon the
bloed and milieu( atirfecea of the system.
thereby deotroying the foundation of
the dieease and giving the patient
strength, by building up the constitu-
tion and assiatIng nature In lloltie
work. The proprietors hove so much
faith In Its curative powers that they
offer one hundred dollar.; for any case it
fel is to cure. Send for list of testimoni-
als. Address.
F. .1. CHEN EY & CO., Toli•do, 0.
arsoid by druggist, 75 coo.
Bodiees of plain as well as striped
materials are made on tlui Wait. Dress-
'tinkers derlare that better fit in at-
tained In thla manner.
De. J. If. MCLItalea Strengthening
Conine' and Blood Purifier, by Its vital-
izing properties, will brighten pale
cheeks, and transform a pale, haggard,
inwirited woman Into one of sparkling
health and beauty. $1.00 per bottle.
For sale by II. B. Garner.
ALLIGATORS IN THE BAHAMACI..1
Drifting Iluudreds of Mlles In the Oceaxi
Carreats-Curious Superstitious.
Catesby, in his "Natural llistory of
Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Isl-
ands," published about a century ago,
speaks of having seen alligators on the
island of Andros in this group. At
present there are none, and, with the ob-
ject of finding out if there was any tra-
dition current bearing upon the subject,
1 made inquiries through the medium of
The Nasaau Guardian. In answer to my
questions, I lately received from the rec-
tor of Inagua, at the extreme southwest of
the group, a letter, in which lie men-
tion, that stories of allegators having
been drifted on logs of mahogany, and
thrown up on the shores of the island,
are common, but that he had not been
able to verify thetn. However, a few
days previous to the date of the letter,
while on a visit to one of the settlements,
Mr. de Glauville, the rector, was shown
Ow skin of an alligator eight feet long
from tip to tip. whitli had been allot on
shore a day or two before by a man
whose name is-given. Many logs of ma-
hogany haul been cast up on the shores
of Inagua about that time; but the alli-
gator had not been observed to land,
and had been seen on shore several times
before it waa shot.
There seeing, however, to be no rea-
sonable doubt that the alligator was
drifted by the current from the south-
east tO Inagua on a log of mahogony
from San Domingo, the nearest place in
which a:Lig:dors are found. This means
that it traveled a distance of from 100
to 150 miles. With regard to the occur-
rence of alligators on Andros. Catesby
was a very accurate observer, and there
seems to be no reason for doubting his
statemenL These aligators would ap-
pear to have by.ven carried on driftwood
from the northwest coast of Cuba, a
distance of 30.1 miles by the gulf stream,
and cast on the edge of the Great Ba-
hama bank, whence local currents,
aided by the wind, might have carried
them to the west coast of Andros. The
absence of traditions on the subject may
be owing to the fact that the present
inhabitants of Androe are principally
descendants of persons who settled
tlwre at &period subsequent to Cateeby's
visit.
While on the subject of Androa, may
I be allowed to mention two rather curi-
ous superstitions current among the in-
habitants of that interesting island? The
interior of the northern part of the isl-
land consists of swamps and lakes, inter-
spersed with patches of rocky ground on
which the Bahama pine (P. Bahamensis)
grows thickly. The negroes have a
great dislike to entering these pine
woods alone, or even in small compa-
nies, for they say that a peculiar race of
malevolent being, called little people,"
inhabit the trees. These creatures are
said to be like tiny men covered with
hair. They sit on the pine boughs, and
if • man notices them and points them
out to his companions, the whole
party Is rendered immovable for a day
and a night; but, if fire ix thrown at the
"little people," they disappear without
doing any harm.
The other superstition also relates to
the pine woods. Creatures like enor-
mous hairy men, called by the negroes
"Yeyboos," are said to march about the
woods in "schools," the largest coming
first; and "when dey cotch you dey tear
you." These being, are much more
dreaded than the "little people." It looks
as if their name had been given by some
travelers familiar with "Gulliver', Trav-
els," and struck with the resemblance
between them and the terrible creatures
of Swift's imagination.
Both of these superstitions would ap-
pear to be traditionsof the land from
which the negroes originally came. The
"little people" are probably a recollection
of the small &boreal Monkeys, while the
"Yayhoos" represent the gorillas of west
Africa.-John Gardiner in Science.
Sweet Potato of the South.
The sweet potato is to the south about
what the common potato is to Ireland
or Germany. It forms a very large part
of the food of the negToes and poor
whitee-in fact, it frequently takes the
place of bread to a great extent. The
favorite way of cooking it here is to
bake it in the oven or in the ashes.
The children are fond of burying the
potatoes in the ashes; at night, so that
they may alowly cook at night- The
southern-grown tweet potatoes are
larger and eiweeter than Hume grown at
the teeth. Thew raided m Mexico are
very sweet intlowl.-ehiengo Times.
YlestrIelly ea • Wentotly,
Elaeirlelly le Iseventiltig the Nylons.
refiledlal money nf what might he called
the Invalid seal treattnetit by liattery
for ettetythIng feint veneer to muddy
romplexione in In vogue now, and when
regular physielana can not lie brought to
give It in the desired quantity other
penile CUM A hallo, what should it be
called-an electrical habit or an elec.
trielty habit? Anyway, sin injurious
habitual disaipation on electricity is said
to bo quite possible, and in fact to be al-
ready in existence in some caiwa and im-
pending in ninny more.-New York
Graphic.
Self-Lighting Waterfalls.
Electric lighting in the Black Forest
is carried to the paradox of making the
waterfalls light up themselves by night.
The power exerted by the fall of water
generates all the electricity and throug,h
that all the illumination that moonlight.
Bengal lights and Roman candles, in
olden times, and even yet in other
places, are depended on to supply. As
a consequence at Triberg and Tarasp, in
the lower Engadine, they have moon-
light nights (artificial) all through the
season. -Ch icago I I oral d.
Little Brother of the Bea.
Crowfoot, the Blackfoot chief, while
on his way east, asked at the first sight
of Lake Superior: "Is that the aear
"No," replied the conductor, "it is not
the sea, but it a large water, and it
take* days tee cross it. What will you
call it, oh chief. "You say it is not the
sea?" "No." "Then." replied Crowfoot.
his face lit by a smile. "I will call it tbe
little brother of the sea."
 se- awe-
Joall Itill‘iga SAVA "Next to clear
coimelenee for soli I comfort, cams
old siiii." Ile probably never wittered
with a cough or cold, otherwise lie
would hove referre-1 to Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup as &leo a plod
thing to secure relief anti voinfort.
Patlisit Mexican Season.
(lie or, Max1CO, Dec. 16.-Tit•kete
for ta ice the capacity of the iton‘e have
been applied for for Pettre sestet/II next
 til. The prices of admisaion are 23
per cent. higher than thew fixed by the
bogus agent who recently vietlinized the
publie. It Is reported that the fugitive,
alleged to be Charles Bourtem, Is some-
% here in the State 11f I; laitclal•Pirs, mak-
ing hie way to the Pacitit• comet.
•
SICK headache is the liatie of many liv-
es. To cure and prevent this ntitiOy Dig
complaint use II. MeLeati'm ,Llt-
tle Liver amid Kidney Pallets They are
agreeoble teke 911 1 gentle in their at-
thin. 25 cents a bet For sale by II.
B. Garner.
Ida Italtirige, a yeinig daughter of ex-
Poatiintater Cereeheboro,
Westontirelatid c aunty 1.4., was limn--
teil at that place for roblilug the mails.
Site was well anti favorably kilo% it and
her arre_ost caused surp-ri-e.
The Luck of a Portuguese from Faye!.
NKW Ititertece-, Nov. 15. (Speciale-
A Portuguere from Yaqui bought a tick-
et of the loodalana State I,ottery, and
after carrying it in his pocket for lotir-
teen months, gave It to a renew country-
man eho.inie been ill .1nierlex only a
few a eeka. The latter hivestigittyal,moil
Missal that the ticket had &can $15,000.
The moi.ey arrived ifl thia city to-day,
and the Portuguese will elan in a few
days for Fieyal.--INew York Tribune's
Special, Nov. Itith.
411.
Leopard and tiger Ala plush is mai
used Mr -trimming cloth 1114.6F4.d.
new Imitation monkey flu- is also em-
ployed for trimming.
Far.quesersAt aceidenta occur in the
houteetiold wide!, cause burns, cute
?Aveiro; and bruises; for Bee 111 Knell
erste; Dr../. II. MeLean'a Volcanic Oil
Liniment has for many years been the
cotistatit favorite family remedy. For
sale by If. B. Garner.
The News seyre that the entire Imo
crop of Hardin county Ilse been MOW gild
gapped. N'ery I ew hogs sold for le e4
than four Petits, awl a large untidier aold
above Witt price.
A toilet luxury in evert respect,,
Ayer'e Hair Vigor never fail to restore
the youthful freshness mei eolor to fad-
ed anti gray hair. It alum ermine:dee
dandruff and prevents the hair from fail-
ing.
TROUBLE IN THE CAMP.
A Decision That Ha• Cauaed Much Dis-
content In the Salvation •rmy.
The recent autumn nianeeverri of tho
Salvation army in England were highly
succeesful. The Ainen artillery chal-
lenged general adiniretions and was
empecially effective at long-range prac-
tice. The Hallelujah infantry, which
were recently equipped with new drums
and tambourines, maintained the old-
time esprit de corps.
'When the Salvation cavalry came into
view a leughable incident occurred, for
a religious hobby-lioree took the bit in
his mouth and cavorted and pranced all
over the field with a Salvation army
lieutenant, who wee utterly unable to
hold him. Among tho corps whose evo-
lutions won especial praise were "the
Blood and Fire Fencibles," "the Cold
Stream Guards" (Baptist), "the Royal
Seven Dial Brigade," "the Petticoat
Line Light Cavalry," 'the Cheapside
l'itiramaiers," "the Collection l'hite Dra-
ouons," "the Mosaic Veterans," and "the
Ararat luvincibles."
A large part of the artily are to be
Armed with repeating sermons. Since
.:oitig into winter barracks the Salvation
.at my, not to speak disrespectfully of
t hat excellent organization, has adopted
the military system of the Zulus, for it
Eits decided that no officer shall marry
until he has distinguished himself in the
service and has reeched the grade of
captain. Ile must also obtain the con-
sent of his post commandant, and must
have sufficient military capacity to com-
mand three fortresses of the army at
once.
l'eople who are not familiar with the
grades and ranks of the Salvation Army
may be interested to know that a can-
didate, after going through a thorough
course of military instruction in the cate-
chism. and Fleeing rigid examinations on
lite art of holding camp Meetings, becomes
a "cadet." Ile often serves two years as
a cadet before he gets to be a lieutenant.
If he survives four ,or five years of ac-
tive service ca a lieutenant he is pro-
moted tit be captain. A captain may
grow gray in the setvice without ever
becoming a major. In some instances
the ambitious cadet services fifteen
years before he wears a captain's shout-
I h•r-straps and commands claaa-meet-
ing.
A promising cadet of the Salvation
Army who becomes enamored of a
pretty daughter of the regiment has
now to wait fifteen years before he may
wed. Promotion is slow, and unless he
dietinguishes himself in passing the-col-
lection plate the young Salvation sol-
dier may never reach the rank of cap-
tain. Several husaars in the Salvation
cavalry, who are engaged to pretty
young ladies in tho Amen light artillery,
have despairingly given up all hopes of
ever celebrating their nuptial& There
ie great discontent over the new mili-
tary order, and hundreds of soldiere are
deserting every day. Several battalions
hare openly mutinied and thrown away
their prayer-books.
The rule has been adopted to encour-
age gallantry in the field, and to prevent
martial incongruities. Under the old
sy,,tem a callow cadet of the Salvation
light infantry often married a veteran
skirmisher of the "Blood and Fire Fenci-
bles," or a young and pretty tambour-
ine player in the "Flying artillery" gave
her hand and heart to an ancient drum-
mer of the "Mosaic veterans." Hus-
band and wife are separated for many
years. They shouted in different battal-
iene. Tim husband might be sent to In-
'Oa with his battalion to sap mad mine
under a heathen temple, while at the
sante time the wife might be sent to
Switzerland with her battalion to skir-
mish with the Lutherans on the Alps.
The adoption of the rule will aleootive
the Salvation Army officvre time to de-
rote themselves to religious work. They
will no longer pass delightful hours in
paying court to charming young ladies,
the flower of the religious army, nor
longer hide their lamps under a bushel
on Sunday evening. Henceforth they
will have to face grim war everywhere.
and will go to India to be eaten by ti-
gers and to Switzerland to be stoned by
other Christians.
Tne new order scbout the efficere mar-
rying has not been received in this
country, but it is fearfully expected
every day. Ali tho cadetaiind lieuten-
ants are indignant and talk of throwing
up their cominiasions. If an attempt is
made to enforee the new rule in New
Yerk there will tat a mutiny the Sal-
vetloit Army oeteonet in hiatery (truly to
the Neje y mutiny, -eNeW Vial. Star,
affeeia el Tee sue 11061111.
Tile Millall111141(41 (if tva lime 1,00-9111,,
Ita isavii ',unweaned a Audi
of Its 'Irwin upon the lwalth of the peer
ple, There are those who look upon It
as an evil only second to that oonnected
with the excessive use of alcohol. Tea
is spoken of as an agreeable cerebral
stimulant, rpilekening intellectual oper-
ation, removing headache and fatigue,
and promoting cheerfulnesi and a sense
of well being. When it is used to ex-
cent tho digestive and nervous systems
are especially affected.
There is no doubt that there aro Callen
of dyspepsia caused by the inordinate
use of strong tea., and it in also a matter
of cotnmon observation that sleepless-
ness. palpitation of the heart and nt•rv-
ous irritability often follow the pro-
longed use of this beverage. Tea drink-
ers, by which we mean thoiso who use
tea to execs's, are to be found in all
cheeses of society. The fact should be
I impressed upon such persons that tea
is not a food and can not. therefore,
without risk to health, be aubstituted
for artielee of diet which form tooth
flesh and bone.-Science.
The Beecher* as Swimmers.
Ilenry Ward and Charles Beecher
a-ere once called the hest swimmers at
the North end, Boston. !henry especinlly
was almost amphibioue. He used to de-
light in taking 'headers" from the jib-
boom of ship& a jump of thirty to forty
feet to the water. He repeatedly swam
to Charlestown and returneul, where the
tide ran very strong. Ile was an ath-
letic, wide-awake young fellow.-Chi-
cago Tinier.
An a horse and ca7t14."--e lotionTSelvation
Oil hes proven itself ati ilitallible reme-
dy, it Las leceived the hearty indorse-
ment many weil-k ?IOW n
horsemen. Ptii•e 25 cents R bottle.
The stri iiig miners at the Beer Val-
ley colliery, near Shinnol.io, l'a., termite-
ed %cork. •
Pritsi-iNs !eitail --"1-01 exposure
are subjeet CO rheum itioni, neuralgia
and limiliago, all I %sill 1111 I a valtieble
remedy itt Dr..1. II. Me T.1.1111..1 ‘'oleaiiie
oil Lieinient : it eel banish pain and
eidedue hal inuniatioto For ettle by H. B.
Garner.
Bet ve :-.4111.-o4S/ .-1.014111.--) -1441 of (*little,
averaging 1 tve bren
bought e it hitt the last ten dot s in Clark,
Garrerd an.1 Boyle counties, at three
cents per Ii4M I.
so Mato's Oil is a God a_111.1 to the nit-
thee as it %till etire all pain of every dia-
cription, both hitermil and external.
Tins oil le a tainhy dot-hit; its merits are
unequaled. Sold by all lb-alert' med-
icines. S.imple bottles 25 crew, full size
50 verde arid $1,011. A mire teire for
rheumatism. All that Is iisked is a trial.
.1. II. hoodnin, proprietor, 60 weal.
fourth street, raticiiiiihti,
harper. the owner of the stallions
Longfellow anti Ten liroeck, gave them
the A ir last %trek at $12.000
each. heretofore they 'neve be.en mistim-
ed at *100 each.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The Rest SalVe ill the world for cut.,
Bruises. Sores, Salt Itle• , lever,
Sores, Tetter, Hands, Chil-
blains, corns. anti all Skin Eruptions,
and po•itively cures Piles or no pay re-
quired. It is guaranteed to give per-
fect satistacti.iii, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per pox. For Kale by II.
14. Garner.
-
Diptitherie is still raging in Perla and
Bourbon et runt y. In Knile instances a
second ettoek liOttel hell the paient
has only revovereil a few weeks.
----elle -10
PAINS ill tile AH11111.44 tlie hack illd knife
a diseased condition of the Liver or Kid-
nem which may be easily re ))))) veil hy
the tow of Dr..1. II. McLean's Heerlen('
Kidney Balm. $1.00 per „Bottle. For
gale by II. It. Garner.
Capes with elieg aleeves are worn
with tailor-made coaturnee. They are
trimmed with fur err phial' correspond-
Ink to that of the dream,
"Comparleoure are 011ionM"
. .
Garner, Hopkinsville.
Ponleroy's l'etroline Plasters are be-
yond comparlami Ith oily of the old
sloe -aethig plasters ao much advertised;
they are iiemitively original and superior
• 1
•
INFORMATIO1
MANY PERSONS
et this *imam
suffer from
e i Si •r
Rheumatism
mu In the
Limbs. Rack end
Rides, Bad Blood,
Nalaria,Constfparion k o,y Troub1,11.
.4--YOLIKA CORDIAL CURES RHEUMATISM.
Bad Blond roll Kidney Troublea, hy cleansing the
tAl VI I 0/.11 its inipurait, Itreilgthviillig fill parts
• thevobroiyA.
CORDIAL CURES SICK-HEADACHE.
Neurnliria, Pain. in the 1.finba. hall andel:Iv. 1,7
kiting the ileryes Sea etreugthening the mu". l‘s,
.4--YOLINA CORDIAL CURES DYSPEPSIA.
ledigeetten and Cnoelooinn. by ailing the *swim-
Bab lig of the rood t tonal, the i•ruper action of tsa
Stomach ; It coos a healthy •ppet
•*-YOLINA CORDIAL CURES NERVOUSNESS.
Depreeden of Finnic. and Weakness, t vilify,*
fug ar4 toning the eystem.
-4--YOLIHA CORDIAL CURES OVERWORKEI
and Detest. Women. Pune and mealy child,'
It la delightful a;c1 nutritious as a gemeral Tonle
faeinde ht,itinlestheoe.r. tc,,uteriReteg
Mailed on rev-el pt or a pomace stamp. Addeo
VO.LINBALOTIRmUoCRI&. RC pH. E uS4.I5CA.L CO
LIST OF LANDSIN THEHANDs (IF
Jno. W Payne,
Real Estate Agent,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
unice-Cp stain!. opposite the Court-house.
No. 4
Farm, eontaining 145 acres of land, Millet...I
Miles Nest id ilopkinev We, Ky.. eerie Princeton
road. There is a small Ilwelling   upon it
Land is of flue quality. about !I, cleared. A
good bargain ran be obtained in the purchase
of this lan.1. Price $1,40. fern's, 1,j e111111, bal-
ance in I and 1 years, with interest on ileferree
paymenta.
No. 7.
Lot for Sale, coutaining ti acre, east of rail-
road and north of mail to fair grounds. It is •
cheap lot for seine oue deoring a home in Hop-
kinsville. Price $110.00.
No. 10.
Lot for side ivintainingee of an acre and situ-
ated mi Nashville street, opiereite South Ken-
ucky ollege. It is a •plendid ho for building
pureones. Price $100. A good bargain is in
store Verson's,. one.
No. 11.
A parcel of ground witaining some II or 4
Arno, situated on Itureell9 file roal. Just outside
the corporate limite (if the city of itopkinsville,
and frenting the Makeinore property. This
pore of ground has a frontage of leer feet. It is
an excellent piece of pntiorty an.I In neneep(j.
ble of helms thy filed into 4 .51. 5 good building
ate, with an •verage ifepth of sue feet. There is
quite • number of fruit trees in bearing 1/11 the
place and al*. goed vineyard. For budding
purview. there is not a more desirable piece of
property in or near the city. Prior and terms
reasonable.
•No. 12.
nom for sale, rontaining alroittE7S acres oi
land. rittiatett on the old Coulon road, six miles
from lieriknav mile. The land la of goad quality
and grows tobacco, torn, wheat, clover and
erasers freely. The do eiling is not in very
reel repair, but with a little expeuiliture of
money it could be made quite comforts'. e.
There is a greet barn and stable beside. other
impraSetnentsi on the piece. Any one desiring
• good farm could secure a good bargain by
purchasing this leaned land. Terms and prics
reasonshie.
No. 13.
House and lot in Hopkinsville, situateel on
Ittewellv Ale street. The houee l• a I elle Red
commodious one, having I rooms, with kitchen,
servaers room, and all necemary tot. build-
ings. There 16 a good new etniole fie the place
that will accommodate 9 head of borne's. •
good cerriage or buggy house, a good cietern,
ac. Tlere are 8 acres of ground the and
upon it are over MO peach, pear loud apple trees
in full tearing. The location is healthy and the
property is very desirable in eyory respect.
No. 14.
Lot in eity of Hopkiusville, Northwest corner
of J &elitism and Elm streeta, in Jesup's aililitios
to said city. Lot fronts on Jackson street M
feet and runs back 110 feet to a 30 ft. alley.
Lies beautifully and te well drained from front
to back. Price Dee
No. 15.
A splendid reeidenee on Nashville street, this
rev, not far from M•in, with goad rooms, all
of whieh are in excellent eonoition. Posidee
(h.-, there are a servants room, kitchen, stable.
',oat  se, and in fact all net-emery outbuild-
ings. A good cellar and cistern and quite a
1.11111bef of fruit trees in bearing. Any peraon
a-soling. gond hootemsboo. maciii see this one. Price
and terms reasonable.
Farm. of 114 acres of land f1eef idarrettatiorg,
Christian coutit). Ky., with Ile acre. cleared and
«dime.. in fine timber. The farm is located
It hin 1,  mitre of the depot of the I. A. & T. Rail-
road which aid penetrate the roanithern part of
1.11. coUht.). and is Moo located mile of 2
ebarehen and a whool-luottaa. There Is a good
dwelling k.tth Stood rumen. a nee stable that will
stieaer is lead or seek, aid ali other necessary
mittittildisiga oil the place; &leo a barn that will
house 3' arils i.obecco. 40 acreaof the land are
is, clover. Terms and prier reasonable.
No.
A good house and lot for sale In the city Hw
ittiovOle, sob three good rooms, Slithers, servaht•
▪ I . I is/eve, sInbie. tellli 41 acre °Viand situ-
ate/ 0,1 /frown Hoye,. is an •seellent lllll
amt soot! Morgan. is 1111110re (of Mollie 0110.
ri ",11 tal
• room) realtichte 11101 all necamiery "eV
hoiblit,••• 1 lei sell la eif es. clleull
1 soid loonies. hinter oh fleamiltille al*
e'en I - square of Mats, for sole sir reat.
le oft. I, as it terse strife Pom With a couple of
?mills. good for oases 1W twit rooms, sleeve.
No. st,
lloinoto sod lot for sale In the city of
vio. Rod the southern cotton thereof. Lot
...monolog los ef an acre. frame dwelling,
a in gmol mono* mot hall, tilteloodi. efervaat's
,•4.184 Wel all ea...misery unibuildinge A gaud cis-
tern • it h pletity of good water In It. Price. IOW
NO. n.
Boos. and lot fey sateen city nt Illopkinsville, In
omit ..f lo. J. slialo's frame. story
rt •ideime with 4 room*. kitchen ie. Priers sad
term. remediable
No. Se
Yam for sale In this county 4 or tulles front
Itopoinaville and mile fool. Print eton pike, of
61 a. r.a.114 Tol acre. ie the land la cleared,balance
iltiv timber. Thew la a frame house on sands
with 1 large and comfortable rooms, kitchen,
servant'. room. gtsal stable. harm dre. The land-
• grow heat. tuber..., corn and g rasa splendid
iy. Her« Is a linnet bargain for some one. Price
and terms reasonable.
No. X.
A good and desirable *tore-house, altuated at
Kelly's Petition, and In lu or la feet of the mt. Louis
and is. E. It. ft. The building Is a frame one.
feet. with two good flintily rooms over name.
There la,,Ve of aii acre 111 the lot and the store-house
attn.irahly adopted for the dry g oeds or grower,
business'. Apply to me for price, terms Cc.
No. IT.
A home, and lot ferule in the city of Hopkins.
tulle, Jeitup A venue; there le ,e of gndind
attached. liouee has Ave gissi rooms. stable,
with 4 stalls and loft, • good cistern. ctial hoes,
and all novo...eery out botteeis There is elan •
good plank fence around the premires. Pelee
and term. ream/liable.
No. M.
Hon« and lot on Jracti A venue. in city of
llopkinsville. Tee dwelliug hats ve wood
roomy., coal house Ilia other gomi and neeresary
out loutidinge, and alfall a good plank fence
memo., same. There is ks acre of ground at-
tached. Price anti terms reasonable.
Nu. M.
weer of fgeteehete• store, Christian county,
Farm of 114 acres for sale, in the neighbor-
Ky.. on Cerulean Springs road, VID acres of the
!awl are cleared and in plod state of cultiva-
tion, balance in timber, under good fence.
There Ina thvelltog house with two moms and
hall; crib, stable, mooke house, an emodlent
'cistern, plenty of fruit trees, a good vineyard
with choice grape..; convenient to reboots,
eburchio and poet...Mee. and in good ofifighbor-
hood Terms and price reasonable.
No. 10.
Farm for sale, situated this county, within
3 mil« ef Croftuu, centaining about 316 scree.
A greater portion of this lane is cleared and in
as excellent stale of cultivation, the balanre le
in fine timber. There I• 441 tile place a erst-rate
dwelling v. cent f..rtal•le rooms,
barna, stil.le eii.1 &II other necesnary out-
houses There la also on the premises a young
and vigorous orchard. bearing the latest and
No. 31.
brat varieties of peaches, apple*, pears ac.
Churelow, re:hoots and poet oilier are in easy
reacts of the place. Priee and terms rearonable.
Honer and lot fer gale jnot outside the eons:or-
ate limos of the city of Hopkiesville. between
W.N.1.11 mill awl the.railroad. There is an acre
of Freund attached. a good frame cottage and
cabin on the pretnistot. Preperty rent. for 513
per moot h. 'Price ate terms reatema tele.
"No. et.
Farm for sale situated about 6 miles northeast
of the city of 11.1pkinsville, on the middle fork
of Little river, &nitaining lee acres. 75 acres
of this land is eleareie balance in extraordi-
narily fine timber. This land Is in excellent
condition for cultivation, every foot of it being
suitable to the growth of heat, tobacco, corn,
and granges. There is picuty iif drinking and
stock water on the place. There three good.
never-failing springs and 10i-ea:non There is
aloe Remelt orrhard of select fruit already in
bearing, strawberriee, raspberries, ae. There
tea good double *Wry log house. cabin, 'Lecher
good stable, barns &c., en the premiers. Term.
and price reasonable.
umconir.17,1lnfl istPi orrtv fonr sa, 
No. at.
Ky. There Is a nest and deairable collage betid-
ing tori the else,. with 5 gooe rooms. a lox store
woo,. Web could be easey cooverted into. a ho-
tel. an excellent ehoLern Prkt. low and terms
very remienahle
No. ST.
Property' for sale at Kelly's station. Chrintlan
county. he., eonsisting of 4 acres of ground. log
building with III feet rooms, passage and 2 shed
rootlet. good (lidera. There are ale. on the prom.
sea quite a number of fruit trees so ready In bear-
ing. Price low and terms reseousble.
No.34.
i rnperty for sale conststing of 1.4, 4,1es of around
al tinted at Kelly's Station, Christian county, Ky.
Thereto a good log budding iv. stories begs, %Mimi
OD ) ards of depd. I here it a good well on the
place. Tbe property is on the L. & N. IC It.
No. W.
Property fee. sale at Kelly's Ntation, Christian
county. k,y„ ea the L. & N. R. W, acre of ground
with box house with tut, II feet rooms.
No. N.
Property for sale at Kelly's Station. Christian
county. Ky., on L. & It. K. There -are acres of
ground. cottage building with mown, front and
bark porch, lathed. plastered and nicely papered.
...id dorm de. 200 fine fruit trees In good brea-
the.
No.41.
1.„,,eoperty at Kelly's Station, Christian eounty,
Ky7I ID acres of land lying neardepoi. 4400d log
eabiti In the place.
MO. 42.
Farm- 4 miles from ilopkinsville, le mile
from Canton road pike, adjoins J•mes C. bloom
and Ben. S. (7ampbell, contains 166 acres, No. I
timber, 116 acres open land in greet heart, hay-
ing been clovered and well cultivated for six
years.; good bout* of fem. room, and Onsets,
cabin, stable, crib, pheola, !kr; fine water in
abiandanee for otoek; good fences, and In every
way desirable. Pre-cirri per acre Terme easy.
No. 43.
Farm for 111/1111.-Trart of DO acre,. In this
county, sti mile. northead of Hopkineville. sit
tutted immediately erin the Green% ille road.
Seventy - acres of this lanil are in timber,
and balanee cleared end in an excellent taste
of cultivation. There is a doultie log cabin 18x
30 ft. store and a half high. iin the Ware. kiten •
neand all neeetenary oullitolilinge. There are
&leo 1 gno.I harm*. lilarkom it h shop, good awn
of never (subtly water •nd as abuneanee o
took water. Also eight • mew In or 'hard or
peach, apple plum and eats's, trees. Pelee and
terms leasonable.
No. 41.
Vann, ritiiiitc.1 7 miles west of llopkinseille
on the old canton read. ISe mew from cud of
the Pike. aild 11,a frAm I. .t a T. k. It. slew fo
onestruetimi. Contains VW acres td lAno. ise
cleared, balance in timber; iif the cleared lauo
wo acres is in clover •nd graw, belittler iii good
state of cultivation. Improvements omelet .1
Comfortable dselling of ti rooms, kitchen.SMote
house. ire Louse, carriage house. and other Dec-
ewary outbuildings, a good barn, cietern. tto
stable for 16 or 110 bead of «ma. • new crib witi
bran hie sod aliening room and row stable fo
6.5r eight head of cow• attar lied. These staities
h•ve large, roomy Ione, sufficient to bold IS ton -
of hay, one log mei 4 frame cabin. the
[alter with sotory &Loose each Ohl oreitard
in bearing •nil young orchard of Ito «Feet tree.
now set 1,)esini. Plenty of stock water and iti
excellent neighborhood. Terme eesy. A ppl%
40 J01111 . Payne. or c. L. kiwis on premise..
a. part 411 same. loitN,of .u.44t.tiesirtel se • pen .
Contaiu• Mee acne. all timber. ane lie- • •.. t
Sinking Pori, adjoiniug the farms of Mr.. Joh..
and /dark McCarty, In all gotn1 laud and wall le
O.1.1 iwparately or in connection with 
-.hose
This 11111Y4 el of 540'. aerts le pert ef trow
nientione.I in •bove nunther 1111141 r*.1414I um.
the tOttee tract. ran end will be eold repareiely
A lupin to John W. Payne, or c. 1.. Ihoie
premiere.
No. 46.
House and lot for sale, on Clarkeville street
opposite the residence of Eugene Wood, iu
city of llopk !mettle. The lot continua Vj sere..
the dwellitig is a (WO- story (rattle, oa
weal rooms. kitchen, teller, stable, earns's.
bowie, in fart all necessary outbuildings. "inter
Lc. Also quite a variety of fruit too« on U
place. Price aud terms reasonable.
No.47.
Farm of 230 aeres for sale, situated In I tiro.
tian county. 53/4 mules west of Hoplonsville, .5
the Princeton pike. with frame I-1story build-
ing, 4 rooms. kitchen, smoke house, stable. In
addition to Use building above described, there
is a lenemeut house within • 34 mile of the
former one and on the same place. There is au
excellent barn neliel feet with 3 roue and doub-
le shed on the prelnlaell. • 1 reek Nine erottehthe place and affords exc.-fleet ,tork watt •
daring the entire year. ohm a never failling
spring which furnishes drinking water Mb
acres are cleared, balance in line find.. 154.,
acres have been In clover for 3 years ar wa-
broken up this fall. This is one of tl o beat
tracts of land in the county, every foot of the
soil being rich aud fertile and well vim ladle
the; row th of tobacco. corn and wheat. A
°silent bargain can lee «curet' lore. Priee and
terms reasonable.
No. 48.
Farm for sale containing 140 arres of land
situated in the aouthern portion of tile county
Is the New stead neighborhood. with double log
bonse with It revise, kitchen. citifies, stable.barn, cietern,opring. 'I'his land extends down
lento river. There In ellw a good isfifil (kr
plaee. Also quite • veriety of fruit trees nowin bearing. Almon 300 mew of the land are
cleared, balance in fine timber. 'Title fitnil
rich •nd well adapted to the emote' of
corn and wheat. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 49.
Farm for sale of MO acre*, sitilatett in
south Chrienan eonnty, in the Newatead
neighborhood. with dytelliog of good roome, X
canine, ',mike home-, excelleut stela's* and
cribe,• large and eonimoolious bare. -them ere
al« fine fish ponds on the premises, a good.
never-faiiiiig spring, which aCords • natural
dairy bowie, also a large cistern. About 119'
acres of this land in in cultivation, balance in
fine timber. This land is peculiarly adepted
the production of toliacco, is heat 'did cern. A
bargain rr n be had 111 the purchase of Hite true*
Price an•I tense reaeonable.
No. P.
Farm fee sale consisting of sue acres of lima,
situated In Clinetian oinnty , h rade.
north% est of littpl.insville. on the Buttermilk
ro.ol. There is a good cottage dwelling of dee
room.. with front anti heck porch. steal etables.
crib and barn that will 11.41104 IS acres of tolac•
ce, en the place Thrre la aleo an excelleut ap•
pie oreherd. a good well and a branch of never
failirg 'dock water on the premues mot(
acres of fine timber. This land Is fertile an.I
well adopted to the growth of tolemeo. corn.
wheat, clover, &c.
Fenn NU' sale, eitueNtoed.-51l.s Christian county,
Ky.. about V miles from Hopkinsielle. in the
N•rt mead vicinity, containing KW acre.. of land,
all of which is cleared land. There Is a good
cistern &oil an abundance of stock water on
the farm. There is a frame building with two
moms on the premises; also a peel bart, ice
home. ac. Also a young peach and apple or-
chard now io bearing. The neighborhood to
which this land is located is It good 4.ne. Schools
and churches movement. A good mill within
ele mew of the place. The productive quality
of the land is exceptionably good. Price and
terms reasonable.
No. 52.
Farm of 1.51 scree situated near Newstead is
l'hristian county Ky.,with a ceinfortable doub-
le log cabin, good bare and all neeessary out-
bieelioloiou the-place, also a pest well, stuck
pond, and the land is cleared. Thw place is
within Ili miles of the I. A T. It IL land of
excellent quality,
No 33
Farm of 190 acres situated near Newideati
Chrintian county, Ky., a Ohm 13 utile* of Hop-
kiarville and 21, miles of the I. A. & T It K.
There are two good log cabins z‘n the place. also
barn, stables, Lc , 125 acres cleared balance is
Cue timber laud rich and productive.
No. 56.
Farm for sale. coataining 185 acres. situated
in the vicinity of Bainbridge, Christian county.
Ky., on the Cadis and Malleson•ille road. 70
acres cleared. balance in go..1 here
good double log hone* woth four room. sold
hall, • large shaided tarn. stable. cabin, two
isteryo.rnlis prings and a doe apple orchard on the
place. Thiele cheap and will be mold on easy
YARN YOE S A I.E.-Consisting (if 2). acres
of lend eituated os Koseeliville pike, one mile
eaat of the city of liopkinsvine. There is on
the land a large log weather-boarietl homes, 2
stories, anti onifortable rooms; 1 fine cellars;
aim) g.ssl "divide, servant's house and office;
repring of never-failing water; le acres til :able
and could be convertiol lido excellent building
Iota: belance in timber A valuable place for
Wine orie .1.-61 re. a got, I hoo« ne•r city
limes
Anirew Hall,
14111.1Ill IN
GRANITE
A ND
MARBLE
Monracts
Worimaliship Thawed
AND TUB
LOWEST MMES.
Lerner V Melee% aro! Springs streets.
Hopkinsville. - - Ky.
Saml Hawlails & Co
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
1.11,,, 1.09V 1. No. r. A. 11. • •. .
.
1,4e
W. W. Clark. 'V . "
Thome* Kodui•ri "
Y. I.. Wailer. J. r
it. M. Fairleigh, '11 In,
. Dietri,L. bee'y .
Ito an Hopper, S. D.
.Y P Datenport, J. 11.
W. B. Latider, b. & T.
Lodge meets at Masonic Hall, ard etor,
Thompson Bleck. Brat Monday night le each
month.
OILIENTA Ckl A PTEK. No. A. M.
Magee ...evocations fd Mouday of ma o.
month at nilabole Hall.
M. K. Thomas Lod-
roan. H. P.; K , J. W,
Pritclwtt, K.: IL., W In.
(Merritt. ( wet .
1. Landes. C H._;Cassip
B. W. ekine. P 6 :
Comp. 'tryst, Hokper,
41 K. A. t omp. K. 11.
A nilerson, M V;
lamp, K. M. rairkeigh.
, O. . ni V .; t;onie.
H. H. Abersatity, 1111
IR. let V.;
t otiop. fl. W. Lander, Teem.
•• Dietrich, Stley.
•• W. 14. Lander. Guard.
MirORE ill/MAN DERV 140.6. K. T.
•
•
Sr. Kt. F. L. es alter :C.C.
•• " Hunter Wood. eeeneralissieso
" Thome* Itodtuano_apc;Ger.
" George Poindexter, Prelate.
" " 8. L. Salter, Sen. W
• it. W. Stone, Jr. W.
" " Wm. rikerritt. et'.1 Hr.
" " E. W C.E.1 wards, liw, Br.
• " H. H A heruathy, Warder.
" " J. W. Pritchett, Treasurer .
*. C. H Dietneh, Recorder.
Wm. It. Leader. C. of Le.
ROYAL ARLANUM.HOPEINNV ILLY tile. '0
Cll. NO. Me.
los. I. Landes, Regent.
Lima. If . Dietrich.-Past ges t
Thos.Long, Vice Regent
O. W iley. Chaplain.
M.I/. Smith, t/rator.
Litstint, Treasurer
J. P. Braden Collector.
Geo. C. Long, &Secretary
John Young, Guide.
Ten. P. infree, Sentinol
olin Iloavon. Guard.
Meets Oland 4th Thursday • i• each mostio.
OA YON COUNCIL aro.iwitosam MIKIS lie
Lipetine. Chief Cemeerioo
J. K. l wymae. V. C.
V. W. c Secretary
1..1% Pay nr.Treaourer
T J. Itlaiu. Prelate.
R. D. West, Marriott.
J Y. Pc14.. Warden.
G. W. Long. 6unr,I.
J C Day. sentry
Trosteee -.I. M. J T. Ricketts s no
If. Merritt.
Miele in K. of P. Hall 5.1 aue Ith Moo.l•y -a
earl, month.
CHKIsTI A N Nu. qv). K SIGHT* or
HONOR.
it. An-tenons. Dictator.
debt, Orr, Vice De-Later.
r. m.o. Ain't Dictator.
I. Burnett, keperfer.
W . T. Tandy, F. Keperter.
J. 8. lorrey. Treasurer.
Hunter Wood, Chaplain.
.1. le-reit...Medical Exaseleer.
I.. P. Payee. v;
I. A. B. Johnson. Inside Guard.
a W. Pyle, Outatde Guard.
EVIERGREEN LOLOSI. NO. ate K. or r.
.1 K. Gant, 8 P C.
J. Stile., C C.
W AV right, V C.
G. W. Coll's., Prelate
.1 W . Payne. K nf K. A 9
K. Y. Weal. M. of le
)4. Meacham. M. of E
Mo. M at Arnie.
It. B. Ellie, In Guard.
R. W. Henry, Out timard.; W. Wright, T.
for L. T.; J. A. Toung. E. G. Sebree and John
W. Payne. Trustee. VV. A 11 Filed. •
Lodge meets the Id and Ith Thursdays la ev-
ery month.
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. 07
Meets every 54 Monday in every month,
L. R. Davis, Pres't.
H. it Wiley,V. P
ILK An-lentos, See'y tied Treas.
KNIGHTS OF THE GoLDEN ettOrell.
Mecte the 1st Mad Fridays is egieD imeetb
R. W. Norwood, N. C.
Ross A . igen., K. R.
Porter Smith. F. K. li..
J. W. I. Smith. Treaeurer.
Krume Foulke., H.
fom Gain« P.
V. W. t rabb,W
J. C. Day, 8.
ANCIENT ORDER Oir UNITED W °KRIS MIL
Time of meeting. awl 4th Toe...lays.
W. Lee, 11. W.
S. A. Moore. bi. r.
John Illoayen.
Kosenlisum, G.
A. 8 Caldwell, F.
W. C. Wriget,11.
It. F. West, IL.
GREEN MYRA Loimim. No. se, 1:-.• /I. r.
14.1iliit*Irk W. C. Wright, N. G.
Y. r Henderson, V. G.
W. T. Bente. ft et.' y .
D. K. Beard. Treaa.
Meet^ every Friday elget.
rl I it. IR, .Cw! ,ACM. Pr NIENT. NO.11, I. O. 11
H. F. Met tiny. H. P.
3.11, llendereon, 8. W.
•. H. Anderson, J. W.
D. It. Heard. Treaa.
Thuret•T
()Kora or T1111 11105 HALL
James* Yonne'. J.1'. J.
W right, so ea,,
enilree lllll rut, Alaillinef,
John I limy, Iterate,
Thomas J 111aie,Prelate,
Lotooftelenishi _Watehman,
root, laiine. H. r. m,4:6111 son r.
yfoi.
T 114. (' A -- Wow neer Russell's dry rows
store, i.orier Slain anti N I . Boone opSts
Tiwielay . iireelay suil Saturday @savings heal
6 to le tl'elook.
Cf.H.ORICD 1,0110Eli.
CNION foteavoLitnT aourrr.
meets 1st and Monday eveolag la dual
isteinth, f See-luck. at their lodge room, Nate
street, second Moro over Weiser aid I ofershie-
er's building. R. McNeal, Presideet; Ned Tur-
ner, Sec' r.
FREEDOM IAIDOK. No. 11. U. R. r-
• let and Srd Tuesday nights In Postell's
Hall, Court atreet. K. W. tilase. W . II; L. P.
Buckner, Secretary.
IIVRAlsORA TEMPLR, NO. le, 5. or
Meets 11.1 and 4th Tuesdays ta each month In
U. It. F. Hall Postell's block onrt street.
Augusta /domes, W. P; Carrie Banks, I). P;
Katie Casty. Secretary.
HoPKINSWILLI LODGE. NO. ISIS, O. U. 0.
or 0. r.
Meets find an.1 4th Monday eights at Homer
and Overehiner's Ha n main street. I haries
Jesup N. le; William Gray, V. t., W . Wass,
P. 8; William Clark N.V.
MYSTIC TIM LODGE NO. NNW. G. N. 0.
OF F.
Meets 1st and ard Wednesday eVbta ef sash
month. litlasJohneore N. 6; C Rana Ir. lc
GaiNe BILL LODoi1 NO. 15 11'. II.-meeke lad
4th night in each month at their Lodge room at
7:30 o'clotk Henry Guyon. President. C, II
Ilarris. ovecretart .
- AYER'S
Ague Cure
Never fails to cure every form of illsordcr
peculiar to Malaria-infected districts. It
Is Warranted,
In every este, when used in accordance
with directions. It contains no quinine.
.) end not only neutralizes Mantua ic t.ideon.
but stimulates the Liver to health% action.
Ke"Pe' Lf`' 11` '"%." " ' g 1 ' ur t'''Vell tone to the Stomach, and kolnoles
• 
thc appetite.
Tonsorial Parlor ! "Pottersville, Texas, I
A itt CUTTINg.
SHAVING
CHAMP001 NG.
BOOTBLACK I NU awl
Hair Dressing
Done In the very best style. •sinstedbr
Joses•nd I. 11. Jones. All
Polite and Skillful learberm
Don't forget the place.
• vi lie at.. ioining EillireesOflice
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
1.arge •nd roomy Bteeil. and aropIe arcouiu...ds
ti.oil for horses. Special &Hendon givAn fureish
rg grind horses and vehicles to all liver, eeelege
441414.phOD• COLIDOC(100 everywhere.
3E3 UP 3E130 1.At
Female College
Hopkinsville, Ky.
The Fall Tenn W111 oyes on MONDAY, AU-
GUST 30. '46. An experienretl faculty', thor-
oughonstruction and terms as heretofore. For
other Infortuatioo call on or addres•
.1. W. MUST.
Hop kinsielle,Ky
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proriosed line of
adverti:;inf; in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper Advert is. no rtureiou.
10 Spnew Et., New York.
Send Wow. for 100-irsige isarrepbtes.
Jam 15,1884. )
"Dr. J. C. dyer 4- co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in local i-
ties aboum-linf in Malarial
disorders ; have been the suldect
of their attacks in many forms.
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as dyer's .4 fue
Cure. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
CUM.
J. B. M. HUNTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
PREPARED BY
DR C ATER & Kase-
, by all Druggists.
I'rice 81; slx bottles. SS.
THE CREAT
Through Trunk Line
es:r.7%
•e sqp
c-4
Without Change and with Speed Ur
1Trouitkr
toe. 8L Loth, Svanovi l• and Bende
the
SOUTHEAST & SOUT
THROtiCH coar•Hga from show mom ee
ihoh•ille and Chattanooga, =akin direct coo.
sections with
`11.13=2.13.111. P' *lac* Co.ra
r,., Atlanta, Savannah, Mason, Jacksonville,
and points In Florid*
.
raasection• are made at Guthrie tied Nash-
ville for 01 p. Hite
NORTH, EAST. SOUTH &WESTI. I an Palate (Ars
EMIGRANTS ileneskolg,„hrite d Inlet
receive see< •• rater •
mo. Agents ef this 1 rni.sity for MIMI, metes.
Re or write, C. P. ATMORE, G P. & T. A.01, coesous
•
`O.
1411.14.$000" ee
•
117443(jerprik5111,9Frarkerneli11 " ' e6116...4.06.4, " "
Afe,'
• C
